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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

As the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (hereinafter “the Commission”) adopts and begins to examine standards and guidelines for the guarantee of economic, social and cultural rights, the Robert F. Kennedy Memorial Center for Human Rights (hereinafter “the RFK Center”) requested this general interest hearing to discuss the state of the right to education in the Americas. In the hearing, and through a comprehensive report, the RFK Center and its partners, international human rights clinics from Cornell Law School and University of Virginia School of Law, and witnesses from the region, will focus on the right to education for Afro-descendant and indigenous peoples in the Americas. As a means to demonstrate the overall state of education in the Americas, the hearing and report provide detailed accounts regarding the status of the right to education in Colombia and Guatemala, as well as an overview of the Dominican Republic.

In addition to the obligations stemming from the American Declaration on the Rights and Duties of Man, Article 26 of the American Convention on Human Rights (hereinafter “the American Convention”) requires that States Parties take steps to progressively achieve full realization of the right to education. In connection, Article 1 of the American Convention establishes State obligations to respect rights without discrimination. Furthermore, the Additional Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights in the Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (hereinafter “the Protocol of San Salvador”) explicitly recognizes a universal right to education (Article 13), and the right of every child to free and compulsory [primary] education (Article 16), without discrimination (Article 3). Article 13 of the Inter-American Democratic Charter resolves that, “[t]he promotion and observance of economic, social and cultural rights are inherently linked to integral development, equitable economic growth, and to the consolidation of democracy in states of the hemisphere.” Thus, the importance of determining Organization of American States (hereinafter “the OAS”) Member States’ obligations in contributing to economic, social and cultural rights, through working to improve the right to education, cannot be over-emphasized.

The right to education functions as a multiplier right: it “unlocks other rights when guaranteed, while its denial precludes the enjoyment of all human rights and perpetuates poverty.”

---

1 This project was undertaken by the RFK Center in partnership with its Human Rights Laureates Berenice Celeyta (NOMADESC), 1998 RFK Human Rights Laureate from Colombia, Amilcar Mendez Urizar (CERJ), 1990 RFK Human Rights Laureate from Guatemala, and Sonia Pierre (MUDHA), 2006 RFK Human Rights Laureate from Dominican Republic. RFK human rights laureates arranged and participated in most meetings and were very involved in the on-the-ground investigation conducted. RFK human rights laureates also identified the witnesses testifying at the hearing before the Commission.

2 In the interest of time, a hearing was sought without the presence of the State governments.


5 See id. at art. 1.


Minority populations face particular obstacles in attaining quality education due to institutionalized discrimination, language and cultural barriers, and geographic isolation. In most Latin American and Caribbean countries, the failure to provide quality education for Afro-descendant and indigenous peoples is a significant problem. Though their countries’ constitutions and membership in the OAS (invoking the American Convention) guarantee the right to education, the majority of Afro-descendant and indigenous peoples have little to no adequate primary or secondary education. Further, facing centuries of entrenched structural discrimination, very few, if any, enjoy access to higher education.

The Report addresses States’ obligations to fulfill the right to education without discrimination and examines the failure to meet those obligations in three specific countries: Colombia, Guatemala and the Dominican Republic.9

A. LEGAL FRAMEWORK AND METHODOLOGY

Section II surveys States’ immediate and progressive obligations under the Inter-American system to provide education to all persons within their jurisdictions. States are immediately obligated to provide to all persons within their jurisdictions education without discrimination, compulsory and free primary education, and equal protection under the law.10 Additionally, States must progressively realize the right to secondary and higher education, within the parameters of the concept of “reasonable time” jurisprudence contemplated by the Inter-American human rights system.11 The most vulnerable populations, including Afro-descendant, indigenous peoples, children, and women, are entitled to education on an equal basis and without discrimination.12

Section III of this Report discusses its methodology, which analyzes the lawful realization of the right to education through the structural, process, and outcome indicators recommended by the Commission.13 The Commission’s Guidelines permit an examination of the State’s institutional framework for providing education, the quality and extent of State action, and the impact of State action on the targeted populations.14 In evaluating the quality of education provided, this report adds to the methodological approach the “4-A Right to Education Framework” proposed by the former

---

9 In preparation for this report, investigations looked more extensively at the problem in Colombia and Guatemala. Hence, we provide a brief overview of the problem in the Dominican Republic.


12 See Convention Belém do Pará, supra note 10, at arts. 6, 8; Draft Inter-American Convention Against Racism and All Forms of Discrimination and Intolerance, art. 6, OAS, Doc. OEA/Ser. G, CP/CAJP-2357/06, adopted 18 April 2006.


14 See id.
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U.N. Special Rapporteur on Education, Katarina Tomasevski. It includes an additional factor, accountability, proposed by the Woodrow Wilson School of Public and International Affairs. This framework measures the scope of the State’s obligations, taking into account structural discrimination through reference to five essential elements of education: availability, accessibility, acceptability, adaptability, and accountability. This framework is referred to herein as the “5-A Right to Education Framework.”

B. COUNTRY PROFILE: COLOMBIA

Section IV offers a case study on the status of the right to education in Colombia for Afro-Colombians and indigenous peoples. The “5-A Right to Education Framework,” analyzed through the structural, process and outcome indicators proposed by the Commission, suggests that Colombia is in violation of Inter-American treaties that require it to provide education to Afro-Colombians and indigenous peoples equally and without discrimination. In particular, Colombia is in violation of: 1) Articles 13 and 16 of the Protocol of San Salvador by its failure to immediately provide free primary education to all; and 2) Articles 1, 19 and 24 of the American Convention, Article 3 of the Protocol of San Salvador, and Articles 4 and 6 of the Convention of Belém do Pará by failing to provide education without discrimination and equal protection. Furthermore, Colombia is obligated to progressively realize secondary and higher education rights under Article 19 and Article 26 of the American Convention, Article 13 of the Protocol of San Salvador, and Article 8 of the Convention of Belém do Pará.

The lack of equality in education for Afro-Colombians and indigenous peoples is illustrated by the outcome indicators. For example, 33.4 percent of indigenous peoples and 31.3 percent of Afro-Colombians in Colombia are illiterate, a rate nearly three times that of the rest of the population. Furthermore, only 18 percent of indigenous people and 13 percent of Afro-Colombians who are over eighteen-years-old have completed primary education. Afro-Colombians and indigenous peoples together constitute a sizable minority in Colombia—25 percent of Colombia’s population is Afro-Colombian and 2 percent consists of indigenous peoples.

17 See id.
18 See Protocol of San Salvador, supra note 6, at arts. 13 & 16.
19 See American Convention, supra note 4, at arts. 1, 19, & 24.
20 See Protocol of San Salvador, supra note 6, at art. 3.
22 See American Convention, supra note 4, at arts. 19 & 26.
23 See Protocol of San Salvador, supra note 6, at art. 13.
24 See Convention Belém do Pará, supra note 10, at art. 8.
Despite this, at the post-graduate levels, only .71 percent of enrolled students are indigenous and 7.07 percent are Afro-Colombian.\[^{28}\]

Colombia’s Constitution deviates from Colombia’s Inter-American and international treaty obligations by requiring certain people—those who can afford to pay—to pay for public education.\[^{29}\] The failure to guarantee free primary education to children clearly violates Articles 13 and 16 of the Protocol of San Salvador. Despite this structural failure in Colombia’s domestic law, numerous provisions of the Constitution and Constitutional Court decisions have provided robust protections to the right of education. Constitutional Court decisions and domestic laws generally conform to the “5-A Right to Education Framework.”

There are numerous process indicators in Colombia that are intended to protect the right to education, such as agencies, plans, and programs. There is a Ministry of Education, which institutes Ten-Year National Developmental Plans on education, an ombudsman who brings claims to enforce violations of the right to education, and an agency in charge of administering issues related to internally displaced people. These process protections, however, have not been adequate in scope and coverage to guarantee education to all.

The outcome indicators highlight the disparities in education among minorities and non-minorities in Colombia. First, problems with availability exist as a result of dilapidated or non-existent educational structures and the lack of quality teachers, particularly in areas with large minority populations. Second, education is both economically and physically inaccessible for many minorities. Minorities, who tend to be disproportionately poor, are often unable to afford matriculation fees and ancillary items such as uniforms and transportation. Minorities face additional hurdles as a result of structural discrimination inherited from the legacies of colonization, slavery, and inequality. Third, with respect to the acceptability of education, the increased public funding for poor quality private education has led to a crisis of educational quality for minorities who are forced to attend “garage schools.”\[^{30}\] Fourth, education is not entirely adaptable to the needs and backgrounds of Afro-Colombians and indigenous peoples. Fifth, while there are mechanisms for accountability such as tutela actions, they are of limited utility in making wider policy changes.

The violent internal conflict in Colombia has had a devastating impact on the education of minorities. Afro-Colombian and indigenous peoples have been disproportionately displaced and forced into extreme poverty as a result of the conflict. Displacement naturally disrupts education and, in Colombia, the poorest are among those who have the least access to education. Although ending the decades-long conflict is an important priority for the government, Colombia must recognize that guaranteeing that all children receive quality education can be an important step in the peace process. The Commission has observed in its special report on Colombia in 1999 that 15 percent of members of paramilitary groups are minors and in some areas the number rises to 50 percent.\[^{31}\] The Commission has also noted that paramilitary groups go to low-income areas or

\[^{30}\] As noted infra, “garage schools” are private schools that are springing up in several underserved parts of Colombia. These schools lack quality teachers, curricula, and learning materials.
camps of displaced persons, offering sums of money to attract children to their ranks. 32 A viable education can offer an attractive alternative for children who may be recruited to enlist as soldiers in the internal conflict.

C. COUNTRY PROFILE: GUATEMALA

Section V offers a case study on the status of the right to education in Guatemala for Afro-descendant and indigenous peoples. By failing to implement effective measures to fulfill the right to education within the “5-A Right to Education Framework,” Guatemala has failed to meet its obligations under the Inter-American human rights system to Afro-descendant and indigenous peoples. The failure to effectively provide all its citizens, especially compulsory and free primary education without discrimination and equal protection under the law, violates the following obligations: Article 19 and 26 of the American Convention, in connection with Article 1; 33 Articles 13 and 16 of the Protocol of San Salvador; 34 and Article 5 of the Convention of Belém do Pará. 35 Furthermore, Guatemala is obligated to progressively realize secondary and higher education rights under Article 19 and Article 26 of the American Convention, 36 Article 13 of the Protocol of San Salvador, 37 and Article 8 of the Convention of Belém do Pará. 38

Guatemala’s failure to provide quality education also violates the State’s Constitution and domestic law. The right to education is guaranteed by the Constitution, Articles 71 and 74, which declare that education is obligatory and shall be provided free of cost. Additionally, the Peace Accords of 1996 establish binding goals aimed at improving education and a number of domestic laws purport to provide education by addressing bilingual education and literacy rates.

However, Guatemala’s political, ethnic and geographic realities—the violent 36-year civil war, the diversity of language and traditions of the people, and the rural nature of the country—prevent any implementation of these laws. Guatemala’s educational attainment and literacy rates are among the lowest in Latin America and literacy rates for indigenous populations are distinctly lower than for the rest of the Guatemalan population. 39

The availability of education in Guatemala is compromised because the government has failed to devote adequate funding and resources; schools are overcrowded, teacher training and salaries are deficient, and there is an insufficient number of school facilities. For example, although Guatemala’s education budget doubled between 2000 and 2005, 40 the government spent just 1.8

32 See id.
33 See American Convention, supra note 4, at arts. 1, 19, & 24.
34 See Protocol of San Salvador, supra note 6, at arts. 13 & 16.
35 See Convention Belém do Pará, supra note 10, at art. 5.
36 See American Convention, supra note 4, at arts. 19 & 26.
37 See Protocol of San Salvador, supra note 6, at art. 13.
38 See Convention Belém do Pará, supra note 10, at arts. 4 & 6.
percent of its GDP on education in 2007, which is well below the Latin America and Caribbean average of 4.7 percent.\(^4^1\) Deficiencies in expenditures, infrastructure, teacher supply and quality are generally even worse for indigenous and Afro-descendant communities, compounding their disadvantage and impeding their already inferior prospects.

Education is also inaccessible to many Guatemalans due to the remote locations of schools and the economic need for children to work rather than attend school. The Government has concentrated on achieving universal coverage of primary education, which it measures using enrollment figures. This measurement method, however, ignores significant problems, including completion of primary school, repetition of grades, failing, and dropping out of school. Indeed, among children who entered first grade on time, more than half were delayed or expelled within that year.\(^4^2\)

Cultural and language gaps, and the failure of the State to provide adequate bilingual schools, make education unacceptable for many Afro-descendant and indigenous peoples. Guatemala also fails to effectively adapt its education system to the unique needs of the rural farming population, consisting primarily of Afro-descendant and indigenous peoples. The result is a disparity in attainment of education, both at the primary and secondary levels, for indigenous and Afro-descendant peoples,\(^4^3\) in violation of Guatemala’s regional, international, and domestic legal obligations.

\section*{D. COUNTRY OVERVIEW: DOMINICAN REPUBLIC}

Section VI provides a brief overview of the right to education in the Dominican Republic for Afro-descendant and indigenous peoples. Process and outcome indicators in the Dominican Republic demonstrate that it has failed to meet its legal obligations to provide quality education to all. The Dominican Republic fails to comply with its Constitution, domestic legislation, and regional and international laws guaranteeing the right to education for all children without discrimination. Instead, the government maintains practices that deny children, especially Dominican children of Haitian descent, the means to access education. The Dominican Republic has violated Articles 1, 19 and 26 of the American Convention in connection with Articles 18 and 20. The government has also failed to undertake measures to curb the statelessness that impedes the social development of children of Haitian ancestry by limiting access to primary education and barring access to secondary and higher education.


The Dominican Republic’s Constitution and existing domestic legislation appear to uphold the principle of free and compulsory education to all without discrimination, but the texts are far removed from the reality on the ground. The Constitution and domestic laws guarantee the right to education and establish compulsory primary education for all “inhabitants of the national territory.” The Constitution also guarantees that at least primary and secondary education will be free. Despite these laws’ guarantees, the government effectively denies Dominican-born children of Haitian ancestry access to education due to the discriminatory effects of birth registration regulations.

The Dominican Republic government’s official policy refuses to recognize the citizenship of or provide identity documents to Dominican children born to undocumented residents. Because identification proving citizenship is required for obtaining almost any type of service, the government’s refusal to provide documents recognizing the Dominican citizenship of children born to Haitian descendants has effectively barred them from many of the essential rights and protections citizenship affords, including the right to education. This practice is common, despite Article 11(1) of the Dominican Constitution, which grants Dominican nationality to those born in the Dominican Republic, and a 2005 decision rendered by the Inter-American Court of Human Rights in the Yean and Bosico vs. Dominican Republic case, which requires the non-discriminatory issuance of birth certificates to all children born in the Dominican Republic.

E. RECOMMENDATIONS

Section VII of the Report lays out recommendations to the Commission and each of Colombia, Guatemala, and the Dominican Republic, including country-specific recommendations both to the Commission and to each relevant government. To the Commission, the report puts forth the following general recommendations regarding the right to education for Afro-descendant and indigenous peoples in the Americas:

1. Establish an Inter-American Special Rapporteurship on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights to ensure the protection of and commitment to economic, social and cultural rights in the Americas and to investigate violations of the right to education for Afro-descendant and indigenous peoples commencing with investigations of the situation in each of Colombia, Guatemala, and the Dominican Republic.

2. Urge both the Special Rapporteur on the Rights of Persons of African Descent and Racial Discrimination and the Special Rapporteur on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, to investigate, report, and make recommendations regarding the right to education for Afro-descendant and indigenous peoples in the Americas commencing with  

---


45 *See* Constitution of the Dominican Republic, art. 8(16), (2002) (“Tanto la educación primaria y secundaria como la que se ofrezca en las escuelas agronómicas, vocacionales, artísticas, comerciales, de artes manuales y de economía doméstica serán gratuitas.”).

investigations of the situation in each of Colombia, Guatemala, and Dominican Republic.

3. In addition to the structural, process, and outcome indicators that the Commission advocates in analyzing economic, social and cultural rights, adopt a framework that uses availability, accessibility, acceptability, adaptability, and accountability as measures for assessing violations of the right to education. This framework is further described in Section III (Methodology) of this Report.

4. Include assessments of the right to education in the economic, social and cultural rights chapter of its annual reports.
II. A LEGAL FRAMEWORK ON THE RIGHT TO EDUCATION

A. THE RIGHT TO EDUCATION IS VITALLY IMPORTANT BECAUSE IT IS A ‘MULTIPLIER’ RIGHT: ITS REALIZATION BOTH ADVANCES THE RIGHT TO EQUALITY AND ENHANCES OTHER RELATED RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS.

1. Fulfilment of the right to education facilitates realization of the fundamental rights to non-discrimination and equality.

The right to education “functions as a multiplier, enhancing all rights and freedoms when it is guaranteed while jeopardizing them all when it is violated.”1 States must provide to persons within their jurisdictions the right to education free of discrimination of any kind.2 As an obligation *erga omnes*, the principle of non-discrimination “binds all States and gives rise to effects with regard to third parties, including individuals.”3 The Inter-American Court of Human Rights (hereinafter “the Inter-American Court” or “the Court”) has stated that:

In compliance with this obligation, States must abstain from carrying out any action that, in any way, directly or indirectly, is aimed at creating situations of de jure or de facto discrimination. This translates, for example, into the prohibition to enact laws, in the broadest sense, formulate civil, administrative or any other measures, or encourage acts or practices of their officials, in implementation or interpretation of the law that discriminates against a specific group of persons because of their race, gender, color or other reasons.4

---

1 KATARINA TOMASEVSKI, HUMAN RIGHTS OBLIGATIONS IN EDUCATION: THE 4-A SCHEME 7 (2006).
3 Juridical Condition and Rights of the Undocumented Migrants, Advisory Opinion OC-18/03, Inter-Am. Ct. H.R. (ser. A) No. 18, at 110 (Sept. 17, 2003) [hereinafter Advisory Opinion OC-18/03]. (“At the existing stage of the development of international law, the fundamental principle of equality and non-discrimination has entered the realm of jus cogens.” *Id.* at ¶ 101.)
   The principle of equality before the law and non-discrimination permeates every act of the powers of the State, in all their manifestations, related to respecting and ensuring human rights. Indeed, this principle may be considered peremptory under general international law, inasmuch as it applies to all States, whether or not they are party to a specific international treaty, and gives rise to effects with regard to third parties, including individuals. This implies that the State, both internationally and in its domestic legal system, and by means of the acts of any of its powers or of third parties who act under its tolerance, acquiescence or negligence, cannot behave in a way that is contrary to the principle of equality and non-discrimination, to the detriment of a determined group of persons.
4 Advisory Opinion OC-18/03, *supra* note 3, at ¶ 103.
Non-discrimination is a prerequisite to the enjoyment by all of the right to education.\(^5\) Moreover, the realization of the right to education for marginalized communities has the long-term potential to diminish the discrimination that they routinely face.\(^6\) Education helps develop tolerance, appreciation and respect for difference.\(^7\) A meaningful education, defined as education that is available, accessible, acceptable and adaptable,\(^8\) and for which there are appropriate mechanisms to hold the government accountable,\(^9\) is essential to transcending poverty. It is, moreover, fundamental to the ability of each individual to participate in and contribute to all economic, social, cultural, civil, and political aspects of society.\(^10\)

2. **Realizing the right to education enhances other rights and freedoms, while restricting or violating the right to education jeopardizes those rights and freedoms.**

The right to education is both itself a fundamental human right and an essential means to promote a number of other rights and freedoms.\(^11\) Education, for example, can directly affect one's income, employment opportunities, access to justice and ability to participate in government.\(^12\) However, the right to education is complicated in the case of Afro-descendant and indigenous peoples because State-provided education is generally constructed through and measured by non-indigenous standards, values and philosophies.\(^13\) When education is used as a means of assimilation, the rights of minority groups are often negatively impacted.\(^14\) For example, States may use the education system for the introduction of a national language, “to the detriment of the languages and

---

\(^5\) TOMASEVSKI, *supra* note 1, at 45. (“[A]ccess to education largely reflects the inherited inequalities: girls will often have lower enrollment rate[s] than boys, while members of minorities or migrants may in practice be excluded.”)

\(^6\) Id. at 44.

There are two approaches to tackling educational exclusion. One defines the task as reaching the un-reached, enhancing the ‘integrability’ of the excluded…. The other approach defines exclusion as a process whereby people are pushed to the edge of society and prevented from participating. Tackling exclusion requires halting and reversing exclusionary policies and practices, not only countering their effects. The focus moves from the excluded (called ‘vulnerable’ or ‘disadvantaged’ or ‘marginalized’) to the factors that lead to their exclusion. Denials of human rights are often among the key factors, especially for girls and women. Although these two approaches differ, both view education as the key to eliminating exclusion because most factors leading to exclusion can be mitigated by education.

\(^7\) See Convention on the Rights of the Child arts. 29(1)(c)-(d), Nov. 20, 1989, 1577 U.N.T.S. 3 [hereinafter CRC].

\(^8\) TOMASEVSKI, *supra* note 1, *passim*.


\(^10\) TOMASEVSKI, *supra* note 1, at 47. (“[T]he right to education unlocks other rights when guaranteed, while its denial precludes the enjoyment of all human rights and perpetuates poverty.”)


\(^12\) Id. at paras. 1, 4.


cultures of ethnic minorities and indigenous groups. For such groups, however, the right to education is an essential means to preserve and strengthen their cultural identity.\(^{15}\)

Obtaining an education provides otherwise marginalized individuals with the necessary tools needed to rise out of poverty and participate more fully in their communities and governments.\(^{16}\) Filling the right to education is linked to the realization of the right to food\(^{17}\) and the right to health,\(^{18}\) by giving people the economic foundations to access proper nutrition and health care. The right to education, for example, directly enhances the right to health when an educational system incorporates health education into its curriculum.\(^{19}\)

Education “enhances social mobility and helps... people to escape from discrimination based on social status.”\(^{20}\) Not only does a lack of education negatively affect, for example, the right to work\(^{21}\) and the right to social security,\(^{22}\) but it can also be used as a means to justify excluding individuals from fully participating in their communities and government.\(^{23}\) A central purpose of education is to “enable everyone to participate effectively in a democratic and pluralistic society.”\(^{24}\) However, States may regulate the right to participate in government on the basis of education;\(^{25}\) thus, the absence of a meaningful education may effectively prevent participation in government. Similarly, Article 13(1) of the American Convention calls upon the State to ensure freedom of expression within its jurisdiction, including the right to “seek, receive, and impart information and ideas of all kinds.”\(^{26}\) Likewise, education should be directed toward the full development of the human personality and human dignity.\(^{27}\) The development of the human personality is the “most fundamental” educational objective common to both the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (hereinafter “ICESCR”).\(^{28}\)

Furthermore, a lack of education directly affects access to justice. Article 25(2) of the American Convention guarantees that State Parties will “ensure that any person claiming such remedy shall have his rights determined by the competent authority provided for by the legal system of the State; develop the possibilities of judicial remedy; and ensure that the competent authorities shall enforce such remedies when granted.”\(^{29}\) However, a person who lacks a basic education will often be unaware of her rights and will be less likely to seek legal recourse. Indigenous peoples often are denied access to justice because, among other things, they do not speak the majority

---

\(^{15}\) Fons Coomans, Content and Scope of the Right to Education as a Human Right and Obstacles to Its Realization, in HUMAN RIGHTS IN EDUCATION, SCIENCE AND CULTURE: LEGAL DEVELOPMENTS AND CHALLENGES 183, 185 (Yvonne Donders & Vladimir Volodin eds., 2007).

\(^{16}\) CESCR General Comment 13, supra note 11, at ¶ 1; Protocol San Salvador, supra note 2, at art. 13(2); American Convention, supra note 2, at art. 23(2).

\(^{17}\) See Protocol San Salvador, supra note 2, at art. 12.

\(^{18}\) See id. at art. 10.

\(^{19}\) See id. at art. 10(2)(c).

\(^{20}\) Coomans, supra note 15, at 185.

\(^{21}\) See Protocol San Salvador, supra note 2, at art. 6.

\(^{22}\) See id. at art. 9.

\(^{23}\) CESCR General Comment 13, supra note 11, at ¶ 1.

\(^{24}\) Protocol San Salvador, supra note 2, at art. 13(2).

\(^{25}\) American Convention, supra note 2, at art. 23(2).

\(^{26}\) American Convention, supra note 2, at art. 13(1).

\(^{27}\) Protocol San Salvador, supra note 2, at art. 13(2); ICESCR, supra note 2, at art. 13(1).

\(^{28}\) CESCR General Comment 13, supra note 11, at ¶ 4.

\(^{29}\) American Convention, supra note 2, at art. 25(2).
language.\textsuperscript{30} States must ensure that indigenous peoples can understand and be understood in legal proceedings, through the provision of interpreters or by other appropriate means.\textsuperscript{31}

While the right to education must be fulfilled for all persons, it requires special attention with respect to Afro-descendant and indigenous peoples because they are often the most marginalized and impoverished.\textsuperscript{32} Indigenous peoples possess “the right to have the dignity and diversity of their cultures, traditions, histories and aspirations, which shall be appropriately reflected in education and public information.”\textsuperscript{33} To fulfill the right to education for indigenous peoples, States must provide an education that is adaptable to their needs. This includes providing indigenous peoples access to education in the context of their own cultures and in their own languages.\textsuperscript{34} State education plans all too often are devised and implemented in the majority language and imbued with non-indigenous standards, philosophies and values. They result in indigenous peoples being assimilated into mainstream culture, while denying their cultural identities.\textsuperscript{35}

\section*{B. States Parties Have Immediate and Progressive Obligations Under Regional and International Law To Fulfill The Right To Education For All Persons Without Discrimination.}

1. States Parties must immediately provide education to all without discrimination, free and compulsory primary education, and equal protection under the law.

Under the regional and international legal systems, Organization of American States (hereinafter “the OAS”) Member States have both immediate and progressive obligations to fulfill the right to education. States’ immediate obligations are to provide compulsory primary education\textsuperscript{36} that is free to all, without discrimination on any basis, and to ensure that all persons within their


In the sphere of education, disadvantage and marginalization of members of a group due to, for instance, ethnic origin often do not exist in isolation, but interact with other factors, including the disparity between urban and rural regions in the sense that in rural areas there are often fewer schools available than in urban areas. Also, in peripheral and remote areas, school facilities are often of lower quality than in the capital, and teachers are overall less willing to work in remote areas. … Research on this issue relating to the situation in Guatemala . . . shows that rural and indigenous children are the most excluded from education either because they have no access at all to school or because they drop out.

\textsuperscript{33} U.N. Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, supra note 32, at art. 15(1).

\textsuperscript{34} Id. at art. 14(3).

\textsuperscript{35} Coolangatta Statement, supra note 13, at para. 1.3.1.

\textsuperscript{36} Although international human rights law does not define the scope of “primary education,” international organizations such as UNESCO have developed guidelines for understanding the concept. See Coomans, supra note 15, at 198. (“Primary education relates to the first layer of a formal school system: it usually begins between the ages of five and seven and lasts approximately six years, but in any case no fewer than four years.”)
This section will discuss these immediate obligations, as found in regional and international human rights instruments. OAS Member States’ progressive obligations will be discussed in the following section.

This Report examines the obligations of Colombia, Guatemala, and the Dominican Republic to respect, protect and fulfill the rights to education, non-discrimination and equality. These country profiles illustrate human rights violations that are widespread throughout the Americas. All OAS Member States are called upon to abide by their human rights obligations, whether under the American Convention on Human Rights or, for those States that have not ratified the American Convention, the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man (hereinafter “the American Declaration”). The relevant domestic laws of Colombia, Guatemala, and the Dominican Republic will be discussed in their respective country profile sections of this Report.

a. Regional treaty obligations:

- **American Convention on Human Rights ("American Convention")**

  **Right to Education**: Article 26 of the American Convention obligates Colombia, Guatemala, and the Dominican Republic to “adopt measures . . . with a view to achieving progressively, by legislation or other appropriate means, the full realization of the rights implicit in the economic, social, educational, scientific, and cultural standards set forth in the Charter . . . .” Although the full panoply of these rights is to be achieved progressively, the obligation to “adopt measures” is immediately binding upon States Parties. States Parties undertake to adopt legislative or other measures to give effect to the rights named in the American Convention. Furthermore, minor children have the right to special protection as required by their condition as minors.

  **Rights to Non-Discrimination and Equal Protection**: Additionally, Article 1 of the American Convention obligates Colombia, Guatemala and the Dominican Republic to protect all persons within their jurisdictions from discrimination, guaranteeing them “the free and full exercise of those rights and freedoms without any discrimination for reasons of race, color, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, economic status, birth, or any other social condition.” Also,
Article 24 guarantees the right to equal protection and affirms that all persons are “entitled, without discrimination, to equal protection of the law.”

Although neither the Commission nor the Court has directly addressed the issue of non-discrimination with respect to the right to education, the Commission has recognized the immediate obligation of non-discrimination with regard to other social, economic, and cultural rights. In *Luis Rolando Cuscul Pivaral v. Guatemala*, the Commission addressed the issue of the right to health for persons living with HIV/AIDS. The Commission concluded that Guatemala has an immediate obligation of non-discrimination in its fulfillment of the right to health and “the State cannot guarantee the right to health in a discriminatory manner.”

- Additional Protocol to the American Convention in the Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (“Protocol of San Salvador”)

*Right to Education:* Article 13 of the Protocol of San Salvador protects the right to education. Specifically, Article 13(3)(a) of the Protocol of San Salvador calls on Colombia and Guatemala to ensure that primary education be “compulsory and accessible to all without cost.” Article 16 reiterates, “Every child has the right to free and compulsory education, at least in the elementary phase, and to continue his training at higher levels of the educational system.”

*Right to Non-Discrimination:* The Protocol of San Salvador mirrors the language of the American Convention and protects the right to non-discrimination under Article 3. State Parties “undertake to guarantee the exercise of the rights set forth herein without discrimination of any kind for reasons related to race, color, sex, language, religion, political or other opinions, national or social origin, economic status, birth or any other social condition.” This guarantee of the right to non-discrimination applies in all circumstances to Afro-descendant and indigenous peoples, and especially to their rights in education.

- Inter-American Convention on the Prevention, Punishment and Eradication of Violence against Women (“Convention of Belém do Pará”)

*Right to Education:* The Convention of Belém do Pará recognizes that “every woman is entitled to free and full exercise of her civil, political, economic, social and cultural rights.” Furthermore, every woman “may rely on the full protection of those rights as embodied in regional
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45 Id. at art. 24.
47 Id. at ¶ 43.
48 The Dominican Republic has signed but not ratified the Protocol of San Salvador. For a full list of Colombia, the Dominican Republic and Guatemala signature and ratification dates, *see Annex To The Legal Framework*, infra.
50 Id. at art. 16.
51 Id. at art. 3.
52 Id. at art. 3.
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and international instruments on human rights.”

Women have the right to be educated “free of stereotyped patterns of behavior and social and cultural practices based on concepts of inferiority or subordination.”

Right to Non-Discrimination: The Convention of Belém do Pará recognizes the right of women to be free from all forms of discrimination. It further requires States to “take special account of the vulnerability of women to violence by reason of … their race or ethnic background or their status as migrants, refugees or displaced persons.” States must pay similar attention to the vulnerabilities of women who are susceptible to violence because of pregnancy, disability, age, socioeconomic disadvantage, armed conflict, or because they are deprived of their freedom. Sex-based violence often prevents or substantially limits access to education for women and girls. A lack of education compounds the disadvantages listed above, preventing women and girls from overcoming their vulnerabilities or breaking the cycle of poverty.

Right to Equality: The Convention of Belém do Pará reaffirms the right of women to equal protection before the law and of the law.

- Charter of the Organization of American States (“OAS Charter”)

Right to Education: Under Article 34, Member States have agreed to achieve “equality of opportunity, the elimination of extreme poverty, equitable distribution of wealth and income and the full participation of their peoples in decisions relating to their own development” through equitable income distribution, “rapid eradication of illiteracy and expansion of educational opportunities for all.” Article 49 creates further duties for Member States to take steps to “ensure the effective exercise of the right to education” by providing compulsory primary education that “shall be without charge” when provided by the State.

Rights to Equality and Non-Discrimination: Article 3(l) of the Charter “proclaim[s] the fundamental rights of the individual without distinction as to race, nationality, creed, or sex.” Article 16 requires states to exercise their jurisdiction equally over all their inhabitants. In addition, Article 34 obligates states to undertake basic objectives of “equality of opportunity, the elimination of extreme poverty, equitable distribution of wealth and income and the full participation of their peoples in decisions relating to their own development. . . .” One of the enumerated goals to

54 Id. at art. 5.
55 Id. at art. 6(b).
56 Id. at art. 6(a).
57 Id. at art. 9.
58 Id.
59 Id. at art. 4(l).
61 OAS Charter, supra note 60, at art. 49.
62 Id. at art. 3(l).
63 Id. at art. 16.
64 Id. at art. 34.
achieving equality is to eradicate illiteracy and expand educational opportunities for all.\textsuperscript{65} Furthermore, Article 45(a) guarantees a right to material well-being and spiritual development without discrimination of any kind.\textsuperscript{66}

- **American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man ("American Declaration")**

  **Rights to Education and Equality of Opportunity:** Article XII of the American Declaration declares the right to free primary education, which includes the right to equality of opportunity “based on the principles of liberty, morality and human solidarity.”\textsuperscript{67}

  **Right to Equality before Law:** Article II of the American Declaration establishes a right to equality before the law without discrimination.\textsuperscript{68}

In light of these various regional obligations, Colombia, Guatemala, and the Dominican Republic have the duty to ensure the right to education for all, especially for Afro-descendant and indigenous peoples who have faced structural and systematic discrimination and have been excluded from all sectors of society.

These obligations have been enforced through inter-American jurisprudence. In 1979, the president of Argentina issued a decree prohibiting the practice of the Jehovah’s Witness religion in Argentina.\textsuperscript{69} As a result, 300 primary school children were expelled from school or denied enrollment for religious reasons. In response, the Commission held, in *Jehovah’s Witnesses v. Argentina*, that the State had violated the right to education as established under Article XII of the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man.\textsuperscript{70}

The Commission has specifically addressed the immediate obligation to take steps to ensure the progressive realization of the rights protected by Article 26 of the American Convention. For example, in *Milton García Fajardo et al. v. Nicaragua*, the Commission held that the Government of Nicaragua violated Article 26 by failing to take adequate steps to ensure the labor rights of workers.\textsuperscript{71} Additionally, in its 1993 Annual Report, the Commission affirmed that implicit in Article 26 is the “commitment of states to take steps with the aim to achieving progressively the full realization of economic, social and cultural rights….\textsuperscript{72}

\textsuperscript{65} Id. at art. 34(h).
\textsuperscript{66} OAS Charter, *supra* note 60, at art. 45(a).
\textsuperscript{67} American Declaration, *supra* note 3, at art. XII.
\textsuperscript{68} Id. at art. II.
\textsuperscript{70} Id.
\textsuperscript{72} ANNUAL REPORT OF THE INTER-AMERICAN COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS 1993, OEA/Ser./L/V/II.85 Doc. 9 rev. (1994) [hereinafter IACHR ANNUAL REPORT 1993].
b. International treaty obligations:

The drafters of the American Convention intended that the advisory jurisdiction of the Inter-American Court be construed “in the broadest terms possible.”\(^{73}\) In its first advisory opinion, the Court determined conclusively that it could interpret “any international treaty applicable in the American States, regardless of whether it be bilateral or multilateral, whatever be the principal purpose of such a treaty, and whether or not non-Member States of the inter-American system are or have the right to become parties thereto.”\(^{74}\) As noted above, OC-1/82 gives the Court jurisdiction \(\textit{ratione materiae}\)\(^{75}\) to issue advisory opinions interpreting “other treaties concerning the protection of human rights in the American states.”\(^{76}\) Like Article 38 of the Statute of the International Court of Justice, delineating the sources of international law, this Advisory Opinion opened the door for the Inter-American Court to consider any and all international treaties and instruments applicable to the American States in reaching decisions.

- **International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (“ICESCR”)**\(^{77}\)

\textit{Right to Education}: The most wide-ranging and comprehensive international provisions guaranteeing the right to education are Articles 13 and 14 of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (hereinafter “the ICESCR”).\(^{78}\) Specifically, Article 13 recognizes the right to education for all and that “primary education shall be compulsory and available free to all.”\(^{79}\) Article 14 gives States that have not secured free compulsory primary education two years to “adopt a detailed plan of action for the progressive realization . . . of compulsory education free of charge for all.”\(^{80}\) Moreover, States have an immediate obligation to “take steps” toward the full realization of Article 13.\(^{81}\) Steps taken must be “deliberate, concrete and targeted towards the full realization of the right to education.”\(^{82}\)

\textit{Rights to Non-Discrimination and Equality}: Article 2(2) of the ICESCR requires States to guarantee all of the rights in the Covenant, including the right to education, without discrimination

---

\(^{73}\) “Other Treaties” Subject to the Consultative Jurisdiction of the Court (Art. 64 of the American Convention on Human Rights), Advisory Opinion OC-1/82, Inter-Am. Ct. H.R. (ser. A) No. 1, at 17 (Sept. 24, 1982) [hereinafter “Other Treaties” Advisory Opinion].

\(^{74}\) Id. at para 52 (emphasis added).

\(^{75}\) See American Convention, supra note 2, at art. 64(1).

\(^{76}\) “Other Treaties” Advisory Opinion, supra note 73, at 12.

\(^{77}\) Twenty-six of the 35 OAS Member States have ratified the ICESCR.

\(^{78}\) ICESCR, supra note 2.

\(^{79}\) Id. at art. 13.

\(^{80}\) Id. at art. 14.

\(^{81}\) CESC General Comment 13, supra note 11, at ¶ 43.

\(^{82}\) Id. (internal quotations omitted).
of any kind. Furthermore, Article 3 ensures the equal rights of men and women to the enjoyment of all economic, social and cultural rights in the Covenant.

- **International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (‘ICERD’)**

  **Right to Education**: Article 5(e)(v) of the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (ICERD) guarantees the equal protection of the right to education and training without discrimination on account of race, color, or national or ethnic origin.

- **Convention on the Rights of the Child (‘CRC’)**

  **Right to Education**: Article 28 of the CRC recognizes the right of the child to education, including the right to free, available and compulsory primary education; secondary education that is generally available and accessible to every child; higher education accessible to all on the basis of capacity by every appropriate means; and vocational training that is available to all.

  **Right to Non-Discrimination**: Under Article 2(1), States undertake to ensure the rights of the child without discrimination of any kind against children and their parents or legal guardians.

- **Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (‘CEDAW’) and its Optional Protocol**

  **Right to Education**: Article 10 of the Women’s Convention protects the equal right of women and men to education, and mandates that States take all appropriate steps to eradicate discrimination against women and girls in education.
Right to Non-Discrimination and Equality: Article 1 of the Women’s Convention defines discrimination against women as “any distinction, exclusion or restriction made on the basis of sex which has the effect or purpose of impairing or nullifying the recognition, enjoyment or exercise by women . . . of human rights. . . .” In addition to prohibiting discrimination, States undertake to guarantee equality of men and women in their constitutions, legislation, and other necessary means.

- United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (“UN Declaration”)

In September 2007, the United Nations General Assembly adopted the U.N. Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, with a majority of 144 states in favor, four votes against, and 11 abstentions, including Colombia. While the Declaration is non-binding, it represents two decades of negotiations between governments and indigenous peoples and establishes a universal framework of minimum standards for the survival, dignity, well-being, and rights of the world’s indigenous peoples.

Right to Education: Article 15(1) of the UN Declaration affirms the right of indigenous peoples “to establish and control their educational systems and institutions providing education in their own languages, in a manner appropriate to their cultural methods of teaching and learning.” It provides that “indigenous individuals, particularly children, have the right to all levels and forms of education of the State without discrimination.” Further, “States shall, in conjunction with indigenous peoples, take effective measures, in order for indigenous individuals, particularly children, including those living outside their communities, to have access, when possible, to an education in their own culture and provided in their own language.”

Right to Non-Discrimination: Article 2 of the UN Declaration prohibits discrimination against indigenous peoples and individuals, in particular based on their indigenous origin or identity, and asserts their right to be free and equal to all other peoples.

2. States Parties are obligated to realize progressively the right to secondary and higher education, using the maximum available resources.

In addition to their immediate obligations, States have progressive obligations under regional and international law. While the right to free and compulsory primary education is of immediate
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94 Id. at art. 1.
95 Id. at art. 2.
97 Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, http://www2.ohchr.org/english/issues/indigenous/declaration.htm Australia, Canada, New Zealand, and the United States voted against the Declaration; the 11 abstentions were entered by Azerbaijan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Burundi, Colombia, Georgia, Kenya, Nigeria, Russian Federation, Samoa, and Ukraine.
99 Id. at art. 15(2).
100 Id. at art. 15(3).
101 Id. at art. 2.
effect, States must progressively realize the right to secondary and higher education, using the maximum available resources.\textsuperscript{102} “Progressive realization means that States parties have a specific and continuing obligation to move as expeditiously and effectively as possible towards the full realization” of the right to education as defined by regional and international law.\textsuperscript{103} The progressive nature of the obligation does not mean that economic, social and cultural rights are unenforceable.\textsuperscript{104} In fact, the Inter-American Commission and the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights have noted repeatedly that the principle of progressive realization may not be used by States as a pretext for the non-enforcement of these rights.\textsuperscript{105} A brief synopsis of States’ progressive obligations follows.

\textbf{a. Regional treaty obligations:

• American Convention on Human Rights (“American Convention”)

States “undertake to adopt measures … with a view to achieving progressively, by legislation or other appropriate means, the full realization of the rights implicit in the economic, social, educational, scientific, and cultural standards set forth in the Charter of the Organization of American States.”\textsuperscript{106}

In addition to the immediate obligation to take steps toward progressive realization, Article 26 of the American Convention on Human Rights also imposes an obligation on States to use the maximum available resources to attain economic, social and cultural rights. The Commission stated in its 1993 Annual Report: “[t]he rationale behind the principle of progressive realization is that governments are under the obligation to ensure conditions that, according to the state’s material resources, will advance gradually and consistently toward the fullest achievement of these rights.”\textsuperscript{107} Moreover, as a State’s available resources increase, the State must increase its protection of economic, social, educational, and cultural rights.\textsuperscript{108}

• Additional Protocol to the American Convention in the Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (“Protocol of San Salvador”)

Articles 13(3)(b) and (c) of the Protocol of San Salvador provide that secondary and tertiary education should be increasingly accessible through States’ “progressive introduction of free education.”\textsuperscript{109}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item\textsuperscript{102} CESCR General Comment 13, supra note 11, at ¶ 13, 14, 20 and 45.
\item\textsuperscript{103} CESCR General Comment 13, supra note 11, at ¶ 44.
\item\textsuperscript{104} IACHR ANNUAL REPORT 1993, supra note 72.
\item\textsuperscript{106} American Convention, supra note 2, at art. 26.
\item\textsuperscript{107} IACHR ANNUAL REPORT 1993, supra note 72.
\item\textsuperscript{108} Id.
\item\textsuperscript{109} Protocol San Salvador, supra note 2, at arts. 13(3)(b)-(c).
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
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• Inter-American Convention on the Prevention, Punishment and Eradication of Violence Against Women (“Convention of Belém do Pará”)

The Convention of Belém do Pará obligates States to “undertake progressively specific measures,” including “the development of formal and informal educational programs appropriate to every level of the educational process, to counteract prejudices, customs and all other practices which are based on the idea of the inferiority or superiority of either of the sexes or on the stereotyped roles for men and women…”

• Charter of the Organization of American States (“OAS Charter”)

The OAS Charter stipulates that secondary education “shall be extended progressively to as much of the population as possible, with a view to social improvement.”

b. International treaty obligations:

• International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (“ICESCR”)

The language found in the ICESCR mirrors that found in the Protocol of San Salvador. The ICESCR makes clear the distinction that States must prioritize free primary education, but may introduce free education at the secondary and tertiary levels progressively.

The ICESCR also requires States Parties to progressively realize economic, social and cultural rights to the “maximum of [their] available resources.” The U.N. Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights notes in General Comment 3 that, “even where the available resources are demonstrably inadequate, the obligation remains for a State party to strive to ensure the widest possible enjoyment of the relevant rights. …” Consequently, resource constraints do not relieve States of their obligation to progressively achieve the right to education.

Both the Commission and the U.N. Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights have recognized that the requirement of progressive realization includes an obligation to avoid regressive measures, i.e., measures that move a State away from its realization of a particular economic, social or cultural right. The Commission has concluded that States “are not permitted to create laws or interpret them in a manner that entails retrogression in . . . rights won. . . . ” Moreover, the Commission has established that States must “ensure conditions . . . will advance gradually and consistently toward the fullest achievement of these rights.”

• Convention on the Rights of the Child (“CRC”)

110 Convention Belém do Pará, supra note 53, at art. 8(b).
111 OAS Charter, supra note 60, at art. 49.
112 ICESCR, supra note 2, at arts. 13(2)(b)-(c).
113 Id. at art. 2.
114 CESCR General Comment 3, supra note 105, at ¶ 11.
116 IACHR ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 72.
The distinction between primary and other levels of education is found again in the Convention on the Rights of the Child (hereinafter “the CRC”). “[W]ith a view to achieving [the right to education for every child] progressively,” States must provide for free and compulsory primary education immediately, but may progressively introduce free education at the secondary and tertiary levels.\textsuperscript{117}

3. Under regional and international law, vulnerable populations—in particular, Afro-descendant and indigenous peoples—have an equal right to education.

As discussed above, States have obligations to ensure the right to education for all, including marginalized populations such as Afro-descendants, indigenous peoples, and women. The right to education for these categories of people requires special protection, because these categories are often the victims of structural discrimination which requires State action to eradicate. Often, Afro-descendants, indigenous peoples, and girls “are given access to education but confined to separate, routinely inferior schools.”\textsuperscript{118} Former U.N. Special Rapporteur on the Right to Education, Katarina Tomasevski, wrote of the way assimilation imposes uniformity and the double disadvantage girls face in schools whose curricula were designed for boys. She noted that girls “have to adjust to the ‘norm’ which favours male over female, or speakers of the dominant national language over those speaking a vernacular.”\textsuperscript{119}

Girls and women are expressly ensured the right to education under the Convention of Belém do Pará. The Convention points to an evolving standard of enhanced protection of women through education by linking their right to be free from violence to their right to be “valued and educated free of stereotyped patterns of behavior and social and cultural practices based on concepts of inferiority or subordination.”\textsuperscript{120} In accordance with Article 8, States Parties agree progressively to undertake specific measures to realize this right, such as designing educational programs to combat gender stereotypes and prejudices.

The trend of regional human rights law is to recognize the increased need for protection of indigenous and minority rights to education and identity. This trend is reflected in the Draft Inter-American Convention Against Racism, which calls on States to adopt all measures necessary to ensure that indigenous peoples and persons of African descent “will be able to enjoy their human rights as equals and without discrimination, and to guarantee that they participate in all political, economic, social and cultural sides of society,”\textsuperscript{121} which implicitly includes their right to education. The Draft Convention further provides for the protection of ethnic, cultural, religious, and linguistic identity and obligates States to promote those identities.\textsuperscript{122} The Draft Convention indicates the trend toward a more expansive and thorough treatment of the right to education, “geared to full development of one’s personality and human dignity and to strengthen respect for human rights, for

\begin{footnotes}
\item[117] CRC, supra note 7, at art. 28(1).
\item[118] TOMASEVSKI, supra note 1, at 102.
\item[120] Convention Belem do Pará, supra note 53, at art. 6(b).
\item[122] Id.
\end{footnotes}
non-discrimination, ideological pluralism, for the fundamental freedoms, and for justice and peace.”

4. Economic, social and cultural rights are justiciable in the inter-American human rights system

The right to education without discrimination based on ethnicity was upheld in the Inter-American Court’s landmark decision, *Case of the Girls Yean and Bosico v. Dominican Republic*. This case was a response to the Dominican Republic denying two girls of Haitian descent admission to school because of their inability to produce a birth certificate. The two girls had tried to obtain the birth certificates on several occasions, but the State had a policy of regularly denying birth certificates to individuals of Haitian descent. The Court held that the Dominican Republic violated various Articles of the American Convention on Human Rights and upheld the right to nationality as a gateway to equal enjoyment of all rights, including the right to education without discrimination. However, the Court neglected to address the right to education directly.

Two years before *Yean and Bosico*, in 2003, the Inter-American Court had its first opportunity to decide an Article 26 claim in a contentious case. In *Five Pensioners v. Peru*, the petitioners, former bank employees, claimed that a reduction in their vested pensions violated both their individual right to a pension under Article 21 of the American Convention and a broader collective right to social security under Article 26.

The Court declined to reach the claims made under Article 26, asserting that it did not have the competence to rule on collective rights in an individual case. Importantly, however, the Court did not rule that economic, social and cultural rights are non-justiciable. Rather, the Court deferred the “progressive realization” claims because petitioners had “failed to identify a manageable judicial standard upon which the Court could assess state responsibility under its case-based jurisdiction.” The Court did not rule broadly on the progressive realization of economic, social and cultural rights country wide, because such a determination is outside the scope of its limited, case-based jurisdiction.

\[\text{\textsuperscript{123}} \text{Id. at art. 4.}\]
\[\text{\textsuperscript{124}} \text{The Yean and Bosico Children v. Dominican Republic, 2005 Inter-Am. Ct. H.R. (ser. C) No. 130 (Sept. 8, 2005).}\]
\[\text{\textsuperscript{125}} \text{Id. at ¶ 260.}\]
\[\text{\textsuperscript{126}} \text{Five Pensioners v. Peru, Inter-Am. Ct. H.R., (ser. C) No. 98 (Feb. 28, 2003) [hereinafter Five Pensioners Case].}\]
\[\text{\textsuperscript{128}} \text{Melish, supra note 132, at 271.}\]
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entire population … and not in function of the circumstances of a very limited group of pensioners, who do not necessarily represent the prevailing situation.129

According to this view, “the Court can never rule in the context of a concrete case, on the ‘growing coverage’ of any right – much less of ‘economic, social and cultural rights in general’ – ‘over the entire population.”130 “Such a collective-oriented, result-based ruling would be ultra vires as exceeding the Court’s limited case-based jurisdiction.”131 Writing separately, Judge de Roux Rengifo addressed this issue stating, “… contrary to the Commission, the Inter-American Court cannot monitor the general situation of human rights, whether they be civil and political, or economic, social and cultural. The Court can only act when the human rights of a specific person are violated, and the Convention does not require that there should be a specific number of such persons.”132

Therefore, the Court has recognized that each of the economic, social and cultural rights within Article 26 have both a collective and an individual dimension.133 It is the individual dimension of each of these rights that supports their “justiciable nature.”134 The Court has declined to extend the dicta from the Five Pensioners Case in four other cases claiming violations of Article 26 and, in fact, noted the protection afforded by Article 26 in all four cases.135 The above discussion shows that economic, social and cultural rights are justiciable in the inter-American system when pled in their individual dimension.

The following section presents the methodology used to analyze the right to education in the case studies of Colombia, Guatemala, and the Dominican Republic. This includes a discussion of the indicators proposed by the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights to monitor the realization of economic, social and cultural rights in the inter-American human rights system, as well as the “4-A Framework” that is used within the UN human rights system to analyze the right to education, enhanced with a fifth “A”.

129 Five Pensioners Case, supra note 131, at ¶ 147. At least one scholar has argued that the Court’s holding and dictum prove nothing more than that the petitioners failed to show individual harm that could be imputed to the State under their Article 26 claim. Melish, supra note 120, at 271.
130 Melish, supra note 132, at 272.
131 Id.
132 Five Pensioners Case, supra note 131, (Reasoned Opinion of Judge de Roux Rengifo) at 3.
133 Melish, supra note 132, at 273.
134 Five Pensioners Case, supra note 131 (Reasoned Opinion of Judge Sergio Garcia Ramirez) (“The Convention is a body of rules on human rights precisely, and not just on general State obligations. The existence of an individual dimension to the rights supports the so-called ‘justiciable nature’ of the latter, which has advanced at the national level and has a broad horizon at the international level.”).
### ANNEX TO THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK

**REGIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL PROTECTIONS FOR THE RIGHTS TO NON-DISCRIMINATION AND EDUCATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>EDUCATION</strong></td>
<td><strong>Art. 2:</strong> Where the exercise of any of the rights or freedoms referred to in Article 1 is not already ensured by legislative or other provisions, the States Parties undertake to adopt, in accordance with their constitutional processes and the provisions of this Convention, such legislative or other measures as may be necessary to give effect to those rights or freedoms. ***</td>
<td><strong>Art. 1:</strong> The States Parties to this Additional Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights undertake to adopt the necessary measures, both domestically and through international cooperation, especially economic and technical, to the extent allowed by their available resources, and taking into account their degree of development, for the purpose of achieving progressively and pursuant to their internal legislations, the full observance of the rights recognized in this Protocol. ***</td>
<td><strong>Art. 2:</strong> If the exercise of the rights set forth in this Protocol is not already guaranteed by legislative or other provisions, the States Parties undertake to adopt, in accordance with their constitutional processes and the provisions of this Protocol, such legislative or other measures as may be necessary for making those rights a reality. ***</td>
<td><strong>Art. 5:</strong> Every woman is entitled to the free and full exercise of her civil, political, economic, social and cultural rights, and may rely on the full protection of those rights as embodied in regional and international instruments on human rights. The States Parties recognize that violence against women prevents and nullifies the exercise of these rights. ***</td>
<td><strong>Art. 34(b):</strong> The Member States agree that equality of opportunity, the elimination of extreme poverty, equitable distribution of wealth and income and the full participation of their peoples in decisions relating to their own development are, among others, basic objectives of integral development. To achieve them, they likewise agree to devote their utmost efforts to accomplishing the following basic goals: … (b) Rapid eradication of illiteracy and expansion of educational opportunities for all. ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Art. 19:</strong> Every minor child has the right to the measures of protection required by his condition as a minor on the part of his family,</td>
<td><strong>Art. 13(1):</strong></td>
<td><strong>Art. 6(b):</strong> The right of every woman to be free from violence includes, among others: … (b) The right of women to be valued and</td>
<td><strong>Art. 47:</strong> The Member States will give primary</td>
<td><strong>Art. XII:</strong> Every person has the right to an education, which should be based on the principles of liberty, morality and human solidarity. Likewise every person has the right to an education that will prepare him to attain a decent life, to raise his standard of living, and to be a useful member of society. The right to an education includes the right to equality of opportunity in every case, in accordance with natural talents, merit and the desire to utilize the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Annex to the Legal Framework / Regional and International Protections**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regional Protections</th>
<th>American Convention on Human Rights</th>
<th>Protocol of San Salvador</th>
<th>Convention of Belem do Pará</th>
<th>Charter of the Organization of American States</th>
<th>American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Art. 26:</strong> The States Parties undertake to adopt measures, both internally and through international cooperation, especially those of an economic and technical nature, with a view to achieving progressively, by legislation or other appropriate means, the full realization of the rights implicit in the economic, social, educational, scientific, and cultural standards set forth in the Charter of the Organization of American States as amended by the Protocol of Buenos Aires.</td>
<td>Everyone has the right to education.</td>
<td>Educated free of stereotyped patterns of behavior and social and cultural practices based on concepts of inferiority or subordination.</td>
<td>Importance within their development plans to the encouragement of education, science, technology, and culture, oriented toward the overall improvement of the individual, and as a foundation for democracy, social justice, and progress.</td>
<td>Resources that the state or the community is in a position to provide. Every person has the right to receive, free, at least a primary education.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Art. 13(2):</strong> The States Parties to this Protocol agree that education should be directed towards the full development of the human personality and human dignity and should strengthen respect for human rights, ideological pluralism, fundamental freedoms, justice and peace. They further agree that education ought to enable everyone to participate effectively in a democratic and pluralistic society and achieve a decent existence and should foster understanding, tolerance and friendship among all nations and all racial, ethnic or religious groups and promote activities for the maintenance of peace.</td>
<td>The States Parties agree to undertake progressively specific measures, including programs: … (b) to modify social and cultural patterns of conduct of men and women, including the development of formal and informal educational programs appropriate to every level of the educational process, to counteract prejudices, customs and all other practices which are based on the idea of the inferiority or superiority of either of the sexes or on the stereotyped roles for men and women.</td>
<td>The States Parties agree with one another to meet their educational needs, to promote scientific research, and to encourage technological progress for their integral development. They will consider themselves individually and jointly bound to preserve and enrich the cultural heritage of the American peoples.</td>
<td>It is the duty of every person to aid, support, educate and protect his minor children, and it is the duty of children to honor their parents always and to aid, support and protect them when they need it.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Art. 13(3):</strong> The States Parties to this Protocol recognize that in order to achieve the full exercise of the right to education: (a) Primary education should be compulsory and accessible to all without cost; (b) Secondary education in its different forms, including technical and vocational secondary education, should be made generally available and accessible to all by every appropriate means, and in particular, by the progressive introduction of free education; (c) Higher education should be made</td>
<td>The States Parties agree to undertake progressively specific measures, including programs: …</td>
<td>The Member States will cooperate with one another to meet their educational needs, to promote scientific research, and to encourage technological progress for their integral development. They will consider themselves individually and jointly bound to preserve and enrich the cultural heritage of the American peoples.</td>
<td>It is the duty of every person to acquire at least an elementary education.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Annex to the Legal Framework / Regional and International Protections**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Regional Protections</strong></th>
<th><strong>American Convention on Human Rights</strong></th>
<th><strong>Protocol of San Salvador</strong></th>
<th><strong>Convention of Belém do Pará</strong></th>
<th><strong>Charter of the Organization of American States</strong></th>
<th><strong>American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>equally accessible to all, on the basis of individual capacity, by every appropriate means, and in particular, by the progressive introduction of free education; (d) Basic education should be encouraged or intensified as far as possible for those persons who have not received or completed the whole cycle of primary instruction; (e) Programs of special education should be established for the handicapped, so as to provide special instruction and training to persons with physical disabilities or mental deficiencies. *** Art. 13(4): In conformity with the domestic legislation of the States Parties, parents should have the right to select the type of education to be given their children, provided that it conforms to the principles set forth above. *** Art. 13(5): Nothing in this Protocol shall be interpreted as a restriction of the freedom of individuals and entities to establish and direct educational institutions in accordance with the domestic legislation of the States Parties. *** Art. 16: Every child, whatever his parentage, has the right to the protection that his status as a</td>
<td>which legitimize or exacerbate violence against women; … (e) to promote and support governmental and private sector education designed to raise the awareness of the public with respect to the problems of and remedies for violence against women; (f) to provide women who are subjected to violence access to effective readjustment and training programs to enable them to fully participate in public, private and social life.</td>
<td>extended progressively to as much of the population as possible, with a view to social improvement. It shall be diversified in such a way that it meets the development needs of each country without prejudice to providing a general education; and (c) Higher education shall be available to all, provided that, in order to maintain its high level, the corresponding regulatory or academic standards are met. *** Art. 50: The Member States will give special attention to the eradication of illiteracy, will strengthen adult and vocational education systems, and will ensure that the benefits of culture will be available to the entire population. They will promote the use of all information media to fulfill these aims. *** Art. 51: The Member States will develop science and technology through educational, research, and technological development activities and information and dissemination programs. They will stimulate activities in the field of technology for</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional Protections</td>
<td>American Convention on Human Rights</td>
<td>Protocol of San Salvador</td>
<td>Convention of Belém do Pará</td>
<td>Charter of the Organization of American States</td>
<td>American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right to Education of Afro-descendant and Indigenous Communities in the Americas</td>
<td>minor requires from his family, society and the State. Every child has the right to grow under the protection and responsibility of his parents; save in exceptional, judicially-recognized circumstances, a child of young age ought not to be separated from his mother. Every child has the right to free and compulsory education, at least in the elementary phase, and to continue his training at higher levels of the educational system.</td>
<td>the purpose of adapting it to the needs of their integral development. They will organize their cooperation in these fields efficiently and will substantially increase exchange of knowledge, in accordance with national objectives and laws and with treaties in force.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Discrimination</td>
<td>Art. 1(1): The States Parties to this Convention undertake to respect the rights and freedoms recognized herein and to ensure to all persons subject to their jurisdiction the free and full exercise of those rights and freedoms, without any discrimination for reasons of race, color, sex, language, religion, political or other opinions, national or social origin, economic status, birth or any other social condition.</td>
<td>Art. 3: The States Parties to this Protocol undertake to guarantee the exercise of the rights set forth herein without discrimination of any kind for reasons related to race, color, sex, language, religion, political or other opinions, national or social origin, economic status, birth or any other social condition.</td>
<td>Art. 6(a): The right of every woman to be free from violence includes, among others: (a) The right of women to be free from all forms of discrimination.</td>
<td>Art. 3(l): The American States proclaim the fundamental rights of the individual without distinction as to race, nationality, creed, or sex.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Art. 9: With respect to the adoption of the measures in this Chapter, the States Parties shall take special account of the vulnerability of women to violence by reason of, among others, their race or ethnic background or their status as migrants, refugees or displaced.</td>
<td>Art. 45(a): The Member States, convinced that man can only achieve the full realization of his aspirations within a just social order, along with economic development and true peace, agree to dedicate every effort to the application of the following principles and mechanisms: (a) All human beings, without distinction as to race, sex, nationality, creed, or social condition, have a right to material well-being and to their</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>REGIONAL PROTECTIONS</strong></td>
<td><strong>AMERICAN CONVENTION ON HUMAN RIGHTS</strong></td>
<td><strong>PROTOCOL OF SAN SALVADOR</strong></td>
<td><strong>CONVENTION OF BELEM DO PARA</strong></td>
<td><strong>CHARTER OF THE ORGANIZATION OF AMERICAN STATES</strong></td>
<td><strong>AMERICAN DECLARATION OF THE RIGHTS AND DUTIES OF MAN</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Equality</strong></td>
<td><em>Art. 24:</em> All persons are equal before the law. Consequently, they are entitled, without discrimination, to equal protection of the law.</td>
<td></td>
<td>persons. Similar consideration shall be given to women subjected to violence while pregnant or who are disabled, of minor age, elderly, socioeconomically disadvantaged, affected by armed conflict or deprived of their freedom.</td>
<td>spiritual development, under circumstances of liberty, dignity, equality of opportunity, and economic security.</td>
<td><em>Art. II:</em> All persons are equal before the law and have rights and duties established in this Declaration, without distinction as to race, sex, language, creed or any other factor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Art. 4(f):</em> Every woman has the right to the recognition, enjoyment, exercise and protection of all human rights and freedoms embodied in regional and international human rights instruments. These rights include, among others: … (f) The right to equal protection before the law.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>Art. 16:</em> The jurisdiction of States within the limits of their national territory is exercised equally over all the inhabitants, whether nationals or aliens.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Annex to the Legal Framework / Regional and International Protections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RATIFICATION OF REGIONAL DOCUMENTS</th>
<th>AMERICAN CONVENTION ON HUMAN RIGHTS</th>
<th>PROTOCOL OF SAN SALVADOR</th>
<th>CHARTER OF THE ORGANIZATION OF AMERICAN STATES</th>
<th>AMERICAN DECLARATION OF THE RIGHTS AND DUTIES OF MAN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Date Signed</td>
<td>Date Ratified</td>
<td>Date Signed</td>
<td>Date Ratified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLOMBIA</td>
<td>11/22/69</td>
<td>05/28/73</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>10/22/97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUATEMALA</td>
<td>11/22/69</td>
<td>04/27/78</td>
<td>11/17/88</td>
<td>05/30/00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOMINICAN REPUBLIC</td>
<td>09/07/77</td>
<td>01/21/78</td>
<td>11/17/88</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


## International Protection

### Art. 2(1):
Each State Party to the present Covenant undertakes to take steps, individually and through international assistance and cooperation, especially economic and technical, to the maximum of its available resources, with a view to achieving progressively the full realization of the rights recognized in the present Covenant by all appropriate means, including particularly the adoption of legislative measures.

### Art. 4:
States Parties shall undertake all appropriate legislative, administrative, and other measures for the implementation of the rights recognized in the present Convention. With regard to economic, social and cultural rights, States Parties shall undertake such measures to the maximum extent of their available resources and, where needed, within the framework of international assistance and cooperation.

### Art. 5(b):
States Parties shall take all appropriate measures:

(b) To ensure that family education includes a proper understanding of maternity as a social function and the recognition of the common responsibility of men and women in the upbringing of their children, it being understood that the interest of the children is the primordial consideration in all cases.

### Art. 5(a)(6):
In compliance with the fundamental obligations laid down in article 2 of this Convention, States Parties undertake to prohibit and to eliminate racial discrimination in all its forms and to guarantee the right of everyone, without distinction as to race, colour, or national or ethnic origin, to equality before the law, notably in the enjoyment of the
## INTERNATIONAL PROTECTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>INTERNATIONAL COVENANT ON ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND CULTURAL RIGHTS</strong></th>
<th><strong>INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION ON THE RIGHTS OF THE CHILD</strong></th>
<th><strong>INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION ON THE ELIMINATION OF ALL FORMS OF DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN</strong></th>
<th><strong>INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION ON THE ELIMINATION OF ALL FORMS OF RACIAL DISCRIMINATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>measures.</td>
<td>international co-operation.</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>following rights: …</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>Art. 10:</td>
<td>(c) Economic, social and cultural rights, in particular: …</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The States Parties to the present Covenant recognize the right of everyone to education. They agree that education shall be directed to the full development of the human personality and the sense of its dignity, and shall strengthen the respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms. They further agree that education shall enable all persons to participate effectively in a free society, promote understanding, tolerance and friendship among all nations and all racial, ethnic or religious groups, and further the activities of the United Nations for the maintenance of peace.</td>
<td>States Parties shall take all appropriate legislative, administrative, social and educational measures to protect the child from all forms of physical or mental violence, injury or abuse, neglect or negligent treatment, maltreatment or exploitation, including sexual abuse, while in the care of parent(s), legal guardian(s) or any other person who has the care of the child.</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>***</td>
<td>Art. 19(2):</td>
<td></td>
<td>Art. 7:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art. 13(2):</td>
<td>Such protective measures should, as appropriate, include effective procedures for the establishment of social programmes to provide necessary support for the child and for those who have the care of the child, as well as for other forms of prevention and for identification, reporting, referral, investigation, treatment and follow-up of instances of child maltreatment described heretofore, and, as appropriate, for judicial involvement.</td>
<td>States Parties shall take all appropriate measures to eliminate discrimination against women in order to ensure to them equal rights with men in the field of education and in particular to ensure, on a basis of equality of men and women;</td>
<td>States Parties undertake to adopt immediate and effective measures, particularly in the fields of teaching, education, culture and information, with a view to combating prejudices which lead to racial discrimination and to promoting understanding, tolerance and friendship among nations and racial or ethnic groups, as well as to propagating the purposes and principles of the Charter of the United Nations, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the United Nations Declaration on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, and this Convention.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>***</td>
<td>(a) Access to the same curricula, the same examinations, teaching staff with qualifications of the same standard and school premises and equipment of the same quality; (b) The same conditions for career and vocational guidance, for access to studies and for the achievement of diplomas in educational establishments of all categories in rural as well as in urban areas; (c) The same rights with men in the field of education;</td>
<td>(c) The elimination of any stereotyped concept of the roles of men and women at all levels and in all forms of education by encouraging coeducation and other types of education which will help to achieve this aim and, in particular, by the revision of</td>
<td>(a) The same conditions for career and vocational guidance, for access to studies and for the achievement of diplomas in educational establishments of all categories in rural as well as in urban areas;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The States Parties to the present Covenant recognize that, with a view to achieving the full realization of this right:</td>
<td>(b) Access to the same curricula, the same examinations, teaching staff with qualifications of the same standard and school premises and equipment of the same quality; (c) The elimination of any stereotyped concept of the roles of men and women at all levels and in all forms of education by encouraging coeducation and other types of education which will help to achieve this aim and, in particular, by the revision of</td>
<td>(c) The elimination of any stereotyped concept of the roles of men and women at all levels and in all forms of education by encouraging coeducation and other types of education which will help to achieve this aim and, in particular, by the revision of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**INTERNATIONAL PROTECTIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>INTERNATIONAL COVENANT ON ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND CULTURAL RIGHTS</strong></th>
<th><strong>INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION ON THE RIGHTS OF THE CHILD</strong></th>
<th><strong>INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION ON THE ELIMINATION OF ALL FORMS OF DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN</strong></th>
<th><strong>INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION ON THE ELIMINATION OF ALL FORMS OF RACIAL DISCRIMINATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>means, and in particular by the progressive introduction of free education; (c) Higher education shall be made equally accessible to all, on the basis of capacity, by every appropriate means, and in particular by the progressive introduction of free education; (d) Fundamental education shall be encouraged or intensified as far as possible for those persons who have not received or completed the whole period of their primary education; (e) The development of a system of schools at all levels shall be actively pursued, an adequate fellowship system shall be established, and the material conditions of teaching staff shall be continuously improved. *** Art. 13(3): The States Parties to the present Covenant undertake to have respect for the liberty of parents and, when applicable, legal guardians to choose for their children schools, other than those established by the public authorities, which conform to such minimum educational standards as may be laid down or approved by the State and to ensure the religious and moral education of their children in conformity with their own ***</td>
<td>Art. 28(1): States Parties recognize the right of the child to education, and with a view to achieving this right progressively and on the basis of equal opportunity, they shall, in particular: (a) Make primary education compulsory and available free to all; (b) Encourage the development of different forms of secondary education, including general and vocational education, make them available and accessible to every child, and take appropriate measures such as the introduction of free education and offering financial assistance in case of need; (c) Make higher education accessible to all on the basis of capacity by every appropriate means; (d) Make educational and vocational information and guidance available and accessible to all children; (e) Take measures to encourage regular attendance at schools and the reduction of drop-out rates. ***</td>
<td>Art. 28(2): textbooks and school programmes and the adaptation of teaching methods; (d) The same opportunities to benefit from scholarships and other study grants; (e) The same opportunities for access to programmes of continuing education, including adult and functional literacy programmes, particularly those aimed at reducing, at the earliest possible time, any gap in education existing between men and women; (f) The reduction of female student drop-out rates and the organization of programmes for girls and women who have left school prematurely; (g) The same opportunities to participate actively in sports and physical education; (h) Access to specific educational information to help to ensure the health and well-being of families, including information and advice on family planning. ***</td>
<td>Art. 14(2)(d): States Parties shall take all appropriate measures to eliminate discrimination against women in rural areas in order to ensure, on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Provisions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art. 13(4):</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No part of this article shall be construed so as to interfere with the liberty of individuals and bodies to establish and direct educational institutions, subject always to the observance of the principles set forth in paragraph I of this article and to the requirement that the education given in such institutions shall conform to such minimum standards as may be laid down by the State.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Convention on the Rights of the Child</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art. 28(3):</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>States Parties shall take all appropriate measures to ensure that school discipline is administered in a manner consistent with the child’s human dignity and in conformity with the present Convention.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art. 29(1):</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>States Parties agree that the education of the child shall be directed to:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) The development of the child’s personality, talents and mental and physical abilities to their fullest potential;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) The development of respect for human rights and fundamental a basis of equality of men and women, that they participate in and benefit from rural development and, in particular, shall ensure to such women the right: …</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art. 28(3):</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>States Parties shall promote and encourage international cooperation in matters relating to education, in particular with a view to contributing to the elimination of ignorance and illiteracy throughout the world and facilitating access to scientific and technical knowledge and modern teaching methods. In this regard, particular account shall be taken of the needs of developing countries.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art. 29(1):</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>States Parties agree that the education of the child shall be directed to:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) The development of the child’s personality, talents and mental and physical abilities to their fullest potential;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) The development of respect for human rights and fundamental a basis of equality of men and women, that they participate in and benefit from rural development and, in particular, shall ensure to such women the right: …</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERNATIONAL PROTECTIONS</td>
<td>INTERNATIONAL COVENANT ON ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND CULTURAL RIGHTS</td>
<td>INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION ON THE RIGHTS OF THE CHILD</td>
<td>INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION ON THE ELIMINATION OF ALL FORMS OF DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>freedoms, and for the principles enshrined in the Charter of the United Nations; (c) The development of respect for the child’s parents, his or her own cultural identity, language and values, for the national values of the country in which the child is living, the country from which he or she may originate, and for civilizations different from his or her own; (d) The preparation of the child for responsible life in a free society, in the spirit of understanding, peace, tolerance, equality of sexes, and friendship among all peoples, ethnic, national and religious groups and persons of indigenous origin; (e) The development of respect for the natural environment. ***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Art. 29(2): No part of the present article or article 28 shall be construed so as to interfere with the liberty of individuals and bodies to establish and direct educational institutions, subject always to the observance of the principle set forth in paragraph 1 of the present article and to the requirements that the education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
<p>| NON-DISCRIMINATION | Art. 2(2): The States Parties to the present Covenant undertake to guarantee that the rights enunciated in the present Covenant will be exercised without discrimination of any kind as to race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status.*** |
|--------------------| Art. 3: The States Parties to the present Covenant undertake to ensure the equal right of men and women to the enjoyment of all economic, social and cultural rights set forth in the present Covenant. |
| Art. 2(1): States Parties shall respect and ensure the rights set forth in the present Convention to each child within their jurisdiction without discrimination of any kind, irrespective of the child’s or his or her parent’s or legal guardian’s race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national, ethnic or social origin, property, disability, birth or other status.*** |
| Art. 1: For the purposes of the present Convention, the term &quot;discrimination against women&quot; shall mean any distinction, exclusion or restriction made on the basis of sex which has the effect or purpose of impairing or nullifying the recognition, enjoyment or exercise by women, irrespective of their marital status, on a basis of equality of men and women, of human rights and fundamental freedoms in the political, economic, social, cultural, civil or any other field.*** |
| Art. 1(4): Special measures taken for the sole purpose of securing adequate advancement of certain racial or ethnic groups or individuals requiring such protection as may be necessary in order to ensure such groups or individuals equal enjoyment or exercise of human rights and fundamental freedoms shall not be considered discrimination.*** |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTERNATIONAL PROTECTIONS</th>
<th>INTERNATIONAL COVENANT ON ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND CULTURAL RIGHTS</th>
<th>INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION ON THE RIGHTS OF THE CHILD</th>
<th>INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION ON THE ELIMINATION OF ALL FORMS OF DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN</th>
<th>INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION ON THE ELIMINATION OF ALL FORMS OF RACIAL DISCRIMINATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>be deemed racial discrimination, provided, however, that such measures do not, as a consequence, lead to the maintenance of separate rights for different racial groups and that they shall not be continued after the objectives for which they were taken have been achieved. ***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art. 2(1):</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>States Parties condemn racial discrimination and undertake to pursue by all appropriate means and without delay a policy of eliminating racial discrimination in all its forms and promoting understanding among all races, and, to this end:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) Each State Party undertakes to engage in no act or practice of racial discrimination against persons, groups of persons or institutions and to ensure that all public authorities and public institutions, national and local, shall act in conformity with this obligation;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) Each State Party undertakes not to sponsor, defend or support racial discrimination</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

eligible for election to all publicly elected bodies;
(b) To participate in the formulation of government policy and the implementation thereof and to hold public office and perform all public functions at all levels of government;
(c) To participate in non-governmental organizations and associations concerned with the public and political life of the country.
### RIGHT TO EDUCATION OF AFRO-DESCENDANT AND INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES IN THE AMERICAS

**ANNEX TO THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK / REGIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL PROTECTIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTERNATIONAL PROTECTIONS</th>
<th>INTERNATIONAL COVENANT ON ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND CULTURAL RIGHTS</th>
<th>INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION ON THE RIGHTS OF THE CHILD</th>
<th>INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION ON THE ELIMINATION OF ALL FORMS OF DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN</th>
<th>INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION ON THE ELIMINATION OF ALL FORMS OF RACIAL DISCRIMINATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>by any persons or organizations;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) Each State Party shall take effective measures to review governmental, national and local policies, and to amend, rescind or nullify any laws and regulations which have the effect of creating or perpetuating racial discrimination wherever it exists;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d) Each State Party shall prohibit and bring to an end, by all appropriate means, including legislation as required by circumstances, racial discrimination by any persons, group or organization;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e) Each State Party undertakes to encourage, where appropriate, integrationist multiracial organizations and movements and other means of eliminating barriers between races, and to discourage anything which tends to strengthen racial division.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

***

**Art. 2(2):**
States Parties shall, when the circumstances so warrant, take,
### INTERNATIONAL PROTECTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>in the social, economic, cultural and other fields, special and concrete measures to ensure the adequate development and protection of certain racial groups or individuals belonging to them, for the purpose of guaranteeing them the full and equal enjoyment of human rights and fundamental freedoms. These measures shall in no case entail as a consequence the maintenance of unequal or separate rights for different racial groups after the objectives for which they were taken have been achieved.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EQUALITY

**Art. 2:**
States Parties condemn discrimination against women in all its forms, agree to pursue by all appropriate means and without delay a policy of eliminating discrimination against women and, to this end, undertake:
(a) To embody the principle of the equality of men and women in their national constitutions or other appropriate legislation if not yet incorporated therein and to ensure, through law and

**Art. 5(a):**
In compliance with the fundamental obligations laid down in article 2 of this Convention, States Parties undertake to prohibit and to eliminate racial discrimination in all its forms and to guarantee the right of everyone, without distinction as to race, colour, or national or ethnic origin, to equality before the law, notably in the enjoyment of the following rights:
(a) The right to equal
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTERNATIONAL PROTECTIONS</th>
<th>INTERNATIONAL PROTECTION</th>
<th>INTERNATIONAL PROTECTION</th>
<th>INTERNATIONAL PROTECTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INTERNATIONAL COVENANT ON ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND CULTURAL RIGHTS</td>
<td>INTERNATIONAL COVENANT ON THE RIGHTS OF THE CHILD</td>
<td>INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION ON THE ELIMINATION OF ALL FORMS OF DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN</td>
<td>INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION ON THE ELIMINATION OF ALL FORMS OF RACIAL DISCRIMINATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other appropriate means, the practical realization of this principle; (b) To adopt appropriate legislative and other measures, including sanctions where appropriate, prohibiting all discrimination against women; (c) To establish legal protection of the rights of women on an equal basis with men and to ensure through competent national tribunals and other public institutions the effective protection of women against any act of discrimination; (d) To refrain from engaging in any act or practice of discrimination against women and to ensure the public authorities and institutions shall act in conformity with this obligation; (e) To take all appropriate measures to eliminate discrimination against women by any person, organization or enterprise; (f) To take all appropriate measures, including treatment before the tribunals and all other organs administering justice.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### International Protections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>legislation, to modify or abolish existing laws, regulations, customs and practices which constitute discrimination against women; (g) to repeal all national penal provisions which constitute discrimination against women. ***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Art. 3:**
States Parties shall take in all fields, in particular in the political, social, economic and cultural fields, all appropriate measures, including legislation, to ensure the full development and advancement of women, for the purpose of guaranteeing them the exercise and enjoyment of human rights and fundamental freedoms on a basis of equality with men. ***

**Art. 15(1):**
States Parties shall accord to women equality with men before the law. ***

**Art. 15(2):**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTERNATIONAL PROTECTIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>INTERNATIONAL COVENANT ON ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND CULTURAL RIGHTS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION ON THE RIGHTS OF THE CHILD</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION ON THE ELIMINATION OF ALL FORMS OF DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION ON THE ELIMINATION OF ALL FORMS OF RACIAL DISCRIMINATION</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| States Parties shall accord to women, in civil matters, a legal capacity identical to that of men and the same opportunities to exercise that capacity. In particular, they shall give women equal rights to conclude contracts and to administer property and shall treat them equally in all stages of procedure in courts and tribunals.  

***  

*Art. 15(3):*  
States Parties agree that all contracts and all other private instruments of any kind with a legal effect which is directed at restricting the legal capacity of women shall be deemed null and void.  

***  

*Art. 15(4):*  
States Parties shall accord to men and women the same rights with regard to the law relating to the movement of persons and the freedom to choose their residence and domicile.  

| States Parties shall accord to women, in civil matters, a legal capacity identical to that of men and the same opportunities to exercise that capacity. In particular, they shall give women equal rights to conclude contracts and to administer property and shall treat them equally in all stages of procedure in courts and tribunals.  

***  

*Art. 15(3):*  
States Parties agree that all contracts and all other private instruments of any kind with a legal effect which is directed at restricting the legal capacity of women shall be deemed null and void.  

***  

*Art. 15(4):*  
States Parties shall accord to men and women the same rights with regard to the law relating to the movement of persons and the freedom to choose their residence and domicile.
## RATIFICATION OF INTERNATIONAL DOCUMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Date Signed</td>
<td>Date Ratified</td>
<td>Date Signed</td>
<td>Date Ratified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>12/21/66</td>
<td>10/29/69</td>
<td>01/26/90</td>
<td>01/28/91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>05/19/88</td>
<td>01/26/90</td>
<td>06/06/90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominican Republic</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>01/04/78</td>
<td>08/08/90</td>
<td>06/11/91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: [http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/ratification/3.htm](http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/ratification/3.htm); [http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/ratification/11.htm](http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/ratification/11.htm); [http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/ratification/8.htm](http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/ratification/8.htm); [http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/ratification/2.htm](http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/ratification/2.htm).
III. METHODOLOGY

In this Report analyzing the right to education for Afro-descendant and indigenous peoples in the Americas, we focus on two country studies—Colombia and Guatemala—and include a brief overview of the Dominican Republic. We analyze the situation in each country through the lens of the structural, process, and outcome indicators suggested by the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (hereinafter “the Commission”). In addition to the categories suggested by the Commission, we utilize the right to education framework proposed by the former U.N. Special Rapporteur for Education, Katarina Tomasevski, which suggests that education must be available, accessible, acceptable and adaptable. We have adopted another element—accountability—to this framework. We herein refer to this framework as the “5-A Right to Education Framework.”

The annex attached hereto provides a chart that shows what questions the indicators proposed by the Commission might raise in regard to minorities’ right to education when such indicators are intersected with the “5-A Right to Education Framework.”

Because this report focuses on the state of the right to education in the Americas, we use the indicators that the Commission has suggested to monitor the progressive realization of economic, social, and cultural rights. While States must progressively realize certain aspects of the right to education, it should be emphasized that States have an obligation to immediately (rather than progressively) realize other aspects of the right to education, such as free primary education for all, as well as the right to non-discrimination and equality in education.

A. THE COMMISSION’S GUIDELINES ON MONITORING ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND CULTURAL RIGHTS

In its Guidelines, the Commission has suggested three broad categories of monitoring and evaluation—structural, process, and outcome indicators—of economic, social and cultural rights.1

1. Structural Indicators

According to the Commission, structural indicators generally measure “how the State’s institutional apparatus and legal system are organized to perform the obligations under the Protocol: if it has in place—or has adopted—measures, legal standards, strategies, plans, programs, and policies in areas related to the Protocol.”

4 See GUIDELINES, supra note 1, at ¶ 30–32.
or policies, or created public agencies to implement those rights.”5 Put simply, structural indicators describe whether the “law on the books” in the State incorporates the rights in question and whether there are policies and public agencies in place to implement those laws and rights.

2. Process Indicators

Process indicators “seek to measure the quality and extent of State efforts to implement rights by measuring the scope, coverage, and content of strategies, plans, programs, or policies, or other specific activities and interventions designed to accomplish the goals necessary for the realization of a given right.”6 Process indicators measure the extent to which the laws and policies of the State are effectively designed to implement the realization of the right. They are measured in dynamic terms with reference to a base or goal, for example considering whether there have been shifts in the coverage or quality of the State’s plan over time.

3. Outcome indicators

Outcome indicators “seek to measure the actual impact of government strategies, programs, and interventions.”7 In other words, outcome indicators seek to measure reality on the ground—to what extent the State is implementing the right in question.

B. “5-A RIGHT TO EDUCATION FRAMEWORK”

The former U.N. Special Rapporteur for Education, Katarina Tomasevski, suggested that education must be available, accessible, acceptable and adaptable, which measures have also been adopted by the U.N. Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. We have adopted another element—accountability—to this framework.8

1. Availability

Availability describes the government’s obligation to ensure that there are educational institutions and programs in sufficient quantity, with the necessary facilities to function appropriately in the context in which they operate (e.g., adequate structures, sanitation facilities for both sexes, safe drinking water, trained teachers receiving domestically competitive salaries, teaching materials, and so on; and even facilities such as a library, computer facilities and information technology).9 In making education available, the government must permit the establishment of schools and provide the resources necessary to develop the physical institutions. This obligation includes the duty of the government to provide a sufficient number of schools so as to avoid excessive class size.

---

5 See id. at ¶ 30.
6 See id. at ¶ 31.
7 See id. at ¶ 32.
8 See WOODROW WILSON FRAMEWORK, supra note 3, at 30.
9 See U.N. Framework, supra note 2, at para. 6(a).
2. **Accessibility**

Accessibility refers to the need for education to be accessible to everyone, physically and economically, without discrimination.\(^{10}\) Accessibility mandates that schools be located in a manner that enables Afro-descendant and indigenous peoples to participate. This may mean building schools in indigenous regions, providing a means of transportation for Afro-descendant populations or using technology as an alternative means of instruction (e.g. online instruction). To some degree, accessibility is related to availability—educational institutions that are physically or economically inaccessible effectively also fail to satisfy the availability criteria.

3. **Acceptability**

Acceptability addresses the form and substance of the education with regard to both quality and appropriateness.\(^{11}\) This is a duty based on principles of basic human dignity. It requires that education be of a quality that has meaning to the individual students, the community, and society at large. Instruction should involve non-discriminatory subject matter and should incorporate content appropriate to the students’ cultural, language and social backgrounds. More broadly, acceptability describes the government’s duty to ensure that schools have certain minimum standards for teachers, students, building facilities, and curricula.

4. **Adaptability**

Adaptability addresses the need for education to be flexible and able to respond to the needs of students within their diverse social and cultural settings.\(^{12}\) In demonstrating adaptability, the government should provide resources that enable schools to develop individualized education plans that meet the needs of the communities served by the schools. In addition to customizing the curricula, schools must monitor the performance of both the teacher and the students and make modifications depending on the results. An education system that is not adaptable may likely have a high drop out rate for students.

5. **Accountability**

Although accountability was not included in the framework proposed by the U.N. Special Rapporteur for Education, we believe that is an important amendment to the framework. Accountability requires established mechanisms to allow claim holders to monitor the State and demand that it comply with its obligations.\(^{13}\) Accountability mechanisms can also provide policy guidance to the relevant actors, make the government more responsive, and empower people by allowing them to participate in the growth process.\(^{14}\) Without accountability, gains in other components of the 5-A Right to Education Framework will not be realized.\(^{15}\)

---

\(^{10}\) See id. at para. 6(b).
\(^{11}\) See id. at para. 6(c).
\(^{12}\) See id. at para. 6(d).
\(^{13}\) See WOODROW WILSON FRAMEWORK, supra note 3, at 30.
\(^{14}\) See id.
\(^{15}\) See id.
C. **Note on Research Methods and Field Work**

Over the past year, the RFK Memorial Center for Human Rights, working closely with RFK human rights laureates, have conducted visits to Colombia, Guatemala and the Dominican Republic, speaking with affected populations, their community representatives, government officials, staff members of inter-governmental organizations, and others. In May 2007, an RFK Center delegation visited six *bateyes* and three schools around *bateyes* in the Provinces of San Cristoban, Monte Plata, and Santo Domingo West in the Dominican Republic. During a visit to Guatemala in September 2007, the RFK Center staff met with a group of more than 20 indigenous community leaders from the Quiche region. Finally, in December 2007, RFK Center staff traveled to Colombia jointly with members of the Cornell Law School International Human Rights Clinic. The delegation visited the cities of Bogotá, Cali (in the Valle del Cauca region) and Popayán (in the Cauca region). Meetings were conducted with nearly 100 people, including Afro-Colombian leaders, indigenous school teachers, education reform activists, and government representatives, including a vice-minister for education, a Senator, and a magistrate justice of the Constitutional Court.

This project was undertaken by the RFK Center in partnership with its Human Rights Laureates Berenice Celeyta (NOMADESC), 1998 RFK Human Rights Laureate from Colombia, Amilcar Mendez Urizar (CERJ), 1990 RFK Human Rights Laureate from Guatemala, and Sonia Pierre (MUDHA), 2006 RFK Human Rights Laureate from Dominican Republic. RFK human rights laureates arranged and participated in most meetings and were actively involved in the on-the-ground investigations. RFK human rights laureates also identified the witnesses testifying at the hearing before the Commission.

The University of Virginia School of Law International Human Rights Clinic and Cornell Law School International Human Rights Clinic also provided assistance in the design and implementation of this project. In addition to drafting, legal analysis and technical advice, students of the clinics researched numerous primary sources (such as the laws, policies and accords of the States), secondary sources (such as human rights reports or testimonials) and tertiary sources (such as books or periodical articles).
**RIGHT TO EDUCATION OF AFRO-DESCENDANT AND INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES IN THE AMERICAS**

**ANNEX TO THE METHODOLOGY**

Based on the Inter-American Commission for Human Rights’ *Guidelines for Preparation of Progress Indicators in the Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights* and the “4-A” Framework developed by former United Nations Special Rapporteur for Education, Katarina Tomasevski, as modified by the Woodrow Wilson School of Public and International Affairs. *Not intended to be comprehensive, but should be illustrative; also note that some fluidity exists between categories.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EQUALITY &amp; NON-DISCRIMINATION IN EDUCATION FOR AFRO-DESCENDANT AND INDIGENOUS PEOPLES</strong></th>
<th><strong>SPECIFIC ISSUES; GENERAL INQUIRIES</strong></th>
<th><strong>STRUCTURAL INDICATORS</strong></th>
<th><strong>PROCESS INDICATORS</strong></th>
<th><strong>OUTCOME INDICATORS</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>INCORPORATION OF RIGHTS TO EQUALITY AND NON-DISCRIMINATION IN EDUCATIONAL CONTEXT</strong></td>
<td>Are these rights formally recognized in a way that is binding upon the State?</td>
<td>Does the national Constitution recognize right to equality and non-discrimination in education? What is the scope of the rights?</td>
<td>What public offices exist that are responsible for education and issues linked to Afro-descendant and indigenous peoples?</td>
<td>What percentage of primary school-aged children attends school? What percentage of Afro-descendant and indigenous primary school-aged children attends school?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Has the State ratified regional or international treaties or other agreements that recognize the rights to education, equality and non-discrimination? What is the scope of the rights? <em>See Annex A for chart of relevant agreements.</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>What remedial steps is the State taking to address past educational discrimination (e.g., affirmative action measures)?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Are there appropriate government agencies in place to oversee the implementation of the right to education (e.g., within the Ministry of Education, especially with respect to Afro-descendant and indigenous peoples)?</td>
<td></td>
<td>What offices exist for the implementation and monitoring of international and regional agreements?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>How does jurisprudence support Constitutional rights to equality and non-discrimination in education?</td>
<td></td>
<td>How are statistics disaggregated for Afro-descendant and indigenous peoples?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What percentage of secondary school-aged children attends school? What percentage of Afro-descendant and indigenous secondary school-aged children attends school?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EQUALITY &amp; NON-DISCRIMINATION IN EDUCATION FOR AFRO-DESCENDANT AND INDIGENOUS PEOPLES</td>
<td>SPECIFIC ISSUES; GENERAL INQUIRIES</td>
<td>STRUCTURAL INDICATORS</td>
<td>PROCESS INDICATORS</td>
<td>OUTCOME INDICATORS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AVAILABILITY</strong></td>
<td>Are there an adequate number of educational facilities in all regions of the State? How is the State determining measures of adequacy?</td>
<td>Does the national Constitution provide for equal availability of education for all? What is the scope of the provision(s)?</td>
<td>What proportion of State’s GDP is allocated to education?</td>
<td>How many schools per capita throughout the country? How many schools per capita in predominantly Afro-descendant and indigenous areas?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OF EDUCATION FOR AFRO-DESCENDANT AND INDIGENOUS PEOPLES</td>
<td>Are there an adequate number of teachers for all schools in all regions of the State (particular concern with avoiding excessive class size)? How is the State determining measures of adequacy?</td>
<td>Does national legislation provide for equal availability of education for all? What is the scope of the provision(s)?</td>
<td>Are adequate funds allocated to education to provide for adequate construction and maintenance of schools? How is adequacy measured?</td>
<td>Are teachers in certain regions paid more than teachers in other regions? Are teachers in some regions more likely to be paid on time? What is the wage gap between teachers in private schools and those in public schools?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Are there appropriate government agencies in place to oversee the implementation of the right to education (e.g., within the Ministry of Education)? What are they and what are their mandates?</td>
<td>Are there appropriate government agencies in place to oversee the implementation of the right to education (e.g., within the Ministry of Education)? What are they and what are their mandates?</td>
<td>What policies or legislation are in place regarding recruitment, training, and pay for teachers?</td>
<td>How many schools are without potable water, electricity, or functioning latrines? Does this vary according to region?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Do teacher salaries keep pace with inflation?</td>
<td>Do teacher salaries keep pace with inflation?</td>
<td>How many communities/schools/classrooms are without teachers? Does this vary according to region?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**RIGHT TO EDUCATION OF AFRO-DESCENDANT AND INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES IN THE AMERICAS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EQUALITY &amp; NON-DISCRIMINATION IN EDUCATION FOR AFRO-DESCENDANT AND INDIGENOUS PEOPLES</th>
<th>SPECIFIC ISSUES; GENERAL INQUIRIES</th>
<th>STRUCTURAL INDICATORS</th>
<th>PROCESS INDICATORS</th>
<th>OUTCOME INDICATORS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACCEPTABILITY OF EDUCATION FOR AFRO-DESCENDANT AND INDIGENOUS PEOPLES</td>
<td>Is the quality of primary education acceptable to all State’s inhabitants?</td>
<td>Does the national Constitution provide for (minimum standards of) acceptability for all levels of education? What is the scope of the provision(s)?</td>
<td>Does State have in place methods for measuring acceptability (e.g., standardized test scores, inspection of facilities)? If so, what are they and how often are they applied and monitored?</td>
<td>What percentage of indigenous and Afro-descendant children attend private schools as compared to public schools?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*****</td>
<td>Is the quality of secondary education acceptable to all State’s inhabitants?</td>
<td>Does national legislation provide for (minimum standards of) acceptability for all levels of education? What is the scope of the provision(s)?</td>
<td>Does State conduct regular assessments of educational needs? If so, what does this entail?</td>
<td>What are teachers at private schools paid in relation to those at public schools?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*****</td>
<td>Does appropriate government agencies in place to oversee the implementation of right to education (e.g., within the Ministry of Education)?</td>
<td>Are appropriate government agencies in place to oversee the implementation of right to education (e.g., within the Ministry of Education)?</td>
<td>How does jurisprudence support any Constitutional or legislative provisions on acceptability of education?</td>
<td>Do schools in certain regions fall lower on acceptability measures than schools in other regions?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*****</td>
<td>Adaptability OF EDUCATION FOR AFRO-DESCENDANT AND INDIGENOUS CONTEXT</td>
<td>Does the quality of education take into account the needs of various and culturally diverse communities (should be flexible and responsive)?</td>
<td>How does jurisprudence support any Constitutional or legislative provisions on adaptability of education?</td>
<td>How many bilingual teachers are in place per primary school child and does this differ according to geographic region?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** ***</td>
<td>Does national Constitution provide for adaptability of all education? What is the scope of the provision(s)?</td>
<td>Does national Constitution provide for adaptability of all education? What is the scope of the provision(s)?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** ***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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### Right to Education of Afro-Descendant and Indigenous Communities in the Americas

| Equality & Non-Discrimination in Education for Afro-Descendant and Indigenous Peoples |
|---------------------------------|---|---|---|---|
| **Specific Issues; General Inquiries** | **Structural Indicators** | **Process Indicators** | **Outcome Indicators** |
| What percentage of primary school-aged Afro-descendant and indigenous children are working, compared to the percentage of all primary school-aged children who are working? | Does national legislation provide for adaptability of all education? What is the scope of the provision(s)?

***
Are there appropriate government agencies in place to oversee the implementation of the right to education (e.g., within the Ministry of Education)? | Are school schedules flexible to allow for employment opportunities held by Afro-descendant and indigenous children? If so, what does this flexibility entail? |
| **Adaptability of Education in Afro-Descendant and Indigenous Context** | | |
| Are national and international mechanisms in place that allow claim holders (children and third parties) to hold the State accountable for educational failings? | Does Constitution provide for State accountability in provision of educational services? What is the scope of the provision(s)? Are processes transparent and participatory?

***
| Does national legislation provide for State accountability in provision of educational services? What is the scope of the provision(s)? Are processes transparent and participatory? | Does jurisprudence effectuate State accountability?

***
Do claim holders know and understand their rights and duty bearers’ (government institutions and education providers) obligations? | Are the relationships between actors (claim holders, duty bearers, and others) becoming stronger as a result of these efforts? Why or why not? |
<p>| <strong>Accountability of the State for Provision of Educational Services to Afro-Descendant and Indigenous Peoples</strong> | | | |
| Are the relationships between actors (claim holders, duty bearers, and others) becoming stronger as a result of these efforts? Why or why not? | How many (successful) claims have been brought to further the right to education of indigenous and Afro-descendant groups? How long does it usually take to see a claim through to its final disposition? What is the average cost of bringing a claim to its final disposition? | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EQUALITY &amp; NON-DISCRIMINATION IN EDUCATION FOR AFRO-DESCENDANT AND INDIGENOUS PEOPLES</th>
<th>SPECIFIC ISSUES; GENERAL INQUIRIES</th>
<th>STRUCTURAL INDICATORS</th>
<th>PROCESS INDICATORS</th>
<th>OUTCOME INDICATORS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>continued ACCOUNTABILITY OF THE STATE FOR PROVISION OF EDUCATIONAL SERVICES TO AFRO-DESCENDANT AND INDIGENOUS PEOPLES</td>
<td>Do existing accountability mechanisms fully contemplate and appreciate State’s immediate obligation to respect, protect, and fulfill the rights to non-discrimination and equality in education?</td>
<td>Are there appropriate government agencies in place to oversee the implementation of right to education and access to information? ***</td>
<td>Does the State fund legal aid organizations that are able to assist people in bringing suits, or is there access to free legal services to further the rights to equality and non-discrimination in education? If so, what does this funding entail? ***</td>
<td>Does the State fund legal aid organizations that are able to assist people in bringing suits, or is there access to free legal services to further the rights to equality and non-discrimination in education? If so, what does this funding entail? ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accounting</td>
<td>Does the State meaningfully recognize indigenous systems of justice?</td>
<td>How often does the State submit reports to regional and international bodies that cover education, non-discrimination and equality generally, and non-discrimination and equality in education specifically? What is the quality of these reports? ***</td>
<td>Have adult literacy rates been on the rise?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Does the State publicize methods for securing these rights in a way that makes individuals aware of their availability? If so, what does this entail? ***</td>
<td>Are mechanisms for securing and vindicating rights transparent? If so, how?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
“All children have the right to education as a universally recognized right. However, there are millions of primary school-age children who cannot attend school, and they are therefore in a situation of denial of the right to education, in turn linked to violations of civil and political rights such as illegal work, detention in prisons, and ethnic, religious, or other forms of discrimination, worsened in cases of children in especially difficult situations such as children who are members of ethnic minorities . . . .” - Inter-American Court of Human Rights, Advisory Opinion OC-17/2002, Aug. 28, 2002, at 38.

A. INTRODUCTION

The “5-A Right to Education Framework” (defined below) and the structural, process, and outcome indicators proposed by the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (hereinafter
“the Commission”), suggests that Colombia is in violation of Inter-American and international treaties that require it to provide education to Afro-Colombians and indigenous peoples equally and without discrimination. In particular, Colombia is in violation of the following Inter-American treaties: 1) Articles 13 and 16 of the Protocol to the American Convention in the Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (hereinafter “the Protocol of San Salvador”) by its failure to immediately provide free primary education to all; 2) Articles 1, 19, and 24 of the American Convention on Human Rights (hereinafter “the American Convention”), 3) Article 3 of the Protocol of San Salvador, and Articles 4 and 6 of the Inter-American Convention on the Prevention, Punishment and Eradication of Violence Against Women (hereinafter “the Convention of Belém do Pará”) by failing to provide education without discrimination and equal protection. Furthermore, Colombia is obligated to progressively realize secondary and higher education rights under Articles 19 and 26 of the American Convention, Article 13 of the Protocol of San Salvador, and Article 8 of the Convention of Belém do Pará.

The lack of equality in education for Afro-Colombians and indigenous peoples is illustrated by the outcome indicators. For example, 33.4 percent of indigenous peoples and 31.3 percent of Afro-Colombians in Colombia are illiterate, a rate nearly three times that of the rest of the population. Furthermore, only 18 percent of indigenous peoples and 13 percent of Afro-Colombians who are over eighteen years of age have completed primary education. Afro-Colombians and indigenous peoples together constitute a sizeable minority in Colombia—25 percent of Colombia’s population is Afro-Colombian and 2 percent is indigenous. Despite their sizeable populations in Colombia, at the postgraduate levels, only 0.71 percent of enrolled students are indigenous and 7.07 percent are Afro-Colombian.

---

1 See INTER-AMERICAN COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS, GUIDELINES FOR PREPARATION OF PROGRESS INDICATORS IN THE AREA OF ECONOMIC, SOCIAL, AND CULTURAL RIGHTS, OEA/Ser/L/V/II.129 (Doc. 5), at ¶ 30–32 (Oct. 5, 2007), available at http://www.cidh.org/pdf percent20files/Guideline percent20october percent202007 percent20eng.pdf [hereinafter Guidelines]. Section III (Methodology) of this report describes the methodology for this report, including the “5-A Right to Education Framework.”


4 Protocol of San Salvador, supra note 2, at art. 3.


6 See American Convention, supra note 3, at arts. 19 & 26; Protocol of San Salvador, supra note 2, at art. 13; Convention of Belém do Pará, supra note 5, at arts. 8.


10 Id. at ¶ 31.

The violent internal conflict in Colombia has had a devastating impact on the education of minorities. Afro-Colombian and indigenous peoples have been disproportionately displaced and forced into extreme poverty as a result of the conflict. Displacement naturally disrupts education and, in Colombia, the poorest are among those who have the least access to education. Although ending the decades-long conflict is an important priority for the government, Colombia must recognize that guaranteeing that all children receive quality education can be an important step in this peace process. The Commission observed in its special report on Colombia in 1999 that 15 percent of members of paramilitary groups are minors and in some areas the number rises to 50 percent.\(^{12}\) The Commission also noted that paramilitary groups enter low-income areas or camps of displaced persons, offering sums of money to attract children to their ranks.\(^{13}\) Thus, a viable education can offer an attractive alternative for children who may otherwise be recruited to enlist as soldiers in the internal conflict.

In this country study, we analyze the right to education in Colombia through the lens of the right to education framework proposed by the former U.N. Special Rapporteur for Education, Katarina Tomasevski, which suggests that education must be available, accessible, acceptable and adaptable.\(^{14}\) We have adopted an additional element—accountability—to this framework.\(^{15}\) We further analyze each element of this framework by reference to the structural, process, and outcome indicators that the Commission has suggested.\(^{16}\) We herein refer to the combined framework as the “5-A Right to Education Framework.” Moreover, Section III of our submission to the Commission elaborates on the methodology of this Report.

The Commission recognized that the Colombian Constitution contains strong protections for human rights, including the right to education;\(^{17}\) however, the Commission should also note that Colombia’s Constitution deviates from Colombia’s inter-American and international treaty obligations. The Colombian Constitution requires certain individuals—those who can afford to do so—to pay for public education.\(^{18}\) The failure to guarantee free primary education to children is in direct violation of Articles 13 and 16 of the Protocol of San Salvador.\(^{19}\)

Despite this structural failure in Colombia’s domestic law, numerous constitutional provisions and Constitutional Court decisions have provided robust protections for the right to education. Constitutional Court decisions and domestic laws generally conform to the “5-A Right to Education Framework.” The General Office of the Judge Advocate General also supported the view that education rights should be viewed according to availability, accessibillity, adaptability, and

---


\(^{13}\) Id.


\(^{15}\) Princeton University’s Woodrow Wilson School of International Affairs originally suggested this element. See PRINCETON UNIVERSITY WOODROW WILSON SCHOOL OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS, FREE TO LEARN: A RIGHTS BASED APPROACH TO UNIVERSAL PRIMARY EDUCATION IN KENYA 30 (2006), available at http://www.princeton.edu/research_final_reports/i05wws591i.pdf [hereinafter WOODROW WILSON FRAMEWORK].

\(^{16}\) GUIDELINES, supra note 1.

\(^{17}\) See INTER-AMERICAN COMMISSION, supra note 12, at ch. 2, ¶ 41.


\(^{19}\) Protocol of San Salvador, supra note 2, at arts. 13 & 16.
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acceptability. Moreover, the Ministry of Education recognized this conception of the right to education. The Constitution also provides a mechanism—the tutela action—which is aimed at allowing people to hold the government accountable for its violations of fundamental rights.

There are numerous process indicators in Colombia that are intended to protect the right to education, such as agencies, plans, and programs. For instance, there is a Ministry of Education in Colombia which institutes Ten-Year Plans on education, an ombudsman who brings claims to enforce violations of the right to education, and an agency in charge of administering issues related to internally displaced people. These process protections, however, have not been adequate in scope and coverage to guarantee education to all.

The outcome indicators discussed in this country study highlight the disparities in education among minorities and non-minorities in Colombia. First, problems with availability exist as a result of dilapidated or non-existent educational structures and the lack of quality teachers, particularly in areas with large minority populations. Second, education is both economically and physically inaccessible for many minorities. Minorities, who tend to be disproportionately poor, are often unable to afford matriculation fees and ancillary items such as uniforms and transportation. Minorities face additional hurdles as a result of structural discrimination inherited from the legacies of colonization, slavery, and inequality. Third, with respect to the acceptability of education, the increased public funding for poor quality private education has led to a crisis of educational quality for education for minorities who are forced to attend “garage schools.” Fourth, education is not entirely adaptable to the needs and backgrounds of Afro-Colombian and indigenous peoples. Fifth, while there are mechanisms for accountability such as tutela actions, they are of limited utility in making wider policy changes.

The Commission must hold the Colombian government accountable for these violations and encourage Colombia to prioritize education as a fundamental right for all.

B. THE EFFECT OF COLOMBIA'S FIFTY-YEAR INTERNAL ARMED CONFLICT ON THE RIGHT TO EDUCATION FOR AFRO-COLOMBIAN AND INDIGENOUS PEOPLES

In the Agua Blanca district of Cali, where there are over 600,000 displaced Colombians, an Afro-Colombian leader from COMPTICON describes the situation of displaced people:

---

20 See PROCURADURÍA GENERAL DE LA NACIÓN, supra note 8, at 48.
22 See Political Constitution of Colombia, supra note 18, at art. 86.
25 As noted, infra, “garage schools” are private schools that are springing up in several underserved parts of Colombia. These schools lack quality teachers, curricula, and learning materials.
26 Meeting with CRIC, Popayán, Cauca, Colombia (Dec. 10, 2007) (on file with authors) [hereinafter CRIC Meeting].
27 Political Constitution of Colombia, supra note 18, at art. 86.
“We calculate that in 2007, they have killed 2,800 people and displaced some 30,000 people. Our towns are literally almost empty. It has become a situation of war that is very difficult where there is no respect for international rights. For us, the civilian population, we have had to confront the armed groups directly. And we feel knocked down and abused. We feel like we belong to a state that does not offer us protection, does not protect our rights. We never receive a straight answer from the government when we go to reclaim our rights.”

Hundreds of thousands of people have died and millions have been internally displaced as a result of the long and violent internal conflict. Despite negotiated cease-fire agreements between groups such as the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (hereinafter “the FARC”), a leftist guerilla movement, and the National Liberation Army (hereinafter “the ELN”), a right-wing paramilitary group that has at times colluded with the Colombian army, insurgent attacks remain a threat to civilians and guerillas continue to control large areas of the country. In addition, illegal armed groups continue to use indigenous territories as zones for their military and economic operations, including arms and drug trafficking. In recent years, these groups’ interests in controlling indigenous territories have increased due to their desires to exploit lands rich in natural resources.

In its most recent annual report, the Commission reported that “[m]anifestations of violence persist alongside the efforts being made to demobilize the outlawed armed groups and to administer justice, which have yet to yield results in terms of effectiveness, comprehensive redress, and elimination of factors of violence.”

1. Colombia’s ethnic minority populations have been disproportionately displaced and forced into poverty by the violent internal armed conflict.

a. Forced Displacement

There are currently between 2 and 3.5 million internally displaced persons (hereinafter “IDPs”) in Colombia, a country with a total population of 44 million. This is the second highest number of IDPs in the world and the highest in the Western Hemisphere. Indigenous peoples and
Afro-Colombians are disproportionately represented among the internally displaced. According to the Office of Human Rights and Displacement (Consultoría para los Derechos Humanos y el Desplazamiento), although they constitute only 2 percent of the population, 16 percent of those displaced in 2006 were indigenous people. While Afro-Colombians comprise about 27 percent of the population, they disproportionately represent 30 percent of Colombia's internally displaced. The Commission has also observed that “[l]arge numbers of Afro-Colombians reside in some of the most conflictive areas of the national territory.”

Displaced Colombians suffer in practically every measurable social indicator, such as health, living standards, education, or employment. The government Social Solidarity Network found that housing quality, sanitation access, education levels, and employment levels are almost always lower for IDPs than for individuals living in poverty who have not been displaced. For instance, displaced families live, on average, in more crowded homes than do their non-displaced counterparts. In addition, more than half of displaced persons live in homes made of cloth, cardboard or wood scraps, while only 16 percent of non-displaced individuals lives in similar housing situations. Many of these displaced communities lack infrastructure and have little to no access to essential services, such as clean, potable water, sanitation and education services.

Ironically, a law that was designed to benefit Afro-Colombians appears to be one of the reasons behind the displacement. The Black Community Law (Law 70 of 1993) was intended to give Afro-Colombian communities increased autonomy and control over 15 million acres of land (approximately 5 percent of Colombia's territory). Afro-Colombian land is often of strategic interest to Colombia's paramilitary groups for its wealth in natural resources. Thus, the U.N. Commission on Human Rights has noted that forced displacement has become a “tool for acquiring
land for the benefit of large landowners, narco-traffickers, as well as private enterprises planning large-scale projects for the exploitation of natural resources.\textsuperscript{48}

b. Extreme Poverty

Extreme income disparities persist in Colombia. As the Commission recognized, “the poorest 10\% of the population accounts for only 1\% of consumption, [whereas] the wealthiest 10\% is responsible for 46.9\% of all consumer spending.”\textsuperscript{49} The Commission has further observed that Afro-Colombians and indigenous peoples have the lowest per capita income of all groups\textsuperscript{50} and that the “terror and violence as practiced by all of the contending forces in Colombia have taken their greatest toll on the Colombians living in extreme poverty—a disproportionate number of whom are black citizens.”\textsuperscript{51}

The United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights also estimates that Afro-Colombians are disproportionately represented among the nation’s poor: more than 80 percent of Afro-Colombians live in extreme poverty while under 59 percent of the total population lives below the poverty line.\textsuperscript{52} Seventy-two percent of the Afro-descendant population occupies the two lowest socio-economic strata in Colombia and 85 percent lives in the department of Chocó, a region with the lowest levels of accessible drinking water, low literacy rates, and high levels of childbirth-related deaths.\textsuperscript{53} On average, Afro-Colombians earn the equivalent of $500 USD per person per year, while the average non-Afro-Colombian earns the equivalent of $1,900 USD per year.\textsuperscript{54} Moreover, these communities have limited or no access to education, employment, economic opportunity, government participation, or decision-making.\textsuperscript{55} The Commission recognized that these factors, coupled with a history of racism and discrimination, “prevent this segment of the population from enjoying their particular world view, traditions and culture, and they have also made them largely invisible within the country’s policies.”\textsuperscript{56}

In Colombia, 90 indigenous communities number more than 1 million people and live throughout the country’s 32 departments, though this precise number is subject to some debate.\textsuperscript{57} While three indigenous groups, the Wayuu, the Paez, and the Embera, each thrive with populations

\textsuperscript{48} See U.N. Follow-Up Mission, \textit{supra} note 36, at ¶ 23.
\textsuperscript{49} See \textit{INTER-AMERICAN COMMISSION}, \textit{supra} note 7, at ch. 3, ¶ 13.
\textsuperscript{50} See id. at ch. 11, ¶ 21.
\textsuperscript{51} See id. at ch. 11, ¶ 26.
\textsuperscript{53} \textit{INTER-AMERICAN COMMISSION, supra} note 9, at ¶ 41.
\textsuperscript{54} See \textit{Murillo-Urrutia, supra} note 30, at 139.
\textsuperscript{55} \textit{INTER-AMERICAN COMMISSION, supra} note 9, at ¶ 41.
\textsuperscript{56} Id.
\textsuperscript{57} Id. at ¶ 31; Rodolfo Stavenhagen, \textit{Report of the Special Rapporteur on the Situation of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms of Indigenous People}, ¶ 3, E./CN.4/2005/88/Add.2, available at http://www.afsc.org/colombia/learn-about/documents/UN_Report_on_Indigenous.pdf. Some indigenous groups have argued that the national census has underrepresented the number of indigenous Colombians. See \textit{CRIC Meeting, supra} note 26. For example, members of the indigenous organization CRIC claimed that those administering the national censuses outside of indigenous reservations never asked whether a person considered him or herself indigenous. See \textit{CRIC Meeting, supra} note 26. They cite the city of Popayán as an example where approximately 3,000 indigenous Colombians live, and yet none have been counted toward a national average. See \textit{CRIC Meeting, supra} note 26. Hence, they claim that, given this larger trend, the number of indigenous may have been artificially deflated in one or both of the national censuses and is in actuality closer to 1,750,000. See \textit{CRIC Meeting, supra} note 26.
of more than 50,000 people, more than 30 other groups have fewer than 500 members.\textsuperscript{58} Indigenous peoples speak more than 64 different languages and have distinct worldviews, histories and cultures.\textsuperscript{59} Ninety-five percent of indigenous Colombians live in rural areas where there is generally less access to basic services.\textsuperscript{60} Despite increasing recognition of indigenous peoples’ autonomy and self-development, these groups suffer as targets of armed groups, who negatively impact their lives and threaten their physical and cultural survival.\textsuperscript{61} Indeed, Colombia’s Ombudsman’s Office (Defensoría del Pueblo) has noted that, along with the Afro-Colombians, the indigenous population runs the risk of becoming “invisible” in the midst of the larger crisis among displaced people.\textsuperscript{62}

2. The violent conflict as well as the resulting forced displacement and extreme poverty negatively impact the right to education of ethnic minorities in Colombia.

Children’s schooling is disrupted or permanently abandoned by the forced displacement of families from their homes and native communities.\textsuperscript{63} Internally displaced persons face numerous difficulties accessing and securing education in the shantytowns to where they typically flee. In fact, extreme poverty forces many parents to choose between schooling and food.\textsuperscript{64} Also, parents describe schools without enough space, desks, books, and teachers to accommodate their children’s educational needs.\textsuperscript{65} Moreover, matriculation fees and additional costs for transportation, school uniforms, and books are prohibitive for most displaced families.\textsuperscript{66} Between 2003 and 2004, more than 520,000 Colombian children left school for various reasons, but economic reasons ranked high on the list.\textsuperscript{67} Finally, children are recruited as soldiers into the war and, therefore, drop out of school.\textsuperscript{68}

C. The Right to Education for Afro-Colombians and Indigenous Peoples through the Lens of the “5-A Right to Education Framework” and the Commission’s Structural, Process and Outcome Indicators

\textsuperscript{58} Stavenhagen, \textit{supra} note 57.
\textsuperscript{59} INTER-AMERICAN COMMISSION, \textit{supra} note 9, at ¶ 31.
\textsuperscript{60} \textit{See} DEFENSORÍA DEL PUEBLO, EL DESPLAZAMIENTO FORZADO EN COLOMBIA 114 n.34 (2003).
\textsuperscript{61} Stavenhagen, \textit{supra} note 57.
\textsuperscript{62} \textit{See} DEFENSORÍA DEL PUEBLO, \textit{supra} note 60, at 117.
\textsuperscript{64} PCN Meeting, \textit{supra} note 23; Meeting with Diego Escobar, Cali, Valle del Cauca, Colombia (Dec. 9, 2007) (on file with authors) [hereinafter Diego Escobar Meeting].
\textsuperscript{65} PCN Meeting, \textit{supra} note 23; Meeting with indigenous leaders, Cali, Valle del Cauca, Colombia (Dec. 8, 2007) (on file with authors) [hereinafter Indigenous Leaders Meeting].
\textsuperscript{66} PCN Meeting, \textit{supra} note 23; Indigenous Leaders Meeting, \textit{supra} note 65.
\textsuperscript{68} PCN Meeting, \textit{supra} note 23; Katarina Tomasevski, \textit{The Right to Education: Report Submitted by the Special Rapporteur}, ¶ 49, E/CN.4/2004/45/Add.2/Corr. 1 (Mar. 30, 2004) (“Schools have also been a recruiting ground. As one teacher put it to the Special Rapporteur, what can she say, on her salary of 300,000 pesos, to a 16-year-old student earning 800,000 pesos as a combatant? In the words of children, ‘if young people had attractive educational and lifestyle options and opportunities, the recruitment of child soldiers could be avoided.’”), available at http://www.right-to-education.org/ (last visited Mar. 7, 2008) [hereinafter Tomasevski 2004 Report].
The Colombian government has failed to provide available, accessible, adaptable, and acceptable education to Afro-Colombian and indigenous peoples and has not been held accountable for this failure. Although Colombia’s structural and, to some extent, process indicators generally suggest that Colombia provides strong protections for the right to education, the outcome indicators indicate that minorities are systematically being denied the right to education. This country study analyzes the status of the right to education of Afro-Colombian and indigenous peoples through the intersecting lens of the structural, process, and outcome indicators proposed by the Commission and the “5-A Right to Education Framework.”

1. Availability

   a. Structural Indicators: The Colombian Constitution and Constitutional Court decisions incorporate Colombia’s regional and international treaty obligations that require it to provide an adequate supply of educational services to minorities.

   “Availability” is a government’s obligation to provide an adequate number of educational institutions and programs, as well as the facilities necessary to function appropriately in their contexts. The concept of availability is protected by Article 13 of the Protocol of San Salvador and Articles 13 and 14 of the International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights (hereinafter “the ICESCR”). The notion of available education is also embedded in the Colombian Constitution. The fifth paragraph of Article 67 of the Colombian Constitution imposes government obligations to guarantee an “adequate supply” of educational services, declaring that “it is the responsibility of the State . . . to guarantee an adequate supply of [education] . . .” The Human Rights Ombudsman (Defensoría del Pueblo de Colombia) also asserted that denying the right to school placement is contrary to Article 67 of the Constitution because it effectively impedes the exercise of the rights of children to access the educational system, a right that is also protected by Article 44 of the Constitution.

The Constitutional Court also articulated a number of ways in which the Colombian government is required to make education available. First, the Constitutional Court found that the right to education must include the right to school placement and adequate schoolroom capacity. Second, the Constitutional Court has found that the government does not satisfy the availability

---

70 Protocol of San Salvador, supra note 2, at art. 13.
72 Political Constitution of Colombia, supra note 18, at art. 67.
74 Political Constitution of Colombia, supra note 18, at art. 67 (emphasis added); Corte Constitucional. Sentencia T-329-93.
76 Political Constitution of Colombia, supra note 18, at art. 44 (1991). In addition, the Constitutional Court has found that “access and continuity with respect to education, is limited to the regulations that ensure moral, intellectual and physical growth of students . . . [and] it is evident that it is not possible to mandate school attendance while lacking schools, trained staff members, funding, structure, or school placement.” Corte Constitucional. Sentencia T-388-95.
component of the right to education when it fails to provide adequate, uninterrupted funding, when it fails to hire substitute teachers, or when it refuses to pay teachers.

Finally, the Court declared that the right to education as well as the right to equal opportunity obligates the government to ensure the availability of educational services for children living in rural areas. In particular, the Court stated that “students from a small rural school have the same right to receive [educational services] . . . without finding themselves in inferior conditions when compared to students from other learning institutions.” Thus, in order to fulfill the right to education, the government must provide adequate school placement, adequate schoolroom capacity, adequate funding for schools, and an adequate supply of teachers. Finally, education must also be made equally available in rural areas.

b. Process Indicators: Colombia’s Ten-Year Educational Development Plan has not prioritized increasing education availability for minorities.

The General Education Law of 1994—Law 115—defines its objectives in accordance with Article 67 of the Constitution, outlines the structure of educational services, provides guidelines for educational programs, and establishes the various organizational entities to implement educational services throughout the country. In particular, Law 115 obligates the State to develop a National Educational Development Plan, which establishes the Ministry of Education’s duties to provide public educational services and educational funding in accordance with Law 60 of 1993. Article 72 of Law 115, empowers the Ministry of Education to “prepare at least every ten (10) years the Ten-Year Educational Development Plan that will include actions in order to complete the constitutional and legal mandates to implement educational services.” The first Plan from 1996 to 2005 had five main objectives: 1) to make education reform an important national issue; 2) to succeed in recognizing that education is the axis of human, social, political, economic, and cultural development; 3) to develop knowledge, science, skills, and technology; 4) to integrate organically the institutional education system with other educational activities of state entities and civil society; and 5) to guarantee effectively the right to education.
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The second Ten-Year National Educational Development Plan (2006–2015) also proposes objectives and goals for the government to effectively guarantee the right to education in Colombia. The eleven themes similarly aspire to reform the national educational system in several key areas. The eleven themes are: 1) guaranteeing the right to education in conditions of equality for the entire population at all levels of education; 2) recognizing students as human beings and active individuals with rights in order to realize peace, overcome poverty and exclusion, reconstruct the social thread, and developing democratic values; 3) strengthening public education at all levels to ensure availability, access, permanence, and quality in terms of equality, equity, and inclusion; 4) guaranteeing adequate investment of resources through public policies; 5) implementing educational programs to promote opportunity in all aspects, including culture, science, technology, research, innovation, and knowledge; 6) realizing the basic functions of education, such as research, innovation, and establishing knowledge; 7) recognizing the importance of teachers in the education system as essential players in the quality of education, guaranteeing dignified lives for teachers; 8) recognizing ethnic and cultural diversity and building a system of their own education (educación propia); 9) designing pedagogical proposals and creating material, psychosocial, and security conditions that respond to the educational needs of all of the victims in displacement from the armed conflict; 10) guaranteeing conditions of special attention to the populations in need with respect to diversity, including ethnic, gender, sexuality, disability, ability, age, creed, and displacement; and 11) implementing educational policies with the goals of ensuring it remains public, free, inclusive, and of quality. These various objectives demonstrate the government’s clear understanding of the basic obligations that it must fulfill in order to effectively guarantee the right to education in Colombia.

While the most current Ten-Year Educational Development Plan recognizes the need for equality and non-discrimination in education, it does not provide for ways to eradicate the disparities in education between minorities and the rest of the population nor does it allocate sufficient resources to ensure that such disparities are eradicated. On the contrary, public spending on education has decreased as a total of the overall government budget: while in 1991, education spending constituted 14.3 percent of total public spending, in 2002–2005 it was only 11.1 percent of the budget. Consequently, the Ten-Year Educational Plan’s proposals have not been implemented to ensure that there are more educational facilities or teachers in areas with large minority populations.

c. Outcome Indicators: The Colombian government has not satisfied its obligations to make education equally available to Afro-Colombian and indigenous peoples.

As part of the research for this country study, the RFK Memorial Center staff visited Colombia jointly with the Cornell Law School International Human Rights Clinic in December 2007. During this visit, we witnessed first-hand the inadequate infrastructure in Colombia’s educational institutions. Escuela Benjamin Herrera, a primary school in Cali, typifies the
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unacceptable quality of Colombian public schools. The school is approximately 70-75 years old and the building suffers from severe dilapidation. The supporting columns of the building are starting to fall down and the building as a whole is infested with termites. At least one classroom building is abandoned due to rain damage on the ceiling and even classrooms that were in use had missing ceiling parts. Though the government provided computers to the school, the computer room is now abandoned because the computers are all infected with viruses and the electrical wiring of the school could not support the voltage needed to turn on the computers. Parts of the roof of the computer room also collapsed.93

The school director reported that government support for her school decreased in 2004 and, since that time, the quality of the infrastructure and resulting education decreased as well.94 Indeed, public expenditure on education has decreased over the last decade. For example, the average allocation per student in 2004 was $962,468, much higher than what was assigned in 1995 and slightly higher than in the years 2000 and 2003, but less than what was assigned in the other years since 1996.95 The Committee on the Rights of the Child recognized that these spending cuts adversely affect the economically disadvantaged groups in Colombia, including the Afro-Colombian and indigenous peoples, in violation of Article 4 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child (hereinafter “the CRC”).96

In some indigenous areas, the lack of any physical infrastructure forces students to be educated in homes or not at all.97 In the region of Chocó, for instance, a lack of available facilities forced students to attend school in improvised constructions made of palm leaves, with no roof.98 Urban schools are not large enough, nor are there enough schools to accommodate IDP children,99 a population that is disproportionately Afro-Colombian and indigenous. In these areas, there are schools without roofs, three students to one desk, students without desks sitting on the ground, and no working bathrooms.100 For example, one teacher noted that there are 50 students in his classroom and he cannot control 50 children let alone teach them all of the required subjects.101 Another Afro-Colombian leader from the organization Process of Black Communities of Colombia (Proceso de Comunidades Negras de Colombia, hereinafter “PCN”) underscored the point, “[o]ur students study in inhumane conditions. They study in small classrooms with forty students, all sharing desks and chairs. This is a violation of human rights.”102 Many schools do lack any sort of recreational space103 or places for students to have their mid-morning snack.104 Others lack the basic materials or
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equipment necessary to run a school because, in some cases, schools received foreign funds and those funds were only adequate for the actual construction of the school infrastructure itself.105

The lack of adequate infrastructure leaves many minority children unenrolled in school. One activist estimated 70-80 percent of the children in the community of Eduardo Honduras are enrolled in primary education while 40-50 percent attend secondary school.106 Similarly, poor families in rural areas, many of whom are indigenous, do not enroll their school-age children in school.107 In 2001, although 88 percent of primary-age children were enrolled in school overall, only 70 percent were enrolled in rural areas.108 At the secondary and tertiary levels, this gap widens: 54 percent of school-age children attend school overall while only 15 percent attend in rural areas.109 Ultimately, a majority of Colombian children do not complete secondary school, with an average dropout age of thirteen and some leaving school as early as eight or nine.110

A shortage of teachers further contributes to the unavailability of education. Teachers get to know the problems of peasant farmers’ families and, as a result, they often become social leaders who put forward petitions and requests to multinationals.111 Paramilitary groups have targeted them for such actions.112 In October 2003, Tomasevski reported that 691 teachers had been murdered in one decade.113 The Committee on the Rights of the Child noted in 2006 that three teachers are killed each month.114 Tomasevski further noted that these threats against teachers cause them to abandon their occupations in fear.115 Indeed, displaced teachers often do not return to the communities in which they worked even when students and families begin to return home.116

2. Accessibility

a. Structural Indicators: Colombia’s Constitution fails to conform to its Inter-American and international obligations to provide free primary education to all.

“Accessibility” refers to the ability of all individuals to physically and economically access education without discrimination.117 Numerous Inter-American and U.N. treaties recognize the importance of accessible education without discrimination, including Articles 3 and 13 of the Protocol of San Salvador,118 Article 1 of the American Convention,119 Article II of the American
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Declaration,[120] Article 2(1) of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (hereinafter “the ICCPR”),[121] Articles 2(2) and 13 of the ICESCR,[122] Articles 1 and 5 of the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (hereinafter “the ICERD”),[123] Articles 2 and 28 of the CRC[124] and Articles 1 and 10 of the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (hereinafter “CEDAW”).[125]

In particular, Article 13 of the Protocol of San Salvador as well as Articles 13 and 14 of the ICESCR require that Colombia provide free primary education to all.[126] Despite these enumerated regional and international obligations, Article 67 of the Constitution expressly permits the government to levy fees for educational services.[127] Specifically, Article 67 states that “[e]ducation will be free of charge in the State institutions, without prejudice to those who can afford to defray the costs.” In other words, those who can afford to pay must pay for education. Consequently, Tomasevski noted that “Colombia remains an exception in the region because the government is not committed to free and compulsory education for all.”[128] The Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (hereinafter “the ICESCR Committee”) observed that Colombia violates Articles 13 and 14 of the ICESCR by imposing fees in order to access public education on individuals who can afford to pay them.[129] As a result of the Constitution’s structural failure, outcome indicators in Section III.B.3 infra suggest that education is not economically accessible to all Colombians.

Although the Constitution fails to ensure that education is economically accessible to all, the Constitutional Court recognized the importance of physical accessibility of education. The Court stated that the government’s obligation to ensure the right to education “implies the precondition of accessible educational institutions.”[130] In addition, the Constitutional Court also condemned discriminatory selection criteria in schools that have the effect of limiting physical access to education for minorities.[131] The Court ruled that selection criteria in schools must be academic and not based on race, nationality, family, language, religion, political opinion, or economic condition.[132]

119 American Convention, supra note 3, at art. 1 (right to non-discrimination)
122 ICESCR, supra note 71, at art. 2(2) (right to non-discrimination).
127 Political Constitution of Colombia, supra note 18, at art. 67.
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Affirmative action in favor of marginalized social groups, however, would not violate the right to equal access to education.133

Furthermore, Law 70 of 1993, which recognizes the right of Afro-Colombians to collectively own and occupy their ancestral lands, also emphasizes the right to accessible education without discrimination.134 For example, under Article 32 of Law 70, the government is required to recognize and guarantee the right to education in accordance with their needs and ethnocultural aspirations.135 Additionally, under Article 33, the government aims to prevent and sanction all forms of intimidation, segregation, discrimination and racism against Afro-Colombian communities in the education system.136 Finally, Article 40 requires the government to allocate funds for the specific purpose of creating more opportunities for Afro-Colombians in institutions of higher education.137

b. Process Indicators:

i. Affirmative action programs assist in increasing enrollment, but fail to ensure that minorities graduate from schools.

Only 14 percent of Afro-Colombians enroll in tertiary education, which is almost half the rate of enrollment of the rest the population.138 Certain universities such as the Valle University in Cali instituted affirmative action policies to address this problem. The University accepts all Afro-Colombian and indigenous high school students who have scored at the top 4 percent in the standardized university entrance exam.139 According to a Valle University professor, without the existence of affirmative action programs such as these, no more than two to four university students would be ethnic minority members.140

Although minority students enroll in the Valle University, many Afro-Colombian and indigenous students drop out of school before the end of their first years.141 After intensively studying the causes of this failure of retention, the university discovered a number of reasons for its inability to retain minorities. Many minority students have to work to pay for their studies, travel long distances to attend classes, make up for previous poor educational preparation, and adjust to new cultures and lifestyles.142 As a result of these barriers, affirmative action programs that do not provide additional orientation, academic and social support services may not serve as adequate

134 See, e.g., Black Community Law, supra note 45, at art. 32 (“The Colombian State recognizes and guarantees to the black communities the right to a educational process in accordance with their ethnocultural necessities and aspirations. The competent authority will adopt the necessary measures so that at every educational level, the curriculums will adapt themselves to this disposition.”)
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process mechanisms for ensuring the realization of the right to education for ethnic minorities in Colombia.

ii. The restrictive registration policies of government agencies systematically deny educational access to many displaced peoples.

Although the laws and agencies provide for many benefits to IDPs, flawed implementation and restrictive agency policies prevent many of Colombia’s internally displaced from accessing needed services, including educational services. Law 387 guarantees rights and defines priority state obligations to internally displaced peoples. Individuals displaced in Colombia report their status and declare reasons for their displacement to the Public Ministry, which then sends the declaration to the Presidential Agency for Social Action and International Cooperation (Acción Social). Individuals accepted as IDPs receive identification cards that allow them to obtain services, including waived matriculation fees for IDP children in schools, from the Social Solidarity Network (Red de Solidaridad Social), the agency that administers humanitarian assistance to IDPs.

However, Law 387 defines refugees more narrowly than internationally-accepted norms, and, as a result, certain people who would qualify under international standards are not allowed to
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143 Law 387 of 1997, arts. 2 & 3 (1997) (“Article 2. Principles. The interpretation and application of the present law is oriented toward the following principles:

1st. Forced displaced people have the right to request and to receive international help and this generates a correlative right of the international community to offer humanitarian aid.

2nd. Forced displaced people will enjoy the fundamental civil law recognized internationally.

3rd. The displaced person and/or forced displaced persons have the right to not be discriminated against due to their social condition of being displaced persons, motive of race, religion, public opinion, place of origin, or physical incapacity.

4th. The family of forced displaced people should be benefited by the fundamental right of family reunification.

5th. Forced displaced people have the right to agree to final solutions regarding their situation.

6th. Forced displaced people have the right to return to their place of origin.

7th. Colombians have the right to not be displaced persons by force.

8th. The displaced person and/or forced displaced persons have the right that their liberty of movement not be subjected to more restrictions than foreseen by the law.

9th. It is the duty of the State to favor conditions that facilitate Colombians’ living together with equity and social justice.

Article 3. The responsibility of the State. It is the responsibility of the Colombian State to formulate policies and to adopt measures for the prevention of forced displacement; the attention, protection, consolidation, and socioeconomic stabilization of persons internally displaced by violence. In order to give effect to the previous clause, they will take into account the principles of subsidiarity, complementarity, decentralization, and assembly upon which the organization of the Colombian State has been written.”)

144 See HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH, supra note 41, at 37.
register as IDPs in the official government registry. According to the U.N. Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement, “displaced persons” are those who “have been forced or obligated to flee or to leave their homes or places of habitual residence, in particular as the result of or in order to avoid the effects of an armed conflict, situations of generalized violence, violations of human rights or natural or man-made disasters, and who have not crossed an internationally recognized State border.” Colombia’s Law 387, however, does not recognize natural or man-made disasters as grounds for displacement. As a result, Social Action does not recognize people who have been displaced due to the widespread anti-narcotics fumigations and subsequent military operations of Plan Colombia. People who have been displaced due to army operations that do not include other armed groups are also barred from qualifying as IDPs. Finally, those who fail to file within one year of displacement are also barred. Therefore, many victims of forced displacement are excluded from the official registry and, as a result, from subsequent benefit programs in all areas of assistance, including education. As one Afro-Colombian leader from PCN pointed out, “there are a lot of students who are not receiving an education because they are displaced and either there is no space or the government is not recognizing them as displaced . . . . We have pursued tutela actions, but the government says ‘it’s a shame, but these people are not displaced.’”

c. Outcome Indicators:

i. The matriculation fees and the costs of associated goods often make education economically inaccessible to ethnic minorities in Colombia.

“We were talking about the reasons why children in our communities do not go to school. There are many single mothers in our communities, mothers who run the home. I myself am a single mother and it is very difficult for me to send my children to school. We can send them to primary school but not to secondary school because we do not feel we have the economic resources to allow them to continue to study in other towns. We also worry about our children being so far away. In my case I have a son studying and this costs me 500,000 pesos [$270 USD] per year. This does not even give them everything he needs to study and live. . . . I earn 8000 pesos [$4.35 USD] per day. This is barely enough to get by let alone give my son an education.” -Indigenous leader, Cali, Valle del Cauca, Colombia (Dec. 8, 2007).
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As discussed in Section III.B.1 supra, Article 67 of the Colombian Constitution permits the government to charge parents for education, even for primary education. Even though this constitutional provision suggests that those who cannot afford to pay should not be charged, in reality the ability of the government to charge for education has created severe economic obstacles for poor parents, many of whom are minorities. Under the Colombian system, parents are classified into six different categories based on their income. Parents from the lowest income categories (categories 1 and 2) are supposed to be exempt from payment of matriculation fees. In addition to enrollment fees, all parents (even those from the lower income categories) must pay for costs associated with education, such as uniforms, books, and transportation. Although this system is aimed at ensuring that education is economically accessible to all, the outcome indicators suggest otherwise. According to the Colombian Commission of Jurists, the average cost per student is 1,080,000 pesos [$587 USD] for one year of education, three times the minimum monthly wage and therefore beyond the means of the poorest strata of society. Indeed, the poorest classes of society are not receiving education at the same levels as the richest classes of society. Young people from the lowest categories (one and two) have an average 5.7 years of schooling, whereas young people from the highest category (six) have completed over 11 years of school.

The Commission observed that “[o]ne of the principle reasons why children leave school is the cost of education.” The U.N. Special Rapporteur for Education agreed that “[a]ll available information indicates that inability to pay is the principal reason why children fail to enroll or abandon school.” The ICESCR Committee noted “with concern that the imposition of fees prevented a number of children from having access to free primary education.” The Committee on the Rights of the Child also noted that the prohibitive hidden costs of education—for uniforms, administration, materials and transportation—are leading to increasing dropout rates, especially for rural children.

An Afro-Colombian leader emphasized the point that education is not free for poor Colombians:

The Constitution says that education is free, but in reality it is not free. Students are charged 25,000 pesos [$18 USD] for the year. This is not too much. However, for many families this is a lot because they still have to pay for uniforms, transportation, books, etc. and this can become very expensive . . . . On the other hand, it costs more to continue on to high school. This is in the public schools. For the private schools, where most students attend, the schools charge. Take Agua Blanca, for
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example. Children arrive to the school and they have to pay . . . . There is a system of ‘seats.’ There are some spaces that are paid for, but this does not cover everyone.163

Further, this disparity is only exacerbated at the tertiary levels, where 95 percent of Afro-Colombians cannot afford to send their children to university because of a lack of income.164

The Commission pointed out that the failure of the government to make education economically accessible perpetuates the cycle of poverty:

Because the level of schooling has a direct effect on wages earned, education is an important aspect of a cycle of poverty. Children from poor families receive fewer years of education than their wealthier counterparts and, as a result, obtain lower wages at adulthood. Their families thus tend to remain poor, making it likely that their children, in turn, will benefit from fewer years of education.165

ii. In many Afro-Colombian and indigenous communities, schools are physically inaccessible, particularly secondary schools.

Many minority communities do not have any secondary schools and the nearest secondary schools are physically inaccessible.166 One of the reasons for the lack of secondary schools is the requirement that in order to support a public school, there must be a minimum number of students.167 In rural regions, however, this requirement is difficult to satisfy. As a result, many rural communities, which tend to consist disproportionately of Afro-Colombian and indigenous peoples, lack schools, particularly secondary schools.

An indigenous teacher from the town of Poblazón in the Cauca region confirmed the resulting problem of physical accessibility. Students wishing to gain secondary schooling “have to leave [their] famil[i]es, . . . wake up at five in the morning. There are safety risks, the food is the same, and they don’t eat well . . . . It is preferable that they don’t go to study.”168 An Afro-Colombian leader suggested that similar problems exist in Afro-Colombian communities, “students cannot arrive to their schools and this is especially a problem for rural children. There are no roads. There are bodies of water to cross and this causes great difficulty. Other kids have to leave at three or four in the morning to arrive to school and they are gone until the middle of the day.”169

Consequently, even though they comprise 27 percent of the population, Afro-Colombians constitute just 10.96 percent of students enrolled in secondary schools.170 The Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women (hereinafter “the CEDAW Committee”) has also
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recently noted that rural and displaced women and children tend to have lower school enrollment and completion rates.\textsuperscript{171}

iii. \textit{Displaced ethnic minority children suffer additional hurdles to accessing education.}

\begin{quote}
“\textit{In Buenaventura 40 to 50 percent of children are not attending school and do not have access to education. We emphasize the situation in Buenaventura because it is the most violent city in all of Latin America. Its commercial port is the most important in Colombia and in all of South America. Also, it is the most impoverished city. . . . No one is interested in stopping the violence there . . . the FARC controls the port . . . . Regarding education . . . mothers do not send their children to school when they are starving. They have nothing to eat. Why send a child to school starving when they could go and work or fish to help with getting food to eat?}\textsuperscript{2\textdegree}” – Senator Alexander Lopez Maya, Cali, Valle del Cauca, Colombia (December 8, 2007).
\end{quote}

Displaced Afro-Colombian children experience additional difficulties in accessing education.\textsuperscript{172} First, overt discrimination hinders access to education. For example, an Afro-Colombian leader in Bogotá related the story of his son, who said to him, “\textit{Dad, I won’t want to go to high school because there they call me \textit{chocolatín}, \textit{negrito}, and they call me other things. So, I tell them that my name is Gustavo, and that they shouldn’t call me \textit{chocolatín}, or \textit{negrito}, or none of these things, that my name is Gustavo. But my classmates don’t pay attention to me.\textsuperscript{173}}” Another Afro-Colombian leader in Bogotá stated that one teacher said to a student, “\textit{God killed you four times: for being poor, for being black, for being displaced, and for being a woman.}\textsuperscript{174}

Second, although children of IDPs are supposed to receive priority admission for schools, this policy is often not properly implemented.\textsuperscript{175} Only 23 percent of women certified as IDPs know that they can receive help with regard to their children’s education.\textsuperscript{176} In addition, government policies waive displaced children’s matriculation fees for only one year and only if their families hold an official displacement identification card.\textsuperscript{177} Despite being admitted to schools, IDP children are required to pay for uniforms and school materials.\textsuperscript{178}

As a result of all of these factors, 77 percent of children abandon their schooling after being displaced\textsuperscript{179} and between 1.5 and 3.3 million students have been excluded from schools.\textsuperscript{180}

\textsuperscript{172} See WOMEN’S COMMISSION, supra note 63, at 23.
\textsuperscript{173} See id. at 22. Both the words \textit{chocolatín} (“little chocolate”) and \textit{negrito} (“little black boy”) are racial slurs in Spanish.
\textsuperscript{174} Meeting with CODHES, AFRODES, & CIMARRON, Bogotá, Colombia (Dec. 12, 2007) (on file with authors).
\textsuperscript{175} See WOMEN’S COMMISSION, supra note 63, at 23.
\textsuperscript{176} See id.
\textsuperscript{177} See PCN Meeting, supra note 23.
\textsuperscript{178} See WOMEN’S COMMISSION, supra note 63, at 23.
\textsuperscript{180} See TOMASEVSKI 2003 REPORT, supra note 23, at ¶ 29.
3. Acceptability

a. Structural Indicators: In compliance with its inter-American and international treaty obligations, Colombia’s Constitution and Constitutional Court require quality education for all Colombians.

Under the “acceptability” requirement, governments are obligated to provide an acceptable high-quality education to students. Article 13 of the Protocol of San Salvador and Articles 13 and 14 of the ICESCR obligate Colombia to provide its people an acceptable quality of education. In accordance with its treaty obligations, Article 67 of the Colombian Constitution addresses acceptability of education by declaring that the state must “perform the final inspection and supervision of education in order to control its quality, to ensure it fulfills its purposes, and for the improved moral, intellectual, and physical training of those being educated . . . .”

The Constitutional Court also suggested that the government must provide an acceptable high-quality education to all. First, the Constitutional Court found that the government violates the right to education when the public educational system does not adequately prepare students or teach them the knowledge and values that the educational system is designed to teach them. Second, the Court declared that the government violates the right to an acceptable quality of education when public authorities fail to advance or to execute important administrative procedures to provide the most efficient and highest quality educational services available. Finally, the right to acceptable educational standards triggers the government obligation to monitor and evaluate the educational system.

b. Process Indicators: The Ministry of Education continues to fund poor quality private schools, commonly referred to as “garage schools.”

Under Law 715 enacted in 2001, which governs the public education system, the government is permitted to contract with private entities for the provision of educational services when the public education system is insufficient or inadequate. Under Decree 4313, the Ministry of National Education established evaluation criteria and certain qualification levels that schools must meet in order to participate in the pool of schools that could receive public funding, known as the “Supply Bank” (Banco de Oferecimientos). Despite these minimum standards, the Decree contains a fundamental “escape” clause that allows for the funding of below-quality schools. Specifically, the clause states that “[w]hen it is shown that the average score of the educational services in the area . . . .”
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181 DEFENSORÍA 2003 REPORT, supra note 22, at 205; TOMASEVSKI 2001 REPORT, supra note 69, at 29.
182 Protocol of San Salvador, supra note 2, at art. 13.
183 ICESCR, supra note 71, at arts. 13 & 14.
184 Political Constitution of Colombia, supra note 18, at art. 67 (emphasis added).
185 DEFENSORÍA 2004 REPORT, supra note 75, at 28; Corte Constitucional. Sentencia T-337-95.
189 Colombia Decree 4313, Chapter II, Sec. 1.6.3, at 4 (2004) (“The Ministry of National Education shall establish the evaluation and qualification criteria, which shall include technical aspects . . . . and shall take economic aspects into consideration . . . .”).
190 NATIONAL MINISTRY OF EDUCATION OF THE REPUBLIC OF COLOMBIA, GUÍA PARA LA CONFORMACIÓN DEL BANCO DE OFERENTES 8 n.3 (2008).
should be lower than this established minimum, the certified territorial entity shall, with justification, establish a lower minimum technical score . . . .”191 In other words, where there are no educational providers in a particular area that satisfy the minimum certification criteria, the central government is permitted to fund below-quality providers. Consequently, under its own regulations, the Ministry of Education is permitted to provide public funding to private and low quality educational institutions.

c. Outcome Indicators: Public funding for private schools referred to as “garage schools” and the shortage of trained teachers in public schools is creating a crisis of quality of the education provided to Afro-Colombian and Indigenous peoples.

As a result of Decree 4313, 192 public funding is being provided to privately-run schools of low quality known as “garage schools” (escuelas de garaje). These schools usually lack quality teachers, curricula, and learning materials. An Afro-Colombian leader pointed out the prevalence of garage schools in Cali, where there is a large Afro-Colombian population. He stated that even though there are 162 educational primary and secondary schools in Cali, only six are public institutions.193 The rest are “garage schools,” which not only provide low quality education, but also charge students enrollment fees.194 He further noted that “[t]here is no control or monitoring of these schools. . . . They do not care whether the students learn at school as long as they are receiving the money for having a school.”195

Poorly-trained teachers also negatively impact the acceptability of education. The Commission recognized this problem and observed that “[m]ore than half (52.5%) of teachers have only a secondary education, while some teachers (0.5%) have only a primary education.”196 The Commission also noted that another reason for the low quality of education is the inadequate pay received by teachers. The Commission stated that “[a]ccording to the Colombian Federation of Educators, the average monthly salary of teachers is $292,000 pesos (approximately $185 dollars) and 55% of teachers earn only $250,000 pesos (approximately $158 dollars).”197 The Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights also found poor quality education in Colombia at all levels of the educational system.198

Outcome indicators demonstrate the unacceptability of the education for minorities. Approximately 50 percent of public schools report “low achievement” on assessment tests.199

4. Adaptability

a. Structural Indicators: In compliance with its regional and international treaties, Colombia’s Constitution, Constitutional Court, and legislation
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191 Id.
192 Colombia Decree 4313, supra note 189.
193 PCN Meeting, supra note 23.
194 Id.
195 Id.
196 See INTER-AMERICAN COMMISSION, supra note 12, at ch. 3, ¶ 15.
197 See Id.
198 See, e.g., ICESCR Concluding Observations, supra note 129, at ¶ 28.
199 See ARBOLEDA ET AL., supra note 103, at 50.
require that the Colombian government provide adequate education for students of diverse educational backgrounds.

Adaptability refers to an education system’s ability to accommodate students who may require specific arrangements based on their individual needs or on their social or cultural backgrounds. Colombia is required to provide special education under Article 13(3)(e) of the Protocol of San Salvador and to protect the right of indigenous peoples to receive an education in their own culture and language under Article 15 of the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. An adaptable education is one that accommodates students so that they will stay in school.

The right to retention in the educational system and the obligation of adaptability of the system are found in Article 67 of the Constitution, which requires the State to provide “the minimum conditions necessary for [children’s] . . . retention in the educational system.” In this respect, the Constitutional Court found that the “effectiveness of the fundamental right to education is having access to a place which provides for educational services and guarantees retention of the student in the educational system.” According to the Court, any minor with access to an educational institution who is performing satisfactorily and conforming to school rules has the fundamental right to continued placement in the institution.

Additionally, the Constitutional Court indicated that the right to retention is connected to other fundamental human rights, such as the rights to equality, due process and personal development. It also explicitly prohibited educational institutions from expelling or sanctioning students on account of “pregnancy, hair color, sexual identity, or marital status . . .” so as not to allow the government to violate students’ rights to remain in school. The government has a special duty to adapt educational services to fit the special needs of children with disabilities or special abilities. Although children fourteen years of age or older may choose to work, the government must provide evening classes, including adult education.

Finally, the General Educational Law, Law 115, defines and clarifies State duties in adapting educational services by providing for “ethno-education” and education for rural populations. Article 55 defines ethno-education as education for ethnic groups or communities that have their own indigenous cultures, languages, and traditions. The basic principles and objectives of ethno-education are to link education to the respect and protection of the environment, to linguistic
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200 TOMESEVSKI 2001 REPORT, supra note 69, at 31.
202 Political Constitution of Colombia, supra note 18, at art. 67; DEFENSORÍA 2004 REPORT, supra note 75, at 26.
203 Corte Constitucional. Sentencia T-290-96 (translated by authors).
206 Id.
207 Id. at 179–80. Notably, Article 44 of the Constitution protects children from employment that impede a child’s access to education. DEFENSORÍA 2003 REPORT, supra note 22, at 181.
209 Id. at Chapter IV, Rural Education, arts. 64–67.
210 Id. at art. 55, Definición de Etnoeducación.
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diversity and to community practices and beliefs. Similarly, Article 64 promotes rural education and focuses on teaching technical skills in areas such as agriculture, fishing and forestry, which respects the needs and will contribute to the improvement of work and quality of life of rural communities. The Court’s jurisprudence recognizes the value of education that aims to preserve culture in line with Article 68 of the Constitution, which requires that the State respect ethnic and cultural identity and development through the educational system. Thus, in order to be acceptable, education must meet the needs of minority and rural communities.

b. Process Indicators: The Ministry of Education is the agency charged with implementing education policies and focuses on minority issues.

The Ministry of Education has spearheaded many initiatives aimed at improving its education system; such reforms include improving the education system’s adaptability. The Ministry of National Education’s mandate from Decree 4675 of 2006 enumerates several principal functions, including formulating national educational policies, regulations and evaluation criteria to improve access, quality, and equity in the Colombian education system. This government agency is charged with regulating all levels of education: preschool, primary, secondary, tertiary, and technical training. Additionally, through Law 30, Law 21, and the “Expansion of Coverage” Law (Ampliación de Cobertura), the Ministry is to monitor and distribute the financial resources in order to implement its various national educational strategies and programs.

Moreover, the Ministry of Education oversees the development, implementation and management of the National Development Plan projects directed by territorial entities, education secretaries, and public universities to guarantee increased education coverage, improved education quality, and increased efficiency of the education sector. Its offices also provide technical assistance and handles quality assurance procedures in higher education systems. Finally, the Ministry supplies and disseminates information to monitor and evaluate the education system throughout the country. Although the Ministry has personnel who study ethno-education, the number of personnel varies with each presidential administration, and we are not aware of specific programs that address the immense disparities between the educational access of Afro-Colombian and indigenous people and the rest of the population.

212 Id. at art. 56, Principios y Fines. Law 60 of 1993 was repealed by Law 715 of 2001.
213 Id. at art. 64, Fomento de la Educación Campesina.
214 Political Constitution of Colombia, supra note 18, at art. 68; DEFENSORÍA 2003 REPORT, supra note 22, at 142.
216 Id.
221 Ministerio de Educación Nacional, supra note 217; interview with Juana Diaz, Vice Minister of Education, Colombia (Dec. 14, 2007) [hereinafter Juana Diaz Interview].
222 Ministerio de Educación Nacional, supra note 217; Juana Diaz Interview, supra note 221.
223 Ministerio de Educación Nacional, supra note 217; Juana Diaz Interview, supra note 221.
224 Ministerio de Educación Nacional, supra note 217; Juana Diaz Interview, supra note 221.
c. Outcome Indicators: Colombian education is not adaptable because it does not accommodate ethnic minorities’ demands for public funding of programs to support ethno-education.

“The educational texts show the presence of blacks as slaves who came from Africa, who worked in the mines, who worked in the haciendas, and in some cases talk about the movements of immigration as in the case of the Cimarrones [Africans who escaped from European colonial slavery]. Nothing more.” - Meeting with PCN, Cali, Valle del Cauca, Colombia (Dec. 8, 2007).

A central challenge to Colombia’s public schools is the failure of the government to provide meaningful alternative curricula to indigenous and Afro-Colombian students. Though Colombia’s Constitution changed the national self-conception from Eurocentric to heterogeneous, the public education system has not empowered ethnic groups to educate students about their own cultures.225

Afro-Colombian and indigenous leaders offer many reasons why the Colombian government has failed to provide true ethno-education to minority communities. Some note a lack of diversity among teachers themselves, and therefore students are not learning from teachers who understand their students’ diverse backgrounds.226 Others argue that, though minority teachers are in fact teaching in schools, they do not have the training or the flexibility to teach an alternative curriculum of their own choosing.227 Finally, still others note that, even if teachers had such a curriculum available to them, they would not functionally be free to teach such a curriculum because they are preparing students for the standardized university entrance exam (ICFES).228

As the Ministry of Education229 noted, one of the most ambitious ethno-education plans has been an indigenous proposal to create a distinct, publicly funded “Indigenous University.” The Regional Indigenous Committee of Cauca (Comité Regional Indígenas del Cauca, hereinafter “CRIC”) conceived of this plan and is currently in dialogue with the Ministry of Education regarding its creation. According to CRIC leaders, there is no autonomous education in Colombia and the issue of ethno-education is “much more complex than just managing texts.”230 For them, the problem stems from having a “standardized” system that, because of its uniformity, does not “meet the needs” of the indigenous.231 CRIC therefore advocates for a university that would be publicly funded and managed with political, pedagogic, and administrative components designed for indigenous students.232 However, the Ministry of Education expressed that an indigenous university would need to meet basic Colombian curricular requirements in order to receive public funding; the
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225 Meeting with Afro-Colombian leaders at CODHES, Bogotá, Colombia, Dec. 12, 2007.
226 CRIC Meeting, supra note 26.
227 PCN Meeting, supra note 23.
228 Meeting with the Afro-Colombian Conference leaders, Bogotá, Colombia, Dec. 13, 2007.
230 CRIC Meeting, supra note 26. There is an “Afrocolombian National School” that has received funding from USAID. Leonardo Reales, Racial Discrimination and Lack of Empowerment: The Afrocolombian Case, in NATIONAL CIMMARON MOVEMENT (2004). In contrast to the Indigenous University, whose goal is to train indigenous students, the purpose of the school is to educate community leaders and Afrocolombian teachers about political, constitutional, and women’s rights. See Reales, supra.
231 CRIC Meeting, supra note 26.
232 Id.
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curriculum could not be based solely on indigenous matters or be restricted to education solely in indigenous languages.233

The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (hereinafter “the UNHCR”) recognized that indigenous students abandon schools with their “Western structure” and “homogeneous culture.”234 Consequently, the UNHCR is funding the creation of textbooks in indigenous languages that pertain to indigenous cultures.235 The Committee on the Rights of the Child recently noted that Colombia must pay greater attention to ensuring that education is adaptable.236 It recommended that Colombia “improve the quality of education, respecting geographical and cultural diversity” as well as “improve the relevance of bilingual education programmes for children belonging to indigenous and Afro-Colombian groups” in compliance with Articles 28 and 29 of the CRC.237

5. Accountability

a. Structural Indicators: Colombia’s Constitution and Constitutional Court affirm the tutela as the principal mechanism for accountability.

Accountability “demands that mechanisms be established to allow claim holders . . . to monitor and discipline duty bearers . . . so as to improve the educational outcomes.”238 Accountability requires mechanisms to demand state compliance with its duty to guarantee the free and full exercise of fundamental constitutional rights.239 Without available mechanisms for state accountability, individuals could never exercise other rights that are necessary to effectively exercise the right to education.240 Thus, ensuring accountability is also an integral step the government must take toward securing the right to education in Colombia.

The Constitution establishes the tutela, a direct and immediate mechanism for accountability through the Colombian judicial system.241 This allows individuals to bring an action to demand immediate protection of rights that are identified as “fundamental rights” under the Constitution and to declare laws unconstitutional.242 A person can bring a tutela action before a judge at any time and in any place.243 The judge must rule on the action within ten days.244 Under Decree 2591 of

233 Ministry of Education Meeting, supra note 229.
234 Meeting with Office of the U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees, Bogotá, Colombia, Dec. 13, 2007 [hereinafter UNHCR Meeting].
235 Id.
237 Id.
239 See id.
240 See id.
243 Political Constitution of Colombia, supra note 18, at art. 86.
1991, the government must comply with orders granting *tutelas* within 48 hours of the initial order granting protection of fundamental rights.\(^{245}\)

Although the key constitutional provisions relating to the right to education are not considered “fundamental rights,” the Constitutional Court nevertheless allowed individuals to bring *tutela* actions to enforce aspects of the right to education that are related to other fundamental rights.\(^{246}\) The Constitutional Court viewed education to be a fundamental right to the extent it relates to the fundamental rights of children. Article 44 of the Constitution declares that the “fundamental rights of children [are] life, physical integrity, health and social security . . . education and culture, recreation, and the free expression of their opinions.”\(^{247}\) The Court interpreted this provision to mean that the right to education is a fundamental right for all children until the age of 18.\(^{248}\)

Additionally, the Court found that the right to education is a fundamental right to the extent it relates to equality and non-discrimination in education. The Constitution recognizes the right to non-discrimination\(^{249}\) and the right to equality. In particular, Article 13 declares that “all individuals are born free and equal before the law and are entitled to equal protection . . . to enjoy the same rights, freedoms, and opportunities without discrimination . . .” of any kind.\(^{250}\) Article 13 also obligates Colombia to adopt affirmative action programs to “promote the conditions necessary in order that equality may be real and effective and will adopt measures in favor of groups which are discriminated against or marginalized.”\(^{251}\) Thus, the Constitutional Court found that the right to education is a fundamental right to the extent that a violation of the right to education is also violative of the non-discrimination and equality protections of the Constitution.\(^{252}\)

The Constitutional Court interpreted the function of *tutela* actions broadly.\(^{253}\) Thus, a large body of human rights jurisprudence developed because of the development of the *tutela* action.\(^{254}\) Currently, however, proposed constitutional amendments seek to drastically limit the permissible uses of the *tutela* action.\(^{255}\) As a result, the long-term, future scope of the *tutela* action is uncertain.
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\(^{245}\) Id.

\(^{246}\) Political Constitution of Colombia, supra note 18, at art. 85. This list of fundamental rights consists of rights that are of “immediate application.” Id.

\(^{247}\) Id. at art. 44 (emphasis added). See ROGELIO ENRIQUE PEÑA PEÑA, CONSTITUCIÓN POLÍTICA DE COLOMBIA: CONCORDANCIAS, JURISPRUDENCIA, DOCTRINA, COMENTARIOS 51–52 (2007).

\(^{248}\) DEFENSORÍA 2003 REPORT, supra note 22, at 89.

\(^{249}\) Political Constitution of Colombia, supra note 18, at art. 5. See PEÑA PEÑA, supra note 247, at 11–12 (stating that this right is a fundamental constitutional right and declaring that the state must recognize and protect this and other fundamental rights).

\(^{250}\) Political Constitution of Colombia, supra note 18, at art. 13.

\(^{251}\) Id.

\(^{252}\) DEFENSORÍA 2003 REPORT, supra note 22, at 32; see Corte Constitucional. Sentencia T-402-92.


\(^{254}\) CEDAW Committee Concluding Observations, supra note 242, at ¶ 340.
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b. Process Indicators: The Colombian Ombudsman’s Office addresses grievances with regard to the right of education.

The Ombudsman’s Office (Defensoría del Pueblo) provides public defender services—technical assistance and judicial representation—to socio-economically disadvantaged Colombians. The Ombudsman’s office receives and initiates numerous petitions for *tutela* actions to hold the government accountable for human rights violations, including the right to education. In the Cali regional office, for example, *tutela* actions to enforce the right to education were the fifth highest number of *tutela* actions.257 The Ombudsman for the region of Cali himself estimates that 90 percent of Colombians who come to his office wishing for some sort of legal assertion of rights, whether it be *tutela*, collective rights, or some other action, are able to achieve some legal recourse.258 However, it is not clear whether the office has implemented any extensive outreach programs or brochures in indigenous languages that would explain to people their rights and the services that the Ombudsman offers in furtherance of those rights.

c. Outcome Indicators: Existing mechanisms have been unsuccessful in holding the government accountable for its failures in the right to education for minorities.

Although the *tutela* action is a powerful tool for government accountability, the Colombian government has not been held fully accountable for systematic failures in meeting its obligations to ensure the right to education. Many marginalized individuals are not in a position to initiate a court case to receive relief from fundamental human rights violations.259 For example, one IDP told Human Rights Watch: “I can’t wait for a *tutela*. While I wait for a *tutela*, my daughter will have gone three or four months without food.”260 Furthermore, a *tutela* action cannot offer compensation or payment of benefits to victims of fundamental human rights violations.261 Finally, the decisions of *tutela* cases are limited to the persons involved in the disputes and do not have general applicability.262 Thus, the government can address the specific issues raised by the litigants in the *tutela* action, but it can avoid rectifying those same inequalities or problems for the rest of the population.

D. RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE COLOMBIAN GOVERNMENT

Structural, process and outcome indicators and the “5-A Right to Education Framework” suggest that Colombia has not satisfied its obligations to Afro-Colombian and indigenous peoples with respect to education under Article 13 of the Protocol of San Salvador as well as numerous other Inter-American and international treaties to which it is a State Party.
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Consequently, we recommend that the Colombian government:

1. Increase availability by allocating more funds for the creation and maintenance of both primary and secondary schools in areas with large minority populations, including rural areas.

2. Improve accessibility to minorities, who are disproportionately represented among the poor, by amending Article 67 the Constitution so that it guarantees free primary education for all Colombians equally.

3. Address acceptability by refusing to provide public funding to low quality schools that currently exist in minority communities, especially “garage schools.”

4. Make schools more adaptable by focusing on the needs of Afro-Colombian and indigenous peoples, especially by incorporating ethno-education into school curricula.

5. Increase accountability for its actions by maintaining and broadening the scope of tutela actions.
V. COUNTRY PROFILE: GUATEMALA

A. OVERVIEW: GUATEMALA HAS FAILED TO MEET ITS LEGAL OBLIGATIONS TO FULFILL THE RIGHT TO EDUCATION, IN PARTICULAR FOR INDIGENOUS AND AFRO-DESCENDANT PEOPLES.

This Case Study analyzes the realization of the right to education in Guatemala through structural, process, and outcome indicators in accordance with the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights’ (“Inter-American Commission” or “Commission”) proposed Guidelines for Preparation of Progress Indicators in the Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (“Commission ESCR Guidelines”). The State has structural indicators in place in the form of regional, international, and domestic legal obligations that require immediate and progressive realization of the right to education on an equal basis without discrimination. However, its poor process and outcome indicators demonstrate that Guatemala has failed to effectively implement this right. This is especially the case with respect to its indigenous and Afro-descendant peoples, who
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comprise 40 percent of the population but lag behind the rest of the country in educational attainment, literacy rates, and earning potential.\(^2\) The realization of the right to education for these marginalized populations is essential in breaking the cycles of poverty and discrimination.\(^3\) The Inter-American Commission must hold the Government of Guatemala accountable for the failure to fulfill its legal obligations with respect to education.

Under regional law, Guatemala is obligated to immediately provide education at all levels without discrimination; compulsory and free primary education; and equal protection under the law for vulnerable populations such as indigenous and Afro-descendant peoples and women. The State’s failure to do so suggests that it has violated its obligations under Article 26 of the American Convention on Human Rights (hereinafter “the American Convention”),\(^4\) Articles 13 and 16 of the Protocol of San Salvador (hereinafter “the Protocol of San Salvador”),\(^5\) Article 5 of the Inter-American Convention on the Prevention, Punishment and Eradication of Violence against Women (hereinafter “the Convention of Belém do Pará”),\(^6\) and Articles II and IX of the American Declaration on the Rights and Duties of Man (hereinafter “the American Declaration”).\(^7\) In addition, Guatemala’s regional obligations require that it take steps to progressively realize the right to secondary and higher education. The State must advance progressively toward this goal using maximum available resources in order to comply with Article 26 of the American Convention, Article 13 of the Protocol of San Salvador, and Article 8 of the Convention of Belém do Pará.

Additionally, Guatemala’s failure to provide quality education is a violation of its domestic legal obligations. The Constitution of Guatemala guarantees the right to education for all without discrimination, and free and compulsory primary education, under Articles 71 and 74.\(^8\) The Guatemalan Peace Accords of 1996 establish binding goals to improve education through literacy, scholarship, and indigenous-focused programs and increased government spending,\(^9\) and a number of domestic laws mandate quality education for both the general population and indigenous peoples specifically.\(^10\)

Nonetheless, Guatemala has systematically failed to implement the educational rights established in its national legal framework and to which it has committed itself under regional and international law. Due in part to the country’s turbulent history of war, its diverse ethnic


\(7\) American Declaration on the Rights and Duties of Man, arts. II & IX, O.A.S. Res. XXX, adopted by the Ninth International Conference of American States (1948), OEA/Ser.L.V/II.82 doc.6 rev.1 at 17 (1992) [hereinafter American Declaration].

\(8\) Constitución Política Reformada por Acuerdo Legislativo No. 18-93 del 17 de Noviembre de 1993 [hereinafter GUAT. CONST.].

\(9\) Peace Accords, supra note 3.

\(10\) See infra, Part V.B.4 (discussing range of domestic legislation).
composition, structural discrimination, and its rural demography, Guatemala’s indigenous and Afro-descendant peoples have not benefited from the State’s legal protections.\footnote{See Mazariegos et al, \textit{supra} note 2.}

An analysis of outcome indicators demonstrates that Guatemala has failed to effectively provide education to its population. This case study uses the “5-A Right to Education Framework,” to evaluate the State’s compliance with the educational requirements of the American Convention, by examining its availability, accessibility, acceptability, adaptability,\footnote{See Committee on Economic Social and Cultural Rights (CESCR), \textit{General Comment 13 on the Right to Education}, at paras. 1, 6 & 31, U.N. Doc. E/C.12/1999/10 (1999), para 6, available at http://www.unhchr.ch/tbs/doc.nsf/(symbol)/E.C.12.1999.10.EnrOpenDocument [hereinafter \textit{General Comment 13}].} and accountability.\footnote{See \textit{Woodrow Wilson School of Public and International Affairs, \textit{Free to Learn: A Rights Based Approach to Universal Primary Education in Kenya} 30 (2006), available at www.ungei.org/SFAIdocs/resources/UPE_KenyaReport.pdf [hereinafter Woodrow Wilson report].} The Study draws from educational data from the past five years, to the extent it is available, and finds that low education spending, poor facilities, and inadequate teacher training detract from the availability of education, especially for indigenous and Afro-descendant peoples. Furthermore, the accessibility of education is also compromised, especially for rural families, due to remote school locations and the need for children to earn money rather than attend school. The failure of the State to account for the language barrier faced by many indigenous students negatively affects the acceptability of education. Additionally, the failure to adapt educational programs to meet the needs of the rural agriculture-based population also disparately affects indigenous and Afro-descendant peoples of Guatemala. The State should also strengthen the relationships between duty bearers and rights holders in order to improve its accountability to citizens. These State failures violate Guatemala's regional, international, and domestic obligations, and result in a disparate impact on the educational attainment of indigenous and Afro-descendant peoples,\footnote{World Bank Project Appraisal Document on a Proposed Loan in the Amount of $80.0 Million to the Republic of Guatemala for an Education Quality and Secondary Education Project, Report No. 36712-GT (January 30, 2007), available at: http://www-wds.worldbank.org/external/default/WDSContentServer/WDSP/IB/2007/02/09/000310607_20070209102837/Rend ered/PDF/36712core0GT0R20071002311.pdf, at 141 [hereinafter World Bank Report].} which must be rectified.

**B. GUATEMALA HAS THE LEGAL OBLIGATION, UNDER BOTH DOMESTIC AND REGIONAL LAW, TO FULFILL THE RIGHT TO EDUCATION WITHOUT DISCRIMINATION.**

In evaluating the right to education, the Commission ESCR Guidelines call for an analysis of structural indicators, i.e., the components of the State’s institutional framework for providing education.\footnote{Commission ESCR Guidelines, \textit{supra} note 1.} Within the existing legal framework, indigenous Guatemalans are entitled to an education free from discrimination. Under domestic law, including the 1996 Peace Accords, the Guatemalan Constitution, and a range of education-related legislation, as well as regional and international law, the State is obligated to provide quality education to all its citizens.\footnote{Peace Accords, \textit{supra} note 3, Title III, Cultural Rights, Part G, Educational Reform; Guatemala Constitution; see also infra, Parts V.B.4–5 (discussing range of domestic legislation and regional obligations).} However, Guatemala historically has had difficulty meeting these obligations.
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1. Guatemala’s political and economic history and its geographical and ethnic realities have contributed to weak education outcomes and a disparate impact on Afro-descendant and indigenous peoples in educational attainment.

Guatemala’s political and economic troubles, combined with its largely rural demography and ethnically diverse population, have left the country with one of the lowest literacy rates in Latin America. Guatemala has been scarred by revolution, social struggle, violence, impunity, governmental corruption, and military leadership, subject to repeated military coups in 1963, 1982, 1983, and 1993. During Guatemala’s 36-year civil war (1960-1996), it is estimated that some 200,000 people, primarily unarmed indigenous civilians, were murdered. In addition to arbitrary executions, indigenous people were subject to kidnapping, torture, rape, and massive forced displacement of their communities. The Commission for Historical Clarification (CEH) concluded that the “massive and indiscriminate aggression” against Guatemala’s indigenous populations was partly fueled by the institutionalized racism of the State and damaged the “cultural values that ensured cohesion and collective action in Mayan communities.”

The political tradition in Guatemala tends toward “anti-democratic,” according to the CEH. There exists a “system of multiple exclusions, including elements of racism, which is, in turn, the most profound manifestation of a violent and dehumanizing social system. The State gradually evolved as an instrument for the protection of this structure, guaranteeing the continuation of exclusion and injustice.” An added problem is Guatemala’s history of and continuing political corruption. In the 2007 Corruption Perception Index, published by Transparency International, Guatemala ranks 111th out of 179 countries. A USAID survey in 2004 revealed that 49 percent of Guatemala’s population viewed government corruption as “rampant” and estimated that reducing corruption even by one percent would save the State up to 16 million US dollars per year.

---


18 Testimonies from victims of “La Violencia” provide insight into the savagery of the attacks and the long-lasting effects on surviving indigenous populations. VICTORIA SANFORD, BURIED SECRETS: TRUTH AND HUMAN RIGHTS IN GUATEMALA 191–94 (2003) (quoting Alejandro, an Ixil survivor of the Salquil massacre).

Before 1979, our people had livestock. We had the means to produce food and eat…. But after the cooperatives began to produce, that is when the repression began…. [The army] began to steal and burn our harvest. They robbed everything they could carry… After they had burned everything and we were up in the mountains, they pursued us there. They attacked us with helicopters and planes… They burned temporary shelters we built in the mountains—sometimes with children inside them… Our people have suffered. I witnessed the death of many brothers… We still aren’t free because we don’t have the means to live or give our children a life. There have been no solutions for our needs.

19 Memory of Silence, supra note 17, at paras. 1-2, 28-33.

20 Memory of Silence supra note 17, at para. 4.

21 Id.


The combination of civil war, political disruption, corruption, and economic hardship affects the availability of social services, particularly education. Currently, 65 percent of the population is rural and 86 percent lives below the poverty line. The distribution of wealth in Guatemala is aggressively skewed, with 10 percent of the population controlling half of the country’s resources and the top 20 percent controlling fully two-thirds of the country’s wealth.

Additionally, the composition of the Guatemalan population is extremely diverse, representing a wide range of languages and traditions. The Mayan population is estimated to be 3.5 million, with at least 21 sub-ethnic groups among them. Indigenous and Afro-descendant peoples comprise approximately 40 percent of the Guatemalan population. Twenty-seven percent of indigenous Guatemalans do not speak Spanish; there are 23 distinct Amer-indian languages officially recognized by the State. Cultural and linguistic barriers caused by the dozens of distinct indigenous voices, in addition to the high poverty rate and history of structural discrimination, complicate the provision of quality and comprehensive education.

The literacy rates in Guatemala remain staggering low. The Government attempted to reach a goal of 70 percent literacy by the year 2000, as set out in the 1996 Guatemalan Peace Accords. However, a 2002 report demonstrated that the targeted literacy level was not reached equally for all population groups. Men achieved literacy at higher rates than women, and non-indigenous Guatemalans achieved literacy at higher rates than indigenous Guatemalans.
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24 The State suffered from poor economic development during the Civil War due to the number of deaths and the destruction of property and infrastructure. See Memory of Silence, supra note 17, at paras. 72-76. After the war, Guatemala’s economy developed slowly and was further stunted by a financial crisis in 1998, which impacted foreign investments and local incomes. U.S. State Department Bureau of Western Hemisphere Affairs, Country Profile (Guatemala): Background Note, Feb, 2008, available at http://www.state.gov/r/pa/ei/bgn/2045.htm [hereinafter, U.S. State Dept. Country Profile].


27 Menendez, supra note 25, at 17. In 2002, the ethnic breakdown in Guatemala was as follows: Ladino 60%; K’iche 11.31%; Q’eqchi 7.58%; Kaqchikel 7.41%; Mam 5.49%; Q’anjoh’al 1.42%; Pocomchi 1.02%; Achi 0.94%;Ixil 0.85%; Tz’utujil 0.70%; Cluj 0.57%; Jakalteco 0.42%; Ch’orti’ 0.42%; Poqomam 0.37%; Akatec 0.35%; Xinka 0.14%; Awateco 0.10%; Sipakapense 0.09%; Sakapulteko 0.09%; Upanteko 0.07%; Carituna 0.04%; Mopan 0.03%; Tekiteko 0.02%; Itza 0.02%; Otro [Other] 0.48%. National Institute of Statistics (INE) XI National Census 2002, Reported in World Bank Project Appraisal Report No. 36712-GT, supra note 14, at 138.


29 Mazariegos et al, supra note 2, at table 44, page 8.

30 World Factbook, supra note 28.


32 Seventy-five percent of indigenous urban men were literate, compared to 91 percent of non-indigenous urban men; 55 percent of indigenous urban women were literate, versus 86 percent of non-indigenous women; 58 percent of indigenous rural men were literate, compared to 70 percent of non-indigenous rural men; 35 percent of indigenous rural women were literate, compared to 62 percent of non-indigenous rural women. Mazariegos et al, supra note 2.
Professor Luis Menendez, a specialist in education in Latin America and author of *La Educación en Guatemala: 1954-2004*, suggests the following causes for high levels of illiteracy in Guatemala: (1) the unfair distribution of land and resulting state of poverty and servitude among the rural masses; (2) lack of rural schools; (3) wide distribution of the population due to their agricultural pursuits; (4) large numbers of indigenous people who are non-Spanish speaking; (5) attitude among rural people that education does not necessarily benefit their children; and (6) lack of literacy campaigns before 1945.  

Indigenous children tend to have economic, cultural, and linguistic reasons, distinct from the rest of the population, for failing to attend school. In the year 2000, the most common were employment elsewhere or obligations in the household business (approximately 28 percent and 23 percent, respectively). A later survey in 2002 cited both a lack of interest and a lack of money as the primary reasons for not enrolling in school. These groups constituted well over half of the respondents (approximately 30 percent each).

Despite the country conditions that detract from the quality of education, and the current low education rates, Guatemala does have the legal framework in place to implement better quality education. The following legal obligations, if fulfilled, would help remedy the State’s current failure to provide quality education without discrimination.

2. The Guatemalan Peace Accords of 1996 established goals of improving the quality of education, especially for rural and indigenous peoples.

The Peace Accords of 1996 signified not only the end of the Civil War, but also the promise of a democratic, pluralist, and inclusive society. The Peace Accords set out to:

- Respect and nurture cultural and linguistic diversity;
- Decentralize the national educational system in order to better meet local indigenous needs;
- Acknowledge and teach indigenous knowledge: science, philosophy, arts, history, politics, and language;
- Improve bilingual education by increasing the quality of bilingual instructors;
- Introduce technology to assist in the socioeconomic development of communities;
- Increase the budget for education;
- Promote the creation of a Mayan University;
- Increase scholarships and stipends for indigenous students;
- Create a commission with governmental and indigenous representatives in order to meet these educational goals.

The Accords, significantly, recognized that education is fundamental for the economic, social, cultural, and political development of the country, as well as for international competitiveness and modernization. Accordingly, their educational provisions aspired to teach moral and cultural
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33 MENENDEZ, supra note 25, at 279.
34 Joseph Shapiro, *Guatemala, in INDIGENOUS PEOPLES, POVERTY AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT IN LATIN AMERICA 131* (G. Hall and H.A Patrinos, eds. 2006), citing the 2000 ENCOVI Survey.
35 Mazariegos et al, supra note 2, at 23.
36 Peace Accords, supra note 3, at Title III: Cultural Rights, Part G: Educational Reform.
values, as well as basic concepts about democracy and human rights, cultural diversity in Guatemala, the achievements of its people, and regular participation in social and political life. In addition, they envisioned developing education as a means to end the cycles of poverty and discrimination, and to incorporate Guatemala into the world economy through technical and scientific advances.

The Accords aimed to meet these goals through efforts to expand “primary school coverage, intercultural and bilingual education, and the modernization and decentralization of school management.”

In order to achieve these goals, the Accords first required that the government significantly increase the budget for education. At a minimum, they called for education spending to increase 50 percent between 1995 and 2000, within the possibilities and constraints of progressive realization. The Accords also created an obligation for the State to rapidly increase coverage of bilingual educational services, particularly in rural areas, including literacy programs in all languages, for adults as well as children, with the aim of reaching 70 percent literacy by 2000. Additionally, they called for programs designed to help the rural population become trained in skilled work and for the training of social organizations at the national and regional levels to work toward socio-economic development. Some such programs have developed under the “Centros Municipales de Capacitación y Formación Humana” (CEMUCAF) initiative of the Ministry of Education, which established a total of 182 training centers for technical skills. However, the results of such training have not been quantified.

To improve retention and adaptation of education services to each community, the Accords obligated the State to invite the community and parents to participate in discussions on such matters as curriculum, teachers, and school calendars. The Accords addressed poverty concerns by establishing scholarships, stipends, and economic support programs, and other incentives for needy students. They also created training programs for teachers and administrators, addressing the problem of teacher shortages.

In addition, the Accords called for a general acknowledgement of and respect for indigenous forms of and attitudes toward education. Specifically, they required the State to create an advisory commission to the Ministry of Education to represent the identity and rights of indigenous Guatemalans. Also, recognizing that higher rates of university attendance are fundamental for economic growth, the Accords envisioned State-supported university initiatives, particularly related to regional development and professional programs; these initiatives, over time, include a plan for a

37 Peace Accords, supra note 3, Title III; MENENDEZ, supra note 25, at 44.
38 Peace Accords, supra note 3, Title III; MENENDEZ, supra note 25, at 45.
40 Peace Accords, supra note 3, at III(G)(2); MENENDEZ, supra note 25, at 25.
41 MENENDEZ, supra note 25, at 45, 48.
42 Id. at 45-46.
44 Peace Accords, supra note 3, Title III(G)(2); MENENDEZ, supra note 25, at 46.
45 Peace Accords, supra note 3, Title III(G)(4); MENENDEZ, supra note 25, at 46.
46 Id.
47 Peace Accords, supra note 3, Title III.(1)-(3), III(G).
48 MENENDEZ, supra note 25, at 46.
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Mayan University. To date, the Ministry of Education has not developed extensive programs focusing on the development of university level education.

Improvements in literacy have advanced more quickly since the Peace Accords than they did before 1996, indicating the potential of the law if fully implemented. However, despite the textual foundation established by the peace agreement, its goals of significantly improving indigenous education have yet to be realized, as discussed infra, Section V.D.

3. The Guatemalan Constitution guarantees the right to education without discrimination, as well as free and compulsory primary education.

The Constitution of Guatemala contains a comprehensive set of provisions that affirm the right to education, acknowledge the shortcomings in current education outcomes, and address the need for State action in fulfilling the right to education, especially for members of marginalized populations.

The right to education is thus definitively established in the Constitution. Article 71 obligates the State to provide education without discrimination. Article 74 of the Constitution declares that primary education is a right and an obligation for all children and shall be provided at no cost. Additionally, Article 73 recognizes the right of parents to choose the school to which they will send their children and the right to non-discrimination in religious education. The Constitution declares that education is essential to the development of the human being and is a key national interest.

Many provisions recognize the failings of the current education system and the ways in which the State has an obligation to address them. Literacy is declared a national emergency under Article 75, which also asserts the government’s obligation to promote literacy by providing resources and support. The Constitution calls for the State to provide scholarships and educational credits toward this goal. Article 76 establishes the need for a bilingual educational system that is decentralized and regional; Article 78 provides that “teaching at schools that have a predominant indigenous population shall be administrated bilingually.” The Constitution also addresses the problem of conflicts between employment and education, by establishing obligations for industry owners and large employers to provide and maintain childcare, education, and cultural centers for their workers and their communities.

Additionally, the Constitution provides a mechanism for citizens to seek redress for violations of their rights, including education, in the form of the _amparo_. Any citizen may institute an _amparo_ proceeding in the Constitutional Court to challenge and seek redress for a denial of his or
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her constitutional rights. *Amparo* recourse is available against State action, domestic law, and judicial decisions.56

4. The domestic laws of Guatemala mandate improved quality of education both at the general level and for Afro-descendant and indigenous peoples in particular.

Domestic legislation in Guatemala aims to fulfill the right to education as articulated in the Constitution both through improvements to general education and through education targeted at indigenous and Afro-descendant peoples specifically. At the general level, National Education Law 12-91 (hereinafter “the National Education Law”), passed in 1991, establishes key goals for providing quality education.57 It requires that education be participatory, regional, and decentralized.58 Article 5 states the educational structure should fully incorporate all components of the system, including the Minister of Education, the educational community, and educational centers.59 Article 29 establishes that there should be pre-school, primary, and middle-school education, though there is no mention of advanced technical school, secondary school, or college-level education.

The Social Development Law of 2001, Law 42-2001 (hereinafter “the Social Development Law”), devotes several provisions to the essential role of education in social development.60 Article 27 declares that all people have the right to education and to take advantage of the State’s provision of education, particularly children and young people. Education is recognized as an integral part of human development that touches the individual’s environment, social life, politics, and economics. The Social Development Law calls for addressing the human rights issues of equality and participation of women in education, as well as intercultural education. Article 28 states that education is an essential aspect of individual development and, as such, must be provided by the State so that schools will be permanent and not subject to economic factors.

The Social Development Law also establishes a long list of issues to be addressed in school: development, population, health, family, quality of life, environment, gender, human sexuality, human rights, multiculturalism and interculturalism, responsible parenting, and reproductive health. It calls for special programs to inform how to avoid unwanted pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases and goes so far as to prohibit the expulsion of pregnant students.61 Article 30 affirms the object of public education is improving quality of life and human dignity while instilling values of responsible parenting. It further requires the state to support and develop vocational schools. Finally, Article 31 calls for the establishment of a monitoring system to study the importance and impact of demographic variables on economic and social development in the country. Educational content and methods will be defined by an Intersectoral Commission on Population Education

---
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(hereinafter “the Commission on Education”), in keeping with the scientific and humanistic character of the Constitution.\footnote{62 Id.}

Beyond recognizing the importance of the right to education in general, many domestic law provisions specifically target the problems faced by indigenous peoples, most significantly the language barrier. Literacy Law 43-86, passed in 1986, promotes literacy by prioritizing target groups by age and specifically recognizes the rights of indigenous non-Spanish speakers to literacy in their own native languages. It calls particular attention to the importance of literacy for seasonal migrant workers.\footnote{63 MENENDEZ, supra note 25, at 280.} The National Education Law, in addition to its general education provisions, supports bilingual and bicultural education;\footnote{64 MENENDEZ, supra note 25, at 304.} Article 56 states that bilingual education responds to the characteristics, needs, and interests of Guatemala, with its diverse ethnic and linguistic groups, and thus should run parallel to all other educational programs. The National Education Law also recognizes that bilingual education strengthens identity and cultural values of indigenous communities.\footnote{65 Id.}

In 1995, Law 726-95 created the General Directorate of Bilingual Intercultural Education.\footnote{66 Chesterfield, Rubio, and Vasquez, Study of Bilingual Education Graduates in Guatemala, Guatemala Ministry of Education, General Directorate of Intercultural Bilingual Education: Measuring Education Indicators and Results, Project 536-5858, April 2003, at 4 [hereinafter Bilingual Education Study].} This office is charged with developing bilingual education based on the needs of the country’s student population, at all educational levels and geographic areas; to strengthen the identity of different ethnic groups; to promote self-realization; and to preserve bilingualism within the Mayan-speaking population.\footnote{67 Id.}

The Social Development Law also has a provision specifically targeting indigenous peoples; Article 16 classifies indigenous populations as a group deserving of special attention, in order to promote the participation of indigenous citizens in the national arena, while respecting their unique identity and culture. It created a legal obligation for the State to promote, implement, and continually evaluate programs for social, familial, and special-groups-targeted human development.\footnote{68 Decree 42-2001, art. 16.}

The National Languages Law 19-2003 declares that the national education system, both public and private, should apply at all levels of the promotion, development, and utilization of Mayan languages.\footnote{69 Mazariegos et al, supra note 2, table 46, at 12.} Finally, the Broadening Bilingual, Multicultural, and Intercultural Education in the National Education System, Accord 22-2004, aims to open up the national education system to better reflect its diverse pupils. Under this law the government is obligated to direct more funds toward programming that improves bilingual and multicultural education directly to teachers and schools.\footnote{70 Directorio Electronico de Guatemala, Ministerio de Educacion crea Bono Especifico por Bilinguismo, 14 Aug. 2007, available at http://www.deguate.com/educacion/article_10986.shtml.}
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Thus, domestic legislation has established lofty goals for providing quality education at both the general and indigenous-specific levels; however, the poor educational outcomes, particularly in the case of indigenous populations, indicate that the implementation of this domestic framework has failed. See infra, Section V.D.

5. Under inter-American and international law, Guatemala has immediate and progressive obligations to fulfil the right to education without discrimination.

Beyond its domestic obligations to provide education, Guatemala is party to regional and international instruments that require immediate and progressive realization of the right to education.71

Guatemala’s immediate obligations under regional instruments are to provide compulsory primary education that is free to all, without discrimination on any basis, and to ensure all persons within their jurisdiction receive equal protection under the law. Under Article 26 of the American Convention, Guatemala must meet “the full realization” of the right to education, and do so without discrimination.72 Additionally, under the Protocol of San Salvador, Guatemala is obligated to provide “free and compulsory education” at the primary level.73 The Convention of Belém do Pará obligates Guatemala to educate women in particular without discrimination.74 As a member of the Organization of American States (hereinafter “the OAS”), Guatemala is also bound by the OAS Charter, which requires Member States to protect the right to educational opportunities. The Charter also establishes the requirement of providing free and compulsory primary education.75 The American Declaration reinforces the principle that Guatemala must provide free primary education and equality of opportunity as well.76

Guatemala’s regional commitments also establish the progressive obligation to provide secondary and higher education subject to the maximum use of available resources. Article 26 of the American Convention imposes a requirement for States to work toward the fulfillment of all human rights, using maximum available resources.77 Guatemala must take steps to progressively realize the right to secondary and higher education. The Protocol of San Salvador calls for States to progressively introduce free education at the secondary and university levels.78 Additionally, as a State Party to the Convention of Belém do Pará, Guatemala commits to working progressively toward the development of educational programs to counteract discrimination against women.79

71 See also supra, Part V.B.II.
72 American Convention, supra note 4, at art. 26.
73 Protocol of San Salvador, supra note 5, at arts. 13 & 16.
74 Convention of Belém do Pará, supra note 6, at art. 5.
76 American Declaration, supra note 7, at arts. II & IX.
77 American Convention, supra note 4, at art. 26.
78 Protocol of San Salvador, supra note 5, at art. 13.
79 Convention of Belém do Pará, supra note 6, at art. 50.
C. Guatemala should make the most of current political momentum to follow through with its legal obligations to provide the essential right to education without discrimination.

Recent economic and political developments, as well as the demonstrable will of the Guatemalan polity to improve the educational environment, have set the stage now for a serious push to fulfill Guatemala’s educational obligations. The struggle for the recognition of indigenous rights gained momentum in general in the past decade and a half. In 1992, Rigoberta Menchu Tum, a Quiche Mayan, received the Nobel peace prize for her work with the indigenous populations of Guatemala, Latin America, and the world. In November 2007, Guatemalans elected a new president, Alvaro Colom, who pledged “to convert Guatemala into a social democratic country with a Mayan face.” President Colom secured the election by winning rural Guatemala and he promised to fight for social justice and to reduce poverty.

There are many independent organizations, including both Guatemalan and international NGO’s, working to improve education in Guatemala, with which the State can ally to fulfill its own obligations for providing education. The civil movement indicates a strong local push toward improved education and the desire and need for increased State action.

In a country suffering from extreme poverty, especially among its marginalized ethnic populations, the right to education is an essential interest. Education offers the clearest path out of poverty, as a 2003 World Bank study demonstrated for Guatemala in particular. On average, hourly wages increased 15 percent with a primary education, 51 percent with a secondary education, and 74 percent with a university education, as compared to expected wages earned by those without education. The improvement in women’s wages was especially pronounced.

Given the importance of education for the people of Guatemala, it is time for the State to meet its legal obligations to fulfill the right to education. The following framework analyzes the disparity between Guatemala’s legal and aspirational commitments to providing education and the dire state of education process and outcomes in reality.

D. The Right to Education for Indigenous and Afro-Descendant Peoples through the Lens of the “5-A Right to Education Framework” and the Commission’s Process and Structural Indicators.
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As discussed above, Guatemala is obligated to provide education that is free, non-discriminatory, and administered bilingually. As of right to education of Afro-descendant and Indigenous Communities in the Americas.

Guatemala’s process indicators, involving policies and programs of the Ministry of Education, suggest that Guatemala is protecting that right. Outcome indicators, however, demonstrate that the nation’s education system still suffers from insufficient coverage, poor quality, and disparities in access for rural, indigenous, and Afro-descendant peoples. These failures have left the country with “some of the worst education statistics in the region.”

Adult literacy rates, a standard measure of a country’s education level, are approximately 85 percent in Latin America, but only 70 percent in Guatemala. Significantly, the literacy rate for indigenous peoples, at 53 percent, is half that of the non-indigenous population.

Guatemala’s greatest failures stem from its inability to keep students in school once they have enrolled. Though access to primary education nationwide has increased, primary school completion and literacy rates remain among the lowest in Latin America. In 2005, only 33 percent of students aged 13 to 15 were enrolled in lower secondary school (grades seven through nine). This lack of enrollment has been attributed to low quality schools, an insufficient supply of secondary schools, and the prevalent failure to complete primary school, with only a net 22 percent of children completing primary education on time. For students who proceed beyond primary education, a mere 10.1 percent complete secondary education. These systematic failures of the education system disproportionately impact indigenous and Afro-descendant peoples. While approximately one-third of non-indigenous students fail to complete primary school, that figure stands at more than half for Guatemala’s indigenous students.
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95 USAID Education Profile, supra at note 88, introductory page entitled “Guatemala at a Glance.”
To fulfill its obligation to ensure the right to education, Guatemala must make education available, accessible, acceptable, and adaptable, with appropriate mechanisms in place for holding the government accountable. The following sections integrate the process and outcome indicator components of the Commission’s ESCR Guidelines with the “5-A Right to Education Framework” to evaluate Guatemala’s mechanisms to fulfill the right to education without discrimination and the statistical results of these efforts.

1. **Availability:** Guatemala has failed to make education available to all school age citizens in sufficient quantity and with necessary facilities.

   The government’s obligation to make education “available” requires it to ensure that there are proper educational facilities, adequately equipped, with sufficient staff and educational materials. Though Guatemala’s educational policies recognize the need for improvement in educational coverage and teacher training, current conditions reflect a serious lack of adequate infrastructure and trained teachers, as analyzed below.

   a. **Process Indicators:** Guatemala’s Educational Policies identify availability issues, but provide insufficient mechanisms for resolving them.

   The Ministry of Education recently released its “Educational Policies 2008-2012.” The first policy listed, to improve the quality of education, involves objectives related to availability, such as strengthening the professionalism and development of teachers. Specifically, the plan calls for advanced education and continuing training. The government also pledges to ensure completion of primary education in all regions of the country, particularly where bilingual education is needed, focusing on poor, rural, and predominantly indigenous areas where as few as 39 percent of children complete the primary level. Specific objectives include guaranteeing quality textbooks for students and educational material for teachers, determining the physical location of schools, and making school infrastructure a priority. Guatemala’s Education Policy calls for greater investment in education, progressively expanding the budget for education, and prioritizing resources for the poorest, most remote, and most vulnerable segments.

   These new policies reflect areas where past educational plans have fallen short. The prior Education Plan (2004-2007) also included strategic objectives of creating and developing a training...
program for teachers.\textsuperscript{105} However, Guatemala currently lacks any selection or vocational testing mechanism to recruit and train the best candidates for the teaching profession.\textsuperscript{106} Though an increase in the supply of teachers will be essential for Guatemala to strengthen availability of education,\textsuperscript{107} the country has not yet found effective means for achieving that goal.

In addition to educational objectives, the Ministry of Education provides annual reports of statistics that track important availability measures. The 2006 Report included GDP expenditures on education, student/teacher ratios for public and private schools, teacher wage information, the percentage of schools with inadequate infrastructure, school meals provided, and per student expenditure.\textsuperscript{108} The budget information on the Ministry of Education’s website is outdated, with budget detail only through 2000.\textsuperscript{109}

b. Outcome Indicators: Despite its political commitments, Guatemala has inadequate school infrastructure and an unacceptably low supply of trained teachers, particularly in public schools and in indigenous regions.

The Guatemalan government devotes far too few resources to education than are required to achieve its goals of higher literacy rates and universal primary coverage for all segments of the population. Though Guatemala’s education budget increased from $362 million in 2000 to $611 million in 2005,\textsuperscript{110} the government spent just 1.8 percent of its GDP on education in 2007. This is well below the Latin American average of 4.7 percent\textsuperscript{111} and even further below the 6 percent GDP allocation UNESCO recommends.\textsuperscript{112} Moreover, a significant portion of the scarce resources committed to education have been wasted through inefficiency, a consequence of grade repetition or failure to graduate.\textsuperscript{113} Reports estimate that Guatemala needs to devote more than double the current levels of public financing to address its education problems.\textsuperscript{114} This lack of funding has left Guatemala with some of the lowest primary education completion rates in Latin America,
particularly for indigenous peoples, despite an increase in enrollment figures in recent years. Moreover, it has led to the perception that the government “does not recognize that the education situation in Guatemala is terrible” and is not “assum[ing] its responsibilities.”

Furthermore, Guatemala has one of the lowest levels of investment per primary pupil in the region and this lack of expenditure is evident in school infrastructure. A mere 15 percent of public schools have such essential facilities as electricity, drinking water, classrooms in good condition, an adequate number of toilets, and enough space. More than 85 percent of public schools require improvement to classrooms to meet the minimum conditions for classes to be held. The Ministry of Education itself noted a positive correlation between school infrastructure, particularly the presence of running water and electricity supply, and test results. The reality in Guatemala is a woefully inadequate infrastructure that hampers student development.

The numbers of students affected by the poor availability of schooling is significant. Guatemala had 2,116,385 primary level students in 2006, 112,414 teachers, and 14,207 total primary schools. This led to a situation in which some schools “hardly have a teacher.” With 31 students per teacher, one of the highest student/teacher ratios in Latin American and the Caribbean, classes are overcrowded and students receive insufficient individualized attention. Low pupil/teacher ratios allow teachers to provide more personalized attention, which leads to “better results in education quality indicators.” These problems are exacerbated in public schools: while private schools average 21 students per teacher, public schools average 33. Studies demonstrate that indigenous students in particular score lower on tests when faced with higher student/teacher ratios.

Teacher training throughout Guatemala is seriously deficient. Despite inclusion in the Ministry’s 2004-2007 Education Plan, teachers throughout the country are not trained beyond the secondary education level (grades 10 through 12) and this program has not been updated in 22 years. Teachers of indigenous children have even less experience and education than their counterparts in primarily non-indigenous areas, putting their students at a greater disadvantage.
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In addition to inadequate teacher recruitment and training, teacher pay has long been a major issue in Guatemala. Teacher salaries increased by 22 percent from 2000-2005, but the pay increases are based solely on the number of years spent as a teacher, without reward for performance or quality. Such a system creates a “perverse incentive” to retire early for teachers with the most experience; once they reach the highest pay grade with no prospect of a further pay raise, it is in their interest to retire and work as independent contractors or in the private sector. Teachers went on strike in 2003, demanding, among other things, a 100 percent increase in salary. In 2007, they organized another strike to demand a further 12 percent wage increase. The importance of attracting an adequate supply of trained teachers cannot be overstated. Studies indicate that teachers have a significant impact on student learning and effective teachers need experience, credentials, and teacher test scores.

Indigenous students are hit particularly hard by deficiencies in expenditures, infrastructure, and teacher supply and quality. A recent study on school quality for indigenous children in Guatemala, Mexico, and Peru showed that indigenous children generally enter school with more disadvantaged backgrounds, study in schools with fewer resources, and perform worse on exams. They have fewer schools (only 7,832 of the country’s schools are located in “bilingual departments,” and only 1,693 are intercultural bilingual education schools), fewer instructional materials, lower-quality infrastructure, and less qualified teachers than non-indigenous students. These issues are directly related to achievement, as studies have linked student test scores to school size and location, the presence of textbooks, teacher salary and quality, and quality of school infrastructure.

Guatemala’s failure to provide for each of these fundamental educational components has hindered the State’s ability to make education available to its population. Rather, the Guatemalan education system perpetuates a pattern of inequality throughout the country, not only providing inadequate investment in education, but sometimes overtly directing the greatest benefits to those least in need. This is particularly frustrating since many Guatemalans recognize that they “need …
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a better education in order to obtain a good job and earn [a] just wage.”

The “reality,” however, is that the government “has left many children abandoned.”

2. Accessibility: Guatemala’s failure to eliminate geographic and economic obstacles to education, prevents its attainment by all citizens, and disproportionately impacts indigenous and Afro-descendant peoples.

Under the OAS Charter, the America Declaration, the Protocol of San Salvador, its national Constitution, and the Peace Accords, Guatemala’s government is obligated to eliminate barriers to education. Accessibility issues involve the distance children travel to get to school, how they get there, and the fees associated with school. Though the Guatemalan government has made efforts to improve the accessibility of education, problems of transportation, location, and fees remain. Recent statistics show that Guatemala has made significant progress toward its goal of universal primary education, raising net enrollment for children ages 7-12 from 84.3 percent in 2000 to 93.5 percent in 2005. Inhabitants of rural areas and those in the most disadvantaged socio-economic groups, however, have significantly less access to primary education than other groups. These access failures increase at higher education levels, as Guatemala suffers from serious problems of school retention and progression.

a. Process Indicators: Guatemala has failed to establish the necessary mechanisms to ensure that indigenous and Afro-descendant citizens have access to education.

Guatemala’s prior Education Plan 2004-2007 focused on improving the number of children who receive formal schooling. In 2005, the Ministry published Education Goals, naming universal primary education as its first goal. The Educational Policies 2008-2012 reiterate the objective of expanding coverage, specifically focusing on children from extreme poverty and vulnerable segments of the population. The content of that policy is consistent with the State’s obligation to
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provide free public education, compulsory at the primary level, and sets a strategy for expanding equitable coverage at all education levels. However, the policy plans and operational objectives speak in broad terms, without specific mechanisms for implementation, or to track and ameliorate, for example, distance to schools or the fees and other hidden costs that often keep children from attending school. The Education Policies 2008-2012 sets as a goal social justice through educational equity and school retention, which is meant to provide access for marginalized groups, such as women, rural inhabitants, and members of indigenous and Afro-descendant groups. The operative objectives of that goal include the implementation of measures such as providing conditional cash transfers, scholarships, and bonds, but the scope and details of the plan are unclear, as are mechanisms for implementation.

The Ministry of Education provided a means of tracking statistics on the country’s coverage goal and measures the percentage of Guatemalan children ages 4-17 not attending school. These statistics also provide data on primary age children (ages 7-12) in heavily rural departments. They do not, however, disaggregate the data for indigenous or Afro-descendant groups.

b. Outcome Indicators: As a result, indigenous and Afro-descendant Guatemalans, who face both geographic and economic obstacles to education, have lower enrollment rates.

Geography is a significant factor in a child’s likelihood of attaining formal education, and in some departments, such as San Marcos, “kids… [who] strive to finish with their studies… have to walk up to three hours in order to reach the school.” Often, children do not go to school because they would have to travel alone and it is too dangerous. Statistical rates of enrollment and grade completion demonstrate that rural children fare far worse than their urban counterparts. The highest concentration (64 percent) of children ages 7-12 not in school live in the rural regions of Alta Verapaz, Huehuetenango, and Quiche. “Though 60 percent of urban students will complete third grade, only 30 percent of rural students will do so … this legacy persists throughout life, since primary education is insufficient preparation for modern jobs in the globalized economy, and the average rural worker has been schooled for only 2.1 years.” Thus, Guatemala’s rural and socio-economically disadvantaged inhabitants have significantly less access to primary education than other groups.

Additionally, economic factors play a major role in whether children attend school. Though Guatemala’s Constitution protects the right to free primary education, schooling currently has associated costs that pose a bar for significant portions of the population. Students must pay
enrollment costs, school fees, uniform fees, exercise book fees, textbook fees, and transportation fees.\textsuperscript{165} Children are not permitted to wear their traditional garments to school and because of gang-related problems, public schools have adopted a policy of obligatory uniforms. Besides the issue of the right not to be subjected to any form of forced assimilation or integration,\textsuperscript{166} this is a financial burden.\textsuperscript{167} In addition to these significant costs, families bear the indirect opportunity cost of sending children to school, rather than to work.\textsuperscript{168} A Mayan woman from Quiche described how family circumstances forced her to work instead of attending school until she was 13. Even then, she had no money for school materials and endured “many difficult moments” holding down a job while attending classes.\textsuperscript{169} These high costs led over half of primary school-age children who do not attend school to identify a “lack of financial resources” as the reason they were not in school.\textsuperscript{170}

Both geographic and economic factors disproportionately impact indigenous students. As noted, rural departments with an indigenous majority have the highest rates of illiteracy.\textsuperscript{171} Furthermore, being indigenous in Guatemala is linked to a 10 percent greater likelihood of being poor.\textsuperscript{172} While disparities in education between indigenous and non-indigenous persons exist throughout Latin America, in Guatemala indigenous adults have less than half the level of schooling of non-indigenous adults.\textsuperscript{173} Indigenous children are less likely to be enrolled in school, more likely to be over-age when they are enrolled, more likely to repeat grades, and more likely to drop out of primary school without achieving literacy.\textsuperscript{174}

Guatemala concentrated its efforts relating to accessibility on achieving universal coverage of primary education, which it measures using enrollment figures. A basic condition of the right to education, however, is completion of studies.\textsuperscript{175} According to this measure, with only 40 percent of 15-19 year olds who have completed primary education,\textsuperscript{176} Guatemala lands at the bottom of Latin American and Caribbean countries.\textsuperscript{177} This inability to graduate is felt keenly by Guatemala’s
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indigenous population, more than half of whom do not complete primary school.\textsuperscript{178} In addition to a failure to graduate students, the Guatemalan system experiences severe inefficiencies caused by students repeating grades, failing classes, or leaving. Even among children who entered first grade on time, more than half were delayed or expelled within that year.\textsuperscript{179} Only 21.8 percent of students finished the final grade of primary school on time.\textsuperscript{180} Such school inefficiency caused by grade repetition exacerbates economic access issues, as it leads to higher monetary expenses and opportunity costs for families.\textsuperscript{181} Moreover, primary level inefficiency uses a significant portion of the State’s meager education expenditures, consuming 42.4 percent of the Ministry of Education budget in 2004.\textsuperscript{182}

As noted above,\textsuperscript{183} Guatemala pledged to address the prohibitively high cost of education through creation of scholarships and educational grants for certain disadvantaged communities.\textsuperscript{184} Problems of inadequate budget and low levels of enforcement, however, have frustrated the purpose of the government’s scholarship efforts and resulted in programs that still do not cover needy children.\textsuperscript{185} Guatemala’s current scholarship program, Programa Nacional de Becas para la Educación (EDUBECAS), recognized that past efforts failed to reach vulnerable populations and were wracked by corruption and inefficiency.\textsuperscript{186} EDUBECAS attempts to improve on this by creating a Scholarship Unit to administer its programs, including a primary education program to benefit approximately 92,000 children in over 2,800 schools in 20 departments.\textsuperscript{187} Secondary education initiatives drop off significantly, with plans to award scholarships to only 250 high-achieving youths in 2005.\textsuperscript{188} The Plan notes that its effectiveness is limited by insufficient funds.\textsuperscript{189}

3. Acceptability: Guatemala has failed to provide a quality education program that adequately accounts for the diverse cultural background of students.

An “acceptable” education program is one that is appropriate for the students, based on principles of human dignity. It must not only meet minimum quality standards, but also be meaningful for the students and community, and supportive of their diverse and unique cultural backgrounds. Because many indigenous students are not taught in their native language, they repeat
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grades numerous times. After having to repeat the same grade once or twice, they often choose to drop out. Thus, while issues of cost are a concern for indigenous families, issues of culture play a significant role as well. Increasing access to intercultural bilingual studies would likely decrease the repetition and drop-out rates, ultimately reducing the number of children who fail to enroll in school. Though Guatemala has a stated commitment to providing a strong, culturally and linguistically relevant education, more than half of indigenous students fail or drop out of school.  

a. Process Indicators: Guatemala’s policies call for quality education that takes into account the bilingual and intercultural backgrounds of the students.

Both the previous and the current Ministry of Education plans recognize that the right to education encompasses more than just attending school. The Government appreciates that access to quality education means reducing grade repetition and drop-out rates, and making schooling relevant to the students’ communities and cultures. The 2008-2012 Policies envision reforms to ensure that the curriculum responds to the needs of students at all levels, with community participation in design and implementation. They further call for a stronger evaluation system of students, teachers, and schools to ensure they meet quality criteria.

Guatemala created a Directorate General of Bilingual and Intercultural Education (DIGEBI) in 1995 and established a Vice Ministry of Bilingual Education in 2003. DIGEBI is responsible for intercultural bilingual education (hereinafter “IBE”) program in Guatemala and the Vice Ministry runs schools to train bilingual education teachers. Despite these efforts to organize and strengthen IBE, the program remains poorly defined and implemented.

Guatemala’s 2008-2012 Plan sets the specific goal of improving completion of primary education, with government programs to help populations in extreme poverty and the indigenous population who have completion rates even lower than the dismal national average of 39 percent. To this end, the plan lists such specific objectives as ensuring that primary schools have textbooks relevant to students’ culture. Further, the policy sets the goal of strengthening bilingual and intercultural education. To achieve this, the policy calls for an increased budget, consultation with indigenous organizations, and improved structure and leadership for the State’s intercultural bilingual education program. The program contemplates a guarantee of textbooks in 18 Mayan,  
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b. **Outcome Indicators:** The Government’s standards do not meet regional or even domestic minimum educational standards for quality, language, or cultural diversity.

Guatemala’s failure to graduate students from primary school reflects an unacceptably low level of education quality. This problem is further underscored by a high percentage of students who fail university entrance exams. Furthermore, in-service testing of teachers on their knowledge of various subject areas showed “serious issues of low quality.” As one Guatemalan woman who completed only sixth grade notes, a “clear example of the education failure is the study conducted by the Rigoberta Menchu Tum foundation in which 61 percent of children knew how to use a box to shine shoes, but did not know how to write ‘shine.’” International comparisons demonstrate that repetition and completion problems cannot be blamed on lack of money: Guatemala’s primary completion rates and secondary education gross enrollment rates are behind low-income neighbors, Honduras and Nicaragua.

Despite the Government’s stated policy commitment to improving educational quality, bilingual education throughout Guatemala remains inadequate both in scope and in quality. The government devoted only 0.1 percent of its GDP to bilingual education from 2001-2006, and increased its expenditure only marginally to 0.13 percent in 2007. Though State sponsored efforts at IBE started in 1980, they lack a clear definition and remain unregulated even today. As a result, the coverage of this education program is inadequate. Out of 754,483 total primary school students, only 174,321 indigenous students (approximately 23 percent), receive IBE. Of 7,832 schools physically located in bilingual departments, only 23.9 percent, or 1,869, were bilingual and intercultural. “Two thirds of Maya[n] first graders are taught by teachers who neither understand nor speak the children’s maternal language.” Educational notebooks, posters, and textbooks that are commonly used in primary school are rarely available in indigenous languages. Furthermore, most IBE teachers are neither trained beyond the upper secondary level, nor are they required to pass any standardized exam to be qualified as “bilingual.” They lack IBE-specific teaching guides and often lack even a textbook.

The serious deficiencies in bilingual education demonstrate a failure to provide both a higher quality education for indigenous students and one that respects their unique cultural backgrounds.
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Importantly, in bilingual schools, which serve approximately 15 percent of the Guatemalan population at primary and secondary school levels, grade repetition is about half that of traditional schools and drop-out rates are about 25 percent lower. These results are all the more significant because children receiving instruction in their first language are often from at-risk populations. Additionally, the use of local languages for instruction often leads to greater inclusion of local content in the curriculum and greater participation of parents and community members as classroom resources. Parents are better positioned to become involved in IBE schools and to value education for their children, recognizing that their knowledge and their culture are relevant. The legitimization of local languages that comes from their use in schooling can also strengthen the child’s, families’, and communities’, sense of inclusion in schooling. The use of local languages in formal education has a positive impact on adult literacy as well. When children successfully learn to read and write in their own language, their parents are often motivated to attend literacy classes as well.

Despite curricular reforms designed to adapt to local needs and characteristics, there remains a general criticism that the education system lacks cultural relevancy. Evidence demonstrates that indigenous members of the population acutely feel the disconnect between their culture, identity, and the public education provided. According to a UNESCO study, five of eight Mayan communities stated that they perceived a conflict between formal education and traditional oral teaching. Furthermore, the bilingual education provided does not necessarily translate into skills that enable graduates to progress socially and economically. A 2003 study undertaken by the Guatemalan General Directorate of Bilingual Intercultural Education reported that 58 percent of bilingual education graduates still worked in the agriculture sector.

4. Adaptability: Guatemala’s educational programs are too limited to effectively address individual student needs, languages, and cultures.

An adaptable education should provide opportunities for all members of society to receive an education and must involve parents and communities in school decisions to ensure that the education meets the requirements of the individual child, regardless of their background or particular family needs. In order to ensure an adaptable education, the Guatemalan government is obligated to include the special needs, cultures, religions, and languages of Afro-descendant and indigenous peoples.

Guatemala’s focus on “relevance” in its recent 2008-2012 Educational Policies features a prominent role for parents and communities. They will help plan and design school curricula; and a new model of management, responsive to the needs of the community, is to be implemented. These
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policies add to the decentralized education system in place since 1996, in which departments, municipalities, and individual schools are given various administrative tasks.220

While Guatemala’s decentralization efforts have moved school management into many communities, the program suffers from inferior teacher training and funding and infrastructure problems that render the schools an inadequate replacement for traditional public schools. Moreover, Guatemala has made insufficient efforts to reach other needy segments of its population, such as overage and disabled students.

a. Process Indicators: Guatemala’s policies and programs recognize the need to incorporate parents and communities into the educational process.

The National Program for Educational Development (hereinafter “PRONADE”), which began in the early 1990s, aims to increase coverage and quality of educational services through community participation.221 PRONADE’s objectives are to promote parental involvement and responsibility for the education of their children, strengthen local organization and community development, decentralize education services, and distribute the roles and responsibilities shared with the Education Committees (hereinafter “COEDUCA”), the institutions of Educational Services (hereinafter “ISE”) and other units of the Ministry of Education. PRONADE provides pre-primary and primary schooling to rural communities that traditionally lack educational service or where schools have not previously existed.222

In theory, under this program, communities are to receive funding to operate a school directly from the Ministry of Education if they express interest, select a school site at least three kilometers from the nearest public school, have at least 25 school-age children, and do not have any teachers on the government payroll.223 COEDUCA school committees are staffed by locally-elected parents and members of the community, who handle the administrative aspects of the school, including contracting and paying teachers, defining the school calendar, purchasing school materials, and monitoring school libraries.224 ISEs are contracted by PRONADE to organize, assist, and train COEDUCA’s.

220 UNESCO Guatemala Case Study, supra note 110, at 15.
221 PRONADE Program Description (Programa Nacional de Autogestión para el Desarrollo Educativo), http://www.mineduc.gob.gt/default.asp?seccion=559. PRONADE’s legal basis is found in Governmental Agreement 457-96 [hereinafter PRONADE Program Description]. In 1997, Law 24-97 placed PRONADE under the Ministry of Education and gave the Ministry power to approve COEDUCA’s. The Ministry of Finance allocates resources to a trust fund and disburses funds to individual COEDUCA bank accounts every three months. The ISEs help develop the budget and ensure that funds are spent according to that budget. “History of PRONADE,” USAID Working Paper 2007, available at: http://www.equip123.net/docs/e2-MeetingEFAGuatemalaCaseStudy_WP.pdf [hereinafter USAID Working Paper on PRONADE].
222 Id.
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In addition to the programs targeted to rural populations, Guatemala’s 2008-2012 Educational Policies recognize the need to strengthen and evaluate the State’s special education and technical education programs as an alternative to formal education. The Department of Special Education provides services for people with special education needs and disabilities. Though these programs target important segments of the population, they are not sufficiently developed or widespread to reach many of the people they are designed to benefit.

b. Outcome Indicators: Despite an increase in parent and community involvement, Guatemala’s programs are not adequately developed to meet the educational needs of individual students, particularly from indigenous and Afro-descendant communities.

Recent studies show that administrative support services benefit from control at the individual school level, because it enables them to identify urgent needs and leads to an expansion of school enrollment and attendance throughout the country. Data from 2003 demonstrates that PRONADE provides services to children in 21 of Guatemala’s 22 departments and accounts for 15.2 percent of primary enrollment nationwide. In addition to improved attendance, PRONADE students averaged more hours per day in the classroom than traditional rural schools and more school days per school year.228

Similarly, evaluations of PRONADE show that parents and community members control decisions over the school calendar, teacher supervision, and teaching methods. Increased community participation in the form of school boards and COEDUCAs led to improved decision-making and quality control. Promotion to higher levels is higher in PRONADE schools than traditional schools, though results regarding test scores are mixed.

PRONADE schools are not, however, without significant drawbacks. They have worse infrastructure, which may be related to the fact that communities are required to provide their own financing for school structure. They have fewer latrines and less access to water and electricity than traditional schools. Teacher payments are frequently delayed, which impacts teacher morale and job satisfaction. Teacher training is inconsistent, leading to quality issues in the classroom. Moreover, PRONADE schools may only be established where there is no other rural school nearby
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— as is the case with many indigenous communities\textsuperscript{236} — which means that communities with a public school nearby may still suffer from problems of culturally insensitive and impractical school policies. For example, a World Bank study notes that parents often take their children out of school and some students drop out when seasonal agricultural demands interfere with class or homework.\textsuperscript{237} Additionally, economic strains on the family may cause parents to pull children out of school at an early age and put them to work.\textsuperscript{238} Thus, while the PRONADE program enables community participation in its schools, resulting in culturally sensitive practices and school calendars, such government-run schools do not adequately account for individual student needs, particularly for indigenous and Afro-descendant students.

In addition to general primary education that adapts to each child’s need, Guatemala also must account for the special needs of its population, including indigenous and Afro-descendant disabled children, as well as adults in need of education. Guatemala’s Department of Special Education has limited coverage, so far assisting only 4,233 students with 165 teachers nationwide.\textsuperscript{239} Furthermore, much of the funding and program development comes from international sources, indicating that Guatemala has yet to establish an independent program that adequately meets the needs of its population.\textsuperscript{240}

5. Accountability: Existing legal and administrative mechanisms are inadequate to remedy or even to provide a measure of redress for violations of the rights to education and non-discrimination, particularly for members of Guatemala’s indigenous and Afro-descendant communities.

Guatemala’s failings in the areas of availability, accessibility, acceptability, and adaptability of education are at least partially attributable to a broader failure with respect to accountability. Importantly, “[w]ithout accountability, gains in the other components of the ‘5-A Right to Education Framework’ will not be realized.”\textsuperscript{241}

To provide meaningful accountability, Guatemala must create a structure that allows rights holders to adequately monitor the state of education and provides information (disaggregated to reflect the specific conditions of indigenous and Afro-descendant peoples) in an accessible and fully transparent manner. There should also be formal legal mechanisms in place that provide fora for the hearing and redress of complaints when the State falls short of its obligations. Further, potential claimants should be adequately informed of the mechanisms available to them in situations where the State breaches any of its regional, international, or domestic obligations with respect to the rights to education and non-discrimination. There must also be a focus on community participation and
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communication across all levels of society, with a specific emphasis on bottom-up communication.242

a.  Structural indicators: Guatemala currently provides limited mechanisms for rights holders to seek redress against the State.

A properly accountable education system involves the establishment of structural mechanisms that provide effective channels for inter-State communication, participation, and responsiveness. To this end, Guatemala has constitutional provisions addressing allegations of rights violations (the *amparo*) and maintains a national Ombudsman for Human Rights (as part of a national human rights committee).243

Within the Office of the Human Rights Ombudsman is the Indigenous Ombudsman’s Office, an agency that receives complaints and makes decisions on whether collective rights of indigenous peoples have been violated. If a violation is found, condemnations are released along with a legal analysis. The real problem is that the Office is unable to initiate prosecutions and can only issue recommendations to the Ministerio Público.244 Thus, while this agency provides a potentially useful channel for the hearing of complaints, it functions as something of an intermediary body and lacks the authority to provide meaningful opportunities for redress.

The Guatemalan Constitution guarantees access to the *amparo* for rights holders in instances where fundamental rights are alleged to be violated.245 Use of the *amparo*, however, requires the retention of legal counsel,246 which limits access and renders the mechanism overly restrictive.247 Furthermore, “it is notorious that recourse to *amparo* tends to be used more often as a delaying tactic by those attempting to evade justice than as an accessible means for the underprivileged sectors to defend their fundamental rights.”248 To this end, defense counsel often assert due process claims aimed at delaying the proceedings against their clients.249 Importantly, the average *amparo* appeal lasts more than three months, despite legal provisions that establish shorter requirements for their duration.250

Though there are structural mechanisms that link indigenous rights to judicial recourse, the following description highlights a binding inadequacy:

[New State institutions] are highly dependent on international development funds, and it is doubtful whether the government and judiciary will continue to support them after those funds dry up. Although in different ways, they all monitor compliance with collective rights commitments for indigenous people, it is notable
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that none of them has a specific mandate to defend and advance collective rights through strategic litigation.\textsuperscript{251}

Without the establishment of such a mandate, and in the absence of domestic support, it is doubtful that the State has demonstrated the commitment necessary for a system of accountability that incorporates the specific interests of Guatemala’s indigenous and Afro-descendant peoples.

While these mechanisms are necessary to pursue grievances against the State, they are not sufficient to remedy breaches of education duties. Many potential claimants, particularly in indigenous and Afro-descendant communities, cannot afford the prohibitively high costs of seeking redress.\textsuperscript{252} Thus, there must be adequate means for the economically disadvantaged to obtain subsidized legal (and other forms of) aid.

As a subset of this general concept of accountability, Guatemala must ensure that its obligations for progressively realizing educational rights, particularly concerning the provision of free secondary education, are sufficiently enforceable and integrated into the legal mechanisms for redress and responsiveness. Progressive realization must also be considered in light of a standard for “reasonable time,” in order to ensure that the State does not allow resources or the complexity of the matter to become a rationale for justice delayed.\textsuperscript{253}

b. Process indicators: To ensure that these structural and legal mechanisms prove efficacious in granting those whose educational rights have been compromised appropriate modes of redress, accurate information must be collected regularly and documented transparently. Furthermore, remedies and compensation for violated rights must be meaningful and not simply symbolic.

A precondition for an effective system of accountability is the compilation, documentation, and monitoring of various forms of data assessing the implementation of educational services. Without such information, the State cannot accurately assess the state of education and adapt its services and policies to the reality of the situation. It is crucial that this data be disaggregated to track progress for indigenous and Afro-descendant peoples. Since these populations are particularly at risk for receiving inferior services and because they face unique obstacles in securing their rights, data must be available that pinpoints the status of their educational condition. As the data presented in this Report indicates, the severe shortage of disaggregated statistics frustrates a comprehensive
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\textsuperscript{253} American Convention, supra note 4, art. 8 (1) (“Every person has the right to a hearing, with due guarantees and within a reasonable time, … ”). See Case of Tibi v. Ecuador, 2004 Inter-Am. Ct. H.R. Preliminary Objections, Merits, Reparations and Costs, (ser. C) No. 114, at para. 53 (Sept. 7, 2004). (Sergio García Ramírez, J., separate concurring opinion) (“Justice delayed, according to the well-known adage, is justice denied.”). See also, Case of Suárez-Rosero v. Ecuador, 1998 Inter-Am. Ct. H.R. Merits Judgment, (ser. C) No. 35, at para. 72 (Nov. 12, 1997):

This Court shares the view of the European Court of Human Rights, which in a number of decisions analyzed the concept of reasonable time and decided that three points should be taken into account in determining the reasonableness of the time in which a proceeding takes place: a) the complexity of the case, b) the procedural activity of the interested party, and c) the conduct of the judicial authorities (cf. Genie Lacro Case, Judgment of January 29, 1997. Series C No. 30, para. 77; and cf. Eur. Court H.R., Motta judgment of 19 February 1991, Series A No. 195-A, para. No. 30; Eur. Court H.R., Ruiz Mateos case v. Spain judgment of 23 June 1993, Series A No. 262, para. 30).
assessments of the educational circumstances of vulnerable populations. This situation must be remedied immediately to address the peculiar barriers separating these individuals and their communities from the full realization of their educational rights.

The judiciary must also take an active role in enforcing the rights guaranteed by Guatemala’s legal infrastructure. However, to the contrary, “the judiciary has largely failed to defend the collective rights of indigenous peoples, despite reforms to the legal system that ostensibly were aimed at ensuring respect for indigenous peoples and their fundamental rights.”

Though a much broader consideration within the ambit of access to justice, it is essential that proceedings be accessible for individuals in their native languages. At least in the criminal context, interpreters are rarely available for non-Spanish speakers. According to the U.S. State Department’s 2006 report on human rights in Guatemala, for the 561 tribunals nation-wide, only 63 judges spoke Mayan languages, and only 62 court interpreters were available. This situation is clearly inadequate and must be fairly addressed so that indigenous and Afro-descendant communities can access formal mechanisms of redress.

c. Outcome indicators: The relationships between duty bearers and rights holders should be strengthened to improve community participation, expand multi-level discourse, and heighten educational responsiveness.

The implementation of the State’s PRONADE program is evidence of efforts to improve communication between duty bearers (the State) and rights holders (school-age children and their parents). The program’s mandate includes increasing parental involvement and decentralizing the education system, two objectives that directly relate to strengthening relationships at all societal levels while promoting responsiveness through the formation of bottom-up channels for communication. Such communication is essential to any functioning educational system. It not only reflects multi-level participation on the part of rights holders, but also enhances empowerment while diminishing subjugation. The related concepts of human dignity and empowerment are fundamental to the full realization of any human rights and their importance in the educational context cannot be overstated.

As noted in the preceding section on adaptability, there are problems affiliated with PRONADE, though it seems to have had a generally positive impact where implemented. The State would do well to address the flaws in the program while working to further advance multi-level participation in all aspects of education, particularly in government schools.

254 Sieder, supra note 244, at 212. (“[D]espite some notable advances, the quality of ordinary justice remained extremely poor and highly likely to exclude indigenous people.” Id. at 227.)
256 Id. See also, Sieder, supra note 244, at 227.
257 For specific details on this program, see supra Part V.D.4. (discussing adaptability of education in Guatemala).
E. CONCLUSION: GUATEMALA HAS FAILED TO MEET ITS LEGAL OBLIGATIONS WITH REGARD TO THE RIGHT TO EDUCATION, AND MUST TAKE STEPS TO REMEDY THE PRESENT SITUATION.

Given the above considerations evidencing breaches of Guatemala’s duties for the provision of education and the right to non-discrimination, particularly in the context of indigenous and Afro-descendant peoples, it is clear that remedies should be implemented to further the realization of these rights. This Case Study has revealed these failures within the parameters of the “5-A Right to Education Framework,” demonstrating Guatemala’s shortcomings in making education available, accessible, acceptable, and adaptable, while instituting measures and encouraging community participation in ways that hold it accountable. We respectfully submit the following recommendations to the Inter-American Commission; all are measures that will help Guatemala fulfill the right to education amongst indigenous and Afro-descendant persons.

F. RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE INTER-AMERICAN COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS AND THE GOVERNMENT OF GUATEMALA

Structural, process, and outcome indicators and the “5-A Right to Education Framework” suggest that Guatemala has not satisfied its obligations to indigenous and Afro-descendant persons with respect to education under numerous inter-American and international treaties to which it is a State Party.

Consequently, we recommend that the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights and the Government of Guatemala:

1. Enhance availability by increasing educational spending from its current level of 1.8 percent GDP to the UNESCO-recommended 6 percent as soon as possible given budgetary constraints, without delay and without regression. Specifically, allocate funds for adequate infrastructure—classrooms, electricity, water and sanitation—and take effective measures to lower the student/teacher ratio.

2. Improve economic accessibility with a view to eradicating structural and systematic discrimination among other means by expanding scholarship and affirmative action programs available to indigenous, Afro-descendant, and other rural children. Such programs should be tailored to better target the indigenous and Afro-descendant communities and should be developed, implemented, and monitored with their full participation and informed consent. The Government should undertake an assessment of current costs borne by students, including fees associated with school attendance and opportunity costs, with a view to eliminating these costs and eradicating fees from the public education system. The Government should reduce geographic barriers to access, for example, by providing transportation at no cost, especially in rural areas.

3. To address acceptability, improve instructional quality by devoting more resources to teacher training and advanced education, particularly for curricula and programs targeting
indigenous and Afro-descendant students. The Government should ensure the intercultural bilingual education program is sufficiently funded and staffed.

4. Strengthen adaptability by ensuring that education is relevant to students and sufficiently flexible that it takes into account their diverse social and cultural environments. With this in mind, the Government should increase its efforts to incorporate indigenous languages, perspectives, worldviews, histories and cultures into the educational system, with the full participation of indigenous and Afro-descendant peoples, to improve student and community involvement and educational outcomes.

5. Increase accountability by collecting and recording statistics that are disaggregated to reflect conditions of indigenous and Afro-descendant peoples, with an eye to analyzing progress and critically assessing the implementation of educational services.

All measures affecting indigenous and Afro-descendant peoples should be taken with their full and effective participation and their free, prior, and informed consent in accordance with internationally guaranteed human rights standards.
IV. COUNTRY OVERVIEW: DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

A. INTRODUCTION

This brief overview addresses the denial of the right to education for children of Haitian descent born in the Dominican Republic. Specifically, the Dominican Republic is in violation of Article 26 of the American Convention on Human Rights (hereinafter “the American Convention”). Because it fails to provide documentation to Dominico-Haitian children, the government effectively excludes them from the educational system, thereby failing to uphold its obligation to progressively realize the right to education. Additionally, the State is violating Articles 1, 19, and 24 of the American Convention by failing to provide education to these Dominico-Haitian children with equal protection and without discrimination. Furthermore, as the Inter-American Court of Human Rights (hereinafter “the Inter-American Court”) noted, the country’s restrictive birth registration policy, General Migration Law No. 285-04, violates Articles 18 and 20 of the American Convention by denying children of Haitian descent born in the Dominican Republic the rights to a name and nationality. In violation of the fundamental right to education, the discriminatory treatment that results from this policy restricts their access to education.

The Dominican Republic also fails to comply with its domestic legislation, Constitution, and regional and international laws guaranteeing the right to education for all children without discrimination. Instead, the country maintains practices that deny Dominican children of Haitian descent the means to access education.

The Dominican Republic’s policy of refusing to issue documentation to Dominicans of Haitian descent and the country’s history of discrimination against Haitian descendants are important factors contributing to the government’s failure to realize the right to education, especially for these communities. The history of migration between the Dominican Republic and Haiti contributed significantly to the ongoing and systematic discrimination against Haitians and Dominico-Haitians, including the pervasive discrimination that denies them access to education.

The Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (hereinafter “the Commission”) noted that in the Dominican Republic, ethnic Haitians are “denied recognition as citizens” and are left in
During the last century, hundreds of thousands of Haitians migrated to the Dominican Republic to work on sugarcane plantations and factories. At that point, many Haitians remained permanently in the Dominican Republic, established families, and presently live with their children and grandchildren who were then born in the Dominican Republic. The government granted these sugarcane plantation and factory workers identification cards that allowed them to register their Dominican-born children as citizens. However, the current government’s immigration policies marginalize and cast Dominican-born Haitians as irregular or illegal immigrants despite the fact the Constitution grants them the right to be recognized as citizens.

General Migration Law No. 285-04, as detailed below, operates as a vehicle for government officials to discriminate against Dominican-born Haitians. For example, the process for registering births under this law is structured such that it is almost impossible for Dominico-Haitians to register their newborns and obtain identification cards, thereby rendering proper documentation for these children impossible. Because proper documentation is necessary for all children to attain citizenship, access services, and enroll in school, the government’s use of the General Migration Law effectively denies Dominican children of Haitian descent the right to nationality and other fundamental rights, such as the right to education.

Experts confirmed that discrimination against Haitians and Dominico-Haitians is a pervasive problem in the Dominican Republic. For instance, the U.N. Special Rapporteur on Racism, Racial Discrimination, Xenophobia and Related Intolerance, Doudou Diène, and the U.N. Independent Expert on Minority Issues, Gay McDougall, reported that “there is nevertheless a profound and entrenched problem of racism and discrimination against such groups as Haitians, Dominicans of Haitian descent, and more generally against blacks within Dominican society.” Furthermore, Dominicans consider themselves Hispanics while identifying Haitians as blacks. This distinction, motivated by racial prejudice, ignores the Dominican Republic’s racial diversity.

Finally, the Dominican Republic has failed to implement measures to combat discrimination. Examples of the results of this failure were seen in a shadow report submitted by human rights advocates to the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (hereinafter “CERD”),

11 Id.
13 HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH, supra note 3.
14 Id.
15 Dominican Republic Constitution, supra note 8, at art. 11.
16 General Migration Law, supra note 6.
17 Id. at art. 28.
18 Id.; HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH, supra note 3, at 27.
21 Id.
which detailed the violations of the State’s treaty obligations under the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (hereinafter “ICERD”). Advocates reported that “Haitians [sic] migrants tend to live in communities together, isolated from Dominican communities, in constant fear of being assaulted, arrested, repatriated or scapegoated in some way.” Additionally, the report confirmed discriminatory effects of government policies, finding that Dominican children of Haitian descent do not receive proper birth certificates, proper identification cards, nor can they enroll in schools. Thus, without non-governmental assistance, “Haitian communities [in the Dominican Republic] have virtually no access to . . . education.”

B. ALTHOUGH THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC’S CONSTITUTION AND EDUCATION LAWS COMPLY WITH REGIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL OBLIGATIONS, THE STATE HAS FAILED TO IMPLEMENT THESE LAWS, RESULTING IN DISCRIMINATION IN EDUCATION, ESPECIALLY FOR DOMINICO-HAITIAN CHILDREN.

The Dominican Constitution guarantees free and compulsory education to all. Article 8(16) generally guarantees the right to education and establishes compulsory primary education. The country is obligated to provide fundamental education to all persons within State borders and to take necessary measures to eliminate illiteracy. Article 8(16) also provides that primary, secondary and other forms of education, such as agricultural, vocational, artistic, commercial, manual arts, and domestic economies, be free to all. Thus, the Constitution on its face complies with regional and international protections of the right to education.

In addition to Constitutional protections for the right to education, Dominican laws ensure access to education for all without discrimination. For instance, Dominican Law No. 66-97, the Organic Education Law, structures the educational system as well as provides mandatory school guidelines. The Law reiterates the Constitution’s guarantee of the right to education for all persons within the State’s borders. It also declares the right to education to be “permanent and one that may not be renounced,” as well as a right to be enjoyed without discrimination. Furthermore, it obligates the State to effectuate the principle of “equality of educational opportunity” for all. The State must accomplish this through “political action and through the provision of the means necessary for the development of educational life, through social, economic and cultural support to
the family and to the student, especially in terms of providing students with the help needed to overcome a lack of family and social-economic resources. Each individual, including gifted children, those with physical disabilities, and those with learning disabilities, is also guaranteed an “appropriate” and free education.

The Dominican government also passed legislation to codify Law No. 136-03, the System for the Protection of the Fundamental Rights of Children and Adolescents. Law No. 136-03 provides for equal application of its provisions to all children and adolescents without discrimination. Articles 45 and 46 further guarantee access to high quality education system for all children and adolescents and reiterate that fundamental education is mandatory and free of charge. Moreover, this law guarantees that no children or adolescent should be denied access to education for reasons such as the lack of an identification card.

Although on their face the Dominican Republic’s Constitution and laws comply with State obligations to respect, protect, and fulfill the right to education, the government, in violation of domestic, regional and international guarantees, has failed to properly implement these laws. For

---

35 Id. Article 4(j) states that the State must “. . . promover políticas y proveer los medios necesarios al desarrollo de la vida educativa, a través de apoyos de tipo social, económico y cultural a la familia y al educado, especialmente de proporcionar a los educados las ayudas necesarias para superar las carencias de tipo familiar y socio-económico . . . .” Id.
36 Id. at art. 4(m).
37 Dominican Republic Law No. 136-03 (2003) [hereinafter the System for the Protection of the Fundamental Rights of Children and Adolescents].
38 Id. at Principle IV: Principle of Equality & Non-discrimination.
39 Id. at art. 45 (right to education). Article 45 declares that:

| Todos los niños, niñas y adolescentes tienen derecho a la educación integral de la más alta calidad, orientada hacia el desarrollo de sus potencialidades y de las capacidades que contribuyan a su desarrollo personal, familiar y de la sociedad. Asimismo, deberán ser preparados para ejercer plenamente sus derechos civiles, respetar los derechos humanos y desarrollar los valores nacionales y culturales propios, en un marco de paz, solidaridad, tolerancia y respeto. |

Párrafo I.- La educación básica es obligatoria y gratuita. Tanto los padres y madres como el Estado son responsables de garantizar los medios para que todos los niños y niñas completen su educación primaria básica.

Párrafo II.- En ningún caso podrá negarse la educación a los niños, niñas y adolescentes alegando razones como: la ausencia de los padres, representantes o responsables, la carencia de documentos de identidad o recursos económicos o cualquier otra causa que vulnere sus derechos. Id.
40 Id. at art. 46 (guarantees of the right to education). Article 46 states that:

- Para el ejercicio del derecho a la educación de los niños, niñas y adolescentes, el Estado y, en particular, la Secretaría de Estado de Educación, debe garantizar:
  a) El acceso a educación inicial a partir de los tres años;
  b) La enseñanza básica obligatoria y gratuita;
  c) La adopción de medidas para fomentar la asistencia regular a las escuelas y reducir las tasas de deserción escolar;
  d) La enseñanza secundaria, incluida la enseñanza profesional para todos los y las adolescentes;
  e) Información y orientación sobre formación profesional y vocacional para todos los niños, niñas y adolescentes. Id.
41 Id. at art. 45. The relevant part of Art 45 declares that “[e]n ningún caso podrá negarse la educación a los niños, niñas y adolescentes alegando razones como: (...) la carencia de documentos de identidad . . . .
example, a survey conducted in one Haitian settlement found that 48 percent of the adult residents over 15 years of age could not read in Spanish. This settlement’s school building lacked paper, books, and desks, and many in the community did not even consider it a real school. Additionally, the survey concluded that only 38 percent of settlement residents could read and write, as compared to 80 percent of residents who lived in urban areas. A second survey conducted in 28 Haitian settlements in the Dominican Republic found that the average illiteracy rate was 35 percent and as high as 64 percent. In contrast, the overall illiteracy rate for the country stands at only 13 percent. These statistics demonstrate a reality for Dominicans of Haitian descent that does not reflect the State’s Constitutional and legal guarantees.

C. The Dominican Government’s Birth Registration Policy Further ImpeDES The Realization Of The Right To Education For Dominican Children Of Haitian Descent.

Article 11(1) of the Dominican Constitution grants Dominican nationality based on the principles of *jus sanguinis* (“right of blood”) and *jus solis* (“right of soil”). All of those born in the Dominican Republic, with the exception of children born to diplomats or parents who are “in transit,” become Dominican by virtue of their birth within Dominican territory. Article 11(3) also grants nationality to any child born to a Dominican mother or father, regardless of the place of birth.

Article 36(10) of Law 285-04, the General Law on Migration, undermines this *jus solis* provision by declaring that all “non-residents”—including tourists, business people, persons in
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42 This settlement, Batey 1, is located in the the Bahoruco Province of the Dominican Republic on the western end of the island near the Dominican-Haitian border.
43 Health Justice Collaborative, 2005 Batey, 1 Survey. Survey of the demographics, health, and healthcare utilizations of households with children 0-5 yrs old in Batey 1, Bahoruco Province, Dominican Republic. Sponsored by The Health Justice Collaborative.
44 Id. at 16.
45 Dr. Leonardo Martinez, Análisis del contexto sociodemográfico de la base poblacional Batey, p. 55, available from author of this report (RFK Center).
46 Id. at 56.
48 Dominican Republic Constitution, supra note 8, at art. 11. Article 8 declares that: [s]on dominicanos: (1) Todas las personas que nacieren en el territorio de la República, con excepción de los hijos legítimos de los extranjeros residentes en el país en representación diplomática o los que están de tránsito en él. (2) Las personas que al presente estén investidas de esta calidad en virtud de constituciones y leyes anteriores. (3) Todas las personas nacidas en el extranjero, de padre o madre dominicanos, siempre que, de acuerdo con las leyes del país de su nacimiento, no hubieren adquirido una nacionalidad extranjera; o que, en caso de haberla adquirido, manifestaren, por acto ante un oficial público remitido al Poder Ejecutivo, después de alcanzar la edad de diez y ocho (18) años, su voluntad de optar por la nacionalidad dominicana . . . .
49 According to Dominican jurisprudence, “in transit” typically means a period of less than 10 days.
50 Dominican Republic Constitution, supra note 8, at art. 11(1).
51 Id. at art. 11(3).
52 Ley de Migración 285-04, hereinafter Ley de Migración] art. 36: Son admitidos como No Residentes los extranjeros que califiquen en alguna de las siguientes subcategorías: (…) (10) Los No Residentes son considerados personas en Transito, para los fines de la aplicación del Artículo 11 de la Constitución de la República.
transit to a third country, temporary workers, and those unable to prove Dominican nationality or their lawful residency in the country—are to be considered “in-transit” for the purposes of Article 11 of the Constitution.53

Additionally, Article 28(1)54 of the 2004 General Law on Migration mandates that all health centers issue pink birth declarations rather than the standard white ones to children born of foreign mothers who lack documentation proving their legal residency status.55 Only white declarations allow parents to later obtain official birth certificates, which are required to register for Dominican citizenship.56 Thus, children with pink declarations are not eligible to register for Dominican citizenship and, as a result, are denied the essential rights and protections that come along with citizenship, such as the right to education as discussed above.57 Moreover, parents’ inability to register their children renders these children stateless in violation of additional fundamental rights and excludes them from the educational system.58

In 2005, the Secretary of Education issued an order allowing undocumented children to attend school through fourth grade, while previous administrations had allowed such children access to education until eighth grade.59 Nonetheless, enrollment is discretionary—decided by local and

---

53 Id. at art. 36(10).
54 Id. at art. 28.

Las extranjeras No Residentes que durante su estancia en el país den a luz a un niño(a), deben conducirse al Consulado de su nacionalidad a los fines de registrar allí a su hijo(a). En los casos en que el padre de la criatura sea dominicano, podrán registrar la misma ante la correspondiente oficialía del estado civil dominicana conforme disponen las Leyes de la materia. (1) Todo centro de salud que al momento de ofrecer su asistencia de parto a una mujer extranjera que no cuente con la documentación que la acredite como residente legal, expedirá una Constancia de Nacimiento de Color Rosado diferente a la Constancia de Nacimiento Oficial, con todas las referencias personales de la madre. (2) Todo Centro de Salud entregará a la Junta Central Electoral y a la Secretaría de Relaciones Exteriores constancia del nacimiento de niño(a) de toda madre extranjera, la que se registrará en un libro para extranjeros, si no le corresponde la nacionalidad dominicana. La Secretaría de Relaciones Exteriores notificará el hecho a la embajada del país que corresponde a la madre extranjera para los fines de lugar. (3) Toda Delegación de Oficialías tiene la obligación de notificar a la Dirección General de Migración, el nacimiento de niño o niña, cuya madre extranjera no posea la documentación requerida.55 These pink birth declarations are not birth certificates; rather, they serve as a document attesting to the birth of a child.

56 Ley de Migración, supra note 53 at art. 28 §§ 1..

Hospitals and clinics issuing pink birth declarations must provide three copies of the document: one to the parents, one to the Central Electoral Board (“JCE”), and one to the Ministry of Foreign Relations. Id. The JCE, via its local registry offices, then provides a copy of this pink birth declaration to the General Migration Directorate and the birth declaration of the child along with the personal information of the mother which is inscribed in a “book of foreigners.”

57 Dominican Republic Constitution, supra note 8, at art 8(16).
58 In situations where the father is a Dominican national with valid identification, he can register the child in the local Civil Registry Office. However, the Movement of Dominico-Haitian Women (MUDHA), a Dominican NGO, recently reported that there are children of Dominican mothers and documented Dominico-Haitian fathers who are not being registered, thus denying the child citizenship based on the father’s ancestry. In addition, many Dominico-Haitians do not have any Haitian documentation and are unable to register themselves or their children for Haitian or Dominican nationality. See “Mudha denuncia increment de las redadas contra inmigrantes y las expulsiones masivas,” DiarioDigitalRD, at http://www.diariodigital.com.do/articulo,22843,html.

regional education administrators—and, as a result, children have been expelled from school or even denying their enrollment at all.\textsuperscript{60}

Further, the government has been denying copies and revoking documentation from individuals who are legally carrying them. On March 29, 2007, the Dominican Republic’s administrative body of the Central Electoral Board (“JCE”) issued “Circular No. 017”.\textsuperscript{61} This document mandates that government officials closely examine birth certificates whenever a person is requesting a copy of any document related to civil registry status, for example when a person wants to obtain an identification card.\textsuperscript{62} The JCE apparently issued this circular in response to reports that some government offices had previously issued irregular birth certificates to foreign parents who had never demonstrated their legal status or their residency in the Dominican Republic.\textsuperscript{63} According to the circular, government officials must refrain from issuing, signing, and copying all documents with any “irregularities” and immediately remit them to the administrative body.\textsuperscript{64} What this means is that in addition to those children who were denied documentation upon birth, even children who did obtain it, can be stripped of that documentation and then be denied the services, such as education, that require them to have it.

Several Dominican human rights organizations challenged the constitutionality of the General Migration Law No. 285-04 in 2005.\textsuperscript{65} These challengers argued that this law sought to limit the scope of Article 11 of the Constitution by defining all “non-residents” as people “in transit” and imposing unconstitutional limitations on their right to Dominican nationality.\textsuperscript{66} However, the Supreme Court of Justice found the challenged articles to be in accordance with the Dominican Constitution and ruled the law to be constitutional.\textsuperscript{67} By upholding the General Migration Law, the Supreme Court effectively reinforced the discriminatory policies that deny the right to nationality and, consequently, the right to education for Dominican children of Haitian descent.

The Supreme Court declared the law constitutional following and in complete defiance of the Case of the Girls Yean and Bosico v. the Dominican Republic (hereinafter “the Yean & Bosico Case”),\textsuperscript{68} an important decision issued by the Inter-American Court of Human Rights (discussed below) which determined that the Dominican government should ensure equal access to birth certificates and school enrollment for all children in the country.\textsuperscript{69}
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\item \textsuperscript{60} Interview with Sonia Pierre, Founder of MUDHA, in Washington, D.C., (Mar. 7, 2008).
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\item \textsuperscript{68} Yean & Bosico Case, supra note 5.
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RIGHT TO EDUCATION OF AFRO-DESCENDANT AND INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES IN THE AMERICAS

D. **The Inter-American Court of Human Right’s decision on the Yean & Bosico Case, requesting the country to ensure equal access to birth certificates and school enrollment for all children in the Dominican Republic, was a landmark decision for the right to education.**

In the *Yean & Bosico Case*, the Inter-American Court found that the Dominican government failed to comply with its obligations to guarantee the rights embodied in the American Convention and other international treaties. The decision unanimously declared the Dominican Republic in violation of Articles 3 (right to juridical personality), 5, (right to humane treatment), 18 (right to a name), 19 (rights of the child), 20 (right to nationality), and 24 (right to equal protection) of the American Convention.70

The facts of the case typify the Dominican government’s countless violations toward Dominico-Haitian children in denial of their fundamental right to education. Dilcia Yean and Violeta Bosico were born and raised in the Dominican Republic. Both of their mothers are Dominican nationals and both fathers are Haitians.71 The Dominican Republic, through its Registry Office authorities, refused to issue birth certificates for the children, despite the fact that they were born within the State’s territory and the Constitution of the Dominican Republic establishes the principle of *jus solis* to determine those who have a right to Dominican citizenship.72

Violeta Bosico was unable to attend day school for one year because the government would not issue her an identification card.73 The Court ruled that the Dominican Republic, by refusing to issue Violeta Bosico and other children of Haitian ancestry a birth certificate, violated her right to nationality, rendering her stateless, and in consequence violating her right to education.74 The court explicitly recognized the right to nationality as the gateway to the enjoyment of all other rights and found that children who are denied their birth certificates are also denied their membership to a political community.75

E. **Recommendations**

The Dominican Republic’s guarantees of free compulsory education without discrimination to all as set forth in its Constitution and laws are not sufficient to realize the right to education. The lack of enforcement of those laws and the implementation of a discriminatory birth registration policy that results in denial of the right to education show the country’s defiance in complying with inter-American and international treaties and conventions. In light of these facts, we recommend that the Dominican Republic:
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70 American Convention on Human Rights, supra note 2 at arts. 3, 5, 18, 20 & 24; Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Article 6; the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, Article 16; the American Declaration on the Rights and Duties of Man, Article XVII, and the African Charter of Human’s and People’s Rights, Article 5.
71 Yean & Bosico Case, supra note 5.
72 Id.
73 Id.
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75 Id. The Inter-American Court ordered the Dominican government to: (i) pay damages for the Yean and Bosico children; (ii) issue a public apology and publish the sentence; and (iii) implement legislative and administrative measures to ensure equal access to birth certificates and school enrollment for all children in the country. At the publishing of this Report, the Dominican Republic has not fully complied with the decision.
1. Ratify the Protocol of San Salvador;

2. Revise General Migration Law No. 285-04, bring it into conformity with Article 11 of the Dominican Republic’s Constitution, withdraw the “Pink Book” provisions, and recognize the right of all persons born on Dominican territory to Dominican citizenship without discrimination;

3. Implement and enforce its domestic laws on education;

4. Immediately retract the internal administrative procedures of “Circular 017” that deny the issuance of and retroactively revoke legal documentation; and

5. Fully comply with the decision of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights in the case of Yean and Bosico vs. the Dominican Republic and implement measures to ensure non-discriminatory issuance of birth certificates and access to education.
VII. RECOMMENDATIONS

In light of our findings regarding the right to education for Afro-descendant and indigenous peoples in the Americas, we respectfully recommend:

A. TO THE COMMISSION:

1. Establish an Inter-American Special Rapporteurship on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights to ensure the protection of and commitment to economic, social and cultural rights in the Americas and to investigate violations of the right to education for Afro-descendant and indigenous peoples commencing with investigations of the situation in each of Colombia, Guatemala, and the Dominican Republic.

2. Urge both the Special Rapporteur on the Rights of Persons of African Descent and Racial Discrimination and the Special Rapporteur on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, to investigate, report, and make recommendations regarding the right to education for Afro-descendant and indigenous peoples in the Americas commencing with investigations of the situation in each of Colombia, Guatemala, and the Dominican Republic.

3. In addition to the structural, process, and outcome indicators that the Commission advocates in analyzing economic, social, and cultural rights, adopt a framework that uses availability, accessibility, acceptability, adaptability, and accountability as measures for assessing violations of the right to education. This framework is further described in Section III (Methodology) of this Report.

4. Include assessments of the right to education in the economic, social, and cultural rights chapter of its annual reports.

B. TO THE GOVERNMENT OF COLOMBIA:

1. Increase availability by allocating more funds for the creation and maintenance of both primary and secondary schools in areas with large minority populations, including rural areas.

2. Improve accessibility to minorities, who are disproportionately represented among the poor, by amending Article 67 the Constitution so that it guarantees free primary education for all Colombians equally.

3. Address acceptability by refusing to provide public funding to low quality schools that currently exist in minority communities, especially “garage schools.”

4. Make schools more adaptable by focusing on the needs of Afro-Colombian and indigenous peoples, especially by incorporating ethno-education into school curricula.
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5. Increase accountability for its actions by maintaining and broadening the scope of tutela actions.

C. TO THE GOVERNMENT OF GUATEMALA:

1. Enhance availability by increasing educational spending from its current level of 1.8 percent GDP to the UNESCO-recommended 6 percent as soon as possible given budgetary constraints, without delay and without regression. Specifically, allocate funds for adequate infrastructure—classrooms, electricity, water and sanitation—and take effective measures to lower the student/teacher ratio.

2. Improve economic accessibility with a view to eradicating structural and systematic discrimination among other means by expanding scholarship and affirmative action programs available to indigenous, Afro-descendant, and other rural children. Such programs should be tailored to better target the indigenous and Afro-descendant communities and should be developed, implemented, and monitored with their full participation and informed consent. The Government should undertake an assessment of current costs borne by students, including fees associated with school attendance and opportunity costs, with a view to eliminating these costs and eradicating fees from the public education system. The Government should reduce geographic barriers to access, for example, by providing transportation at no cost, especially in rural areas.

3. To address acceptability, improve instructional quality by devoting more resources to teacher training and advanced education, particularly for curricula and programs targeting indigenous and Afro-descendant students. The Government should ensure the intercultural bilingual education program is sufficiently funded and staffed.

4. Strengthen adaptability by ensuring that education is relevant to students and sufficiently flexible that it takes into account their diverse social and cultural environments. With this in mind, the Government should increase its efforts to incorporate indigenous languages, perspectives, worldviews, histories and cultures into the educational system, with the full participation of indigenous and Afro-descendant peoples, to improve student and community involvement and educational outcomes.

5. Increase accountability by collecting and recording statistics that are disaggregated to reflect conditions of indigenous and Afro-descendant peoples, with an eye to analyzing progress and critically assessing the implementation of educational services.

All measures affecting indigenous and Afro-descendant peoples should be taken with their full and effective participation and their free, prior, and informed consent in accordance with internationally guaranteed human rights standards.

D. TO THE GOVERNMENT OF THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC:

1. Ratify the “Protocol of San Salvador.”
2. Revise Migration Law No. 285-04 and bring it into conformity with Article 11 of its Constitution, withdrawing the provision for the “Pink Book” and recognizing the right of all persons born in Dominican territory to Dominican citizenship without discrimination.

3. Implement and enforce its domestic laws on education.
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Cornell Law School International Human Rights Clinic
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Ithaca, New York 14853
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http://www.lawschool.cornell.edu/academics/clinicalprogram/int_human_rights.cfm

University of Virginia School of Law International Human Rights Clinic
580 Massie Rd.
Charlottesville, VA 22936
tel: 434-924-4776
http://www.law.virginia.edu/html/academics/humanrights/hr_program.htm